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Abstract
Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs) are interactive characters controlled by
software agents that exhibit human-like qualities. When interacting with
human participants in virtual communities, an IVA is expected to be intelligent, as well as believable. A major factor that determines the intelligence
and believability of an IVA is its ability to be aware of its physical and
social environments.
An important aspect of physical environment awareness is the ability of
an agent to refer at an abstract level to the interactions of entities (avatars
and objects) in its surrounding environment. However, sensor data received
from many virtual worlds describe the agent’s environment at the level of
objects and avatars. This has introduced an information representation gap
between virtual worlds and IVAs implemented using agent systems such as
those based on the BDI architecture.
In this thesis, the dynamic virtual environment of an IVA is described using
entity relationships that abstractly describe the state of the environment,
communication actions included in the messages exchanged in chat channels, complex events that take place, and situations that are unfolding. An
abstract model of virtual environments is formulated to describe these different virtual environment elements, and their interrelationships. A set of
data inference mechanisms is identified, which interprets the low-level sensor data received from virtual worlds into the aforementioned elements of
dynamic virtual environments. A framework implementing these data inference mechanisms is used to process sensor data received by Jason agents
deployed in the popular multi-purpose virtual world Second Life.
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With respect to improving social environment awareness of an IVA, an important aspect that has not been considered in previous research is how an
IVA can be aware of the fulfilments and violations of its social expectations.
A hindrance to enable an IVA to monitor for its expectations is the lack of
such mechanisms in common agent frameworks such as those based on the
BDI architecture. As a solution to this problem, this thesis integrates the
concept of expectation monitoring with the BDI agent paradigm. An interface is defined that can be used by BDI agents to delegate monitoring for
their expectations to monitoring processes outside the agent system. This
interface is currently implemented for the Jason BDI agent development
platform.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is focused on improving the awareness of Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs).
Awareness of both physical and social environments is addressed. Improving physical
environment awareness of an IVA is difficult due to the information representation
gap that exists between virtual worlds and agent systems used to implement IVAs.
In order to mitigate this problem, a set of data inference mechanisms, backed by an
abstract model of dynamic virtual environments, is implemented to convert low-level
virtual world sensor data into an abstract representation of the dynamism in the virtual
environment. For social environment awareness, an interface is defined to enable an
IVA to monitor for its social expectations while operating in virtual communities.
In simple terms, an IVA is an interactive character controlled by a software agent,
and it exhibits human-like qualities. As the name implies, an IVA is expected to possess
a certain level of intelligence. In addition, an IVA should be believable to the human
participants interacting with it.
A virtual world provides a visual representation for a human participant connecting
to the virtual world through client software. This visual representation is commonly
termed an ‘avatar’. For human participants, this client has a control interface. An
avatar has the ability to perform a basic set of actions such as playing animations
(e.g. walking or crying) and communicating with other agents. A human can activate
these basic actions of its avatar and carry out complex behaviour inside the virtual
world. The virtual world server also provides a continuous stream of sensor data to
the clients that connect to it. These sensor data describe the properties of static and
dynamic elements in the virtual world observable by the clients. In the context of a
human participant, the client updates the visual interface to reflect the changes that
took place in the server. The human observing these changes can then understand
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what is happening in the virtual environment.
In contrast to a human participant, a virtual agent could be deployed either internally or externally to a virtual world server. The latter approach is what is considered
in this thesis. In this approach, implementing an IVA involves creating a virtual world
client that is controlled by a software agent. A virtual world client controlled by an
agent also has an avatar representation inside the virtual world. In order to implement
the sophisticated human-like abilities expected from an IVA, the agent connected to
the client software should replicate the aforementioned two main abilities of its human counterpart : 1) behaviour execution, and 2) understanding what is happening
in the surrounding environment. In addition, to be believable and intelligent, the IVA
should have capabilities such as the ability to maintain a personality, ability to show
emotional reactions, and the ability to maintain social relationships (Loyall, 1997).
A common approach is to augment the basic client functions with a set of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) technologies to implement only a sub-set of these IVA capabilities,
while ignoring others. The use of intelligent agent technologies to implement an agent
that controls the virtual world client functionality is also common. This thesis focuses
on the use of intelligent agent technologies, such as the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)
architecture (Bratman, Israel, and Pollack, 1988), to implement IVAs.

1.1

Motivation

The following excerpt describes the behaviour of IVAs employed as guards in an online
multi-player game, and points to the motivation for the research reported in this thesis:
“At one point in the game, two enemy guards (they are not each other’s
enemies) patrol a wall and must be passed. The two guards both follow the
same path, starting at opposite ends and passing each other in the middle.
It is possible to lay a land mine so that the first guard walks into it and dies
messily and loudly. The other guard, perhaps 100 yards away, continues his
patrol, oblivious. As he crosses the passing point where he normally meets
his compatriot he fails to notice his compatriot’s absence. He continues
his patrol, walking through the bloody remains of his companion and back
again without reaction. It is possible to set a second land mine at the
blood-stained wall in the same position as the first, and the second guard
will walk straight into it, his doom sealed by failure to pick up on any of
the obvious clues.” (Livingstone, 2006)
2

Such behaviour is in stark contrast to what a human would do in the same situation.
The moment the IVA behaviour differs from the behaviour of the human counterpart
under the same conditions, the believability of the IVA disappears (Livingstone, 2006).
The inability to react to the obvious changes in the surrounding environment, and
not being sufficiently proactive to predict what might happen next, indicate a lack of
intelligence of an agent (Wooldridge, 2009).
So, what is it the above IVAs lacked, but humans have in abundance? The IVA’s
flaw is also included in the above excerpt — “failure to pick up on any of the obvious
clues”. In other words, being oblivious to the changes taking place in the surrounding
environment makes an IVA not only less intelligent, but also less believable.
Awareness is a broad and complex subject that encompasses many aspects. Although we humans have the ability to be subconsciously aware of many different things
in the surrounding environment, implementation of awareness abilities in an agent is
non-trivial. An agent should have self awareness, and it also has to be aware of its
surrounding environment. For an agent (or a human), environment awareness involves
physical environment awareness, and social environment awareness.
With respect to physical environment awareness, an agent should be capable of 1)
perceiving the objects in the environment in order to reason about how to interact
with them (creating static abstractions), and 2) interpreting the dynamic interactions
taking place in the environment (creating dynamic abstractions). The latter type of
environment awareness can be described as the identification of abstract environment
states, complex domain-specific events that take place, and being aware of the unfolding
situations.
However, sensor data received from most of the virtual worlds present only a crude
picture of the virtual environment, providing information at the level of individual entities, and messages with only surface-level information. Abstract information related
to relationships that exist among entities, complex events taking place, and situations
unfolding around an IVA is hidden beneath the heap of this low-level sensor data,
making it directly unavailable for the deliberation process of the agent. This in fact,
is the problem of the information representation gap between agent systems and virtual worlds, as already acknowledged by many researchers (Hindriks, van Riemsdijk,
Behrens, Korstanje, Kraayenbrink, Pasman, and de Rijk, 2011; Dignum, 2012; Dignum,
Westra, van Doesburg, and Harbers, 2009; Gemrot, Brom, and Plch, 2011).
Some of the research on creating dynamic virtual environment abstractions for IVAs
has looked at interpreting the environment state at distinct instants of time. This
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involved only the identification of relationships and interactions among different entities, with no reference to events (Gemrot et al., 2011; Vosinakis and Panayiotopoulos,
2003). Those that focused on event identification dealt with only a small set of simple
events, which were identified in the context of a specific virtual world and/or a domain (Fielding, Fraser, Logan, and Benford, 2004; Bosse and Stam, 2011). Some other
research (Bogdanovych, Simoff, and Esteva, 2008) relied on specialised middleware for
virtual institutions (Bogdanovych, Simoff, and Esteva, 2009), to provide agents with
high-level domain-specific events. However, such middleware is not suitable for the
deployment of IVAs in pre-existing virtual simulations that cannot currently be controlled by virtual institutions. Warden and Visser (2012) developed a spatio-temporal
event recognition mechanism based on discrete state updates received from a 3D agent
simulation. However, this framework has still not been used in the context of a virtual
world, nor is its output consumed by an agent.
None of the previous research has clearly defined what is meant by a “dynamic
virtual environment”. As a consequence, none of these interpretations are based on a
formal virtual environment model, which has led to the use of arbitrary, incomplete,
and often domain dependent virtual environment models.
Another observation is that the aforementioned previous research has not focused
on communication interactions that take place in virtual environments. The ability of
an IVA to communicate with humans can be a major contributor to its believability.
This believability is enhanced even further if an IVA has the ability to comprehend
the communication in the context of other activities taking place in the environment.
There is a large body of research on implementing natural language capabilities for
IVAs (Kopp, Gesellensetter, Krämer, and Wachsmuth, 2005; Agostaro, Augello, Pilato,
Vassallo, and Gaglio, 2005; Swartout, Traum, Artstein, Noren, Debevec, Bronnenkant,
Williams, Leuski, Narayanan, Piepol, Lane, Morie, Aggarwal, Liewer, Chiang, Gerten,
Chu, and White, 2010). However, this research is disconnected from the research that
has focused on creating abstractions of the IVA’s dynamic environment.
Social awareness also is a very broad concept that refers to a community member’s understanding of the existence of other members in the community, as well as
the existence of social structures pertaining to that community. There exists some
research that explored social concepts such as roles, groups, and social relationships
in the context of IVAs (Prendinger and Ishizuka, 2001; Prada and Paiva, 2005; Afonso
and Prada, 2008). An important aspect of social awareness that has not yet been
considered is how an IVA can be aware of the fulfilments and violations of its social ex-
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pectations as a consequence of interactions with other participants in the environment.
Expectations play important roles in the social reasoning process of agents operating
in communities. For example, expectations have been shown to be related to social
norms, conventions, and commitments in societies, and are also an important component of social trust (Castelfranchi, Falcone, and Lorini, 2009). In order to implement
these social constructs for an IVA, a precursor task is to enable the IVA to be aware
of the fulfilments and violations of its social expectations.

1.2

Objectives

Improving the physical environment awareness of an IVA has many aspects. The work
needed to address all these different aspects goes well beyond the scope of a single
thesis. Therefore the focus of this thesis is only on creating abstract descriptions of
the dynamism in a virtual environment.
To this end, the first objective of this research is to develop a precise abstract model
to describe dynamic virtual environments. Such a model should provide a common
terminology to relate to the different elements of dynamic virtual environments and
their interrelationships, and should be general enough to refer to these elements in a
domain-specific manner.
The second objective is to develop a set of data inference mechanisms, having
well-defined interfaces based on the dynamic virtual environment model, in order to
interpret sensor data received from virtual worlds in terms of abstract virtual environment elements. In essence, this will be a solution to the problem of the information
representation gap between agent systems and virtual worlds, when interpreting virtual world sensor data to create agent percepts. In this regard, these data inference
mechanisms should have a latency low enough to process a high frequency virtual world
sensor data stream to be used by an agent in real time.
Then we turn towards improving social environmental awareness of an IVA in the
context of its social expectations. The third objective is to identify a way for an IVA
to monitor for the fulfilment and violation of its domain-specific social expectations
based on the abstract dynamic environment information that it perceives, and react to
these fulfilments and violations.
No solution is complete until it has been implemented and tested. Therefore the
final objective of this thesis is to implement the set of data inferencing mechanisms
and expectation monitoring with respect to an intelligent agent system and a virtual
5

world.

1.3

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• This thesis presents an abstract model to describe elements of complex dynamic
virtual environments, something which has not so far been presented in the previous work, as described in Section 3.11. It provides common terminology for
different elements of dynamic virtual environments and the interrelationships of
those elements. As demonstrated in Chapter 8, this abstract model is general
enough to describe the low-level sensor data received from complex virtual world
simulations belonging to different application domains in terms of more abstract
concepts suitable for the deliberation process of an agent.
• This thesis implements a set of inter-connected data inference mechanisms that
processes low-level virtual world sensor data into elements of the abstract dynamic virtual environment model. In contrast to the ad-hoc implementations
of mechanisms to create simple virtual environment abstractions that focused
on a single application domain or a single virtual world, this set of data inference mechanisms provides the generation of comprehensive abstract information.
These inference mechanisms can also be customised according to the needs of
different application domains, and are designed to be independent from the associated virtual world. As demonstrated in Chapter 8, it has been already applied
in the context of two virtual world simulations that belong to very distinct application domains. Performance evaluation of these implemented inference mechanisms shows that they have the ability to process information fast enough to be
used by an agent at real time.
• This thesis introduces the use of well-established complex event processing (CEP)
mechanisms for event recognition on virtual world sensor data, and is the first
to do so, to the best of our knowledge. In contrast to the simple rule-based
event inference mechanisms used in previous work, these CEP mechanisms offer many sophisticated features for efficient event recognition, as described in
Section 4.6.2. CEP mechanisms have been successfully employed in application
domains that deal with high frequency data streams and require output with low
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latency. Therefore they make a very suitable candidate to be used on the high
frequency sensor data streams received from virtual worlds.
• This thesis demonstrates how entity relationships and complex events can be
used to identify unfolding situations in an agent’s environment, thus providing
the opportunity to identify domain-specific complex situations. Section 8.1.1.4
demonstrates some such situations for the application domain of virtual football.
Although the importance of situations for BDI agents has been identified previously (Section 2.3.5.2), only low-level situations have been considered so far, and
no previous research reports the identification of complex situations in virtual
environments.
• This thesis presents the use of temporal relations between communication actions
and other entity actions, in order to check for fulfilments and violations of expectations defined on participant behaviour. This is demonstrated in Section 8.2.4
with respect to a virtual medical scenario that involves the use of communication actions and other entity actions in the simulation. Although the use of
temporal relations between communication actions in virtual environments have
been subject to previous research, no attention had been paid to their temporal
relationships with other entity actions.
• This thesis reports the first approach to integrating a publicly available BDI agent
development platform with Second Life. The documented experience gained
through this implementation provides useful information for future researchers
hoping to integrate agent systems with Second Life. Performance measurements
were carried out to ensure that the implemented sensor data extraction mechanisms do not adversely affect Second Life server performance.
• This thesis presents the implemented framework (Chapter 6) as complementing
the existing toolkits for deploying agents in virtual worlds such as Pogamut (Gemrot et al., 2011) and CIGA (van Oijen, Vanhée, and Dignum, 2012), which have
not yet focused on generating abstract descriptions of dynamic virtual environments to be used by declarative agents.
• This thesis also contributes a solution to the problem of the lack of expectation
monitoring abilities of IVAs, by introducing the concept of expectation monitoring to the BDI agent paradigm. An interface is defined, which can be implemented
by a BDI-based agent system to enable its agents to start and stop monitoring
7

for their expectations. Using a case study in Chapter 8, it is demonstrated how
the abstract virtual environment information generated by the data inference
mechanisms can be used to specify abstract expectations of a BDI agent, and
how agents can monitor for and react to their fulfilments and violations.

1.3.1

Refereed Articles

This research so far has produced the following publications:
Published:
• Ranathunga, S., Cranefield, S., and Purvis, M. (2012). Identifying events taking
place in Second Life virtual environments. Applied Artificial Intelligence, 26 (12), 137-181.
• Ranathunga, S., Cranefield, S., and Purvis, M. (2012). Integrating expectation
monitoring into BDI agents. In L. Dennis, O. Boissier, and R. Bordini (Eds.),
Programming Multi-Agent Systems, Volume 7217 of Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, 74–91. Springer Berlin / Heidelberg.
• Ranathunga, S., Cranefield, S., and Purvis, M. (2012). Interfacing a cognitive
agent platform with Second Life. In M. Beer, C. Brom, F. Dignum, and V.W. Soo (Eds.), Agents for Educational Games and Simulations, Volume 7471 of
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 1-21. Springer Berlin / Heidelberg.
• Ranathunga, S. and Cranefield, S. (2012). Expectation and complex event handling in BDI-based intelligent virtual agents (Demonstration). In Proceedings of
the 11th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems, 1491–1492. International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems.
• Ranathunga, S., Cranefield, S., and Purvis, M. K. (2011). Interfacing a cognitive
agent platform with a virtual world: A case study using Second Life. In Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent
Systems, 1181-1182. International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems.
• Ranathunga, S. and Cranefield, S. (2012). Improving situation awareness in
intelligent virtual agents. In Post Proceedings of the AAMAS-2012 Workshop on
Cognitive Agents for Virtual Environments (accepted for publication).
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Unpublished (but peer-reviewed):
• Ranathunga, S., Cranefield, S., and Purvis, M. (2010). Integrating expectation
monitoring into Jason: A case study using Second Life. In the Proceedings of the
8th European Workshop on Multi-Agent Systems. http://otago.ourarchive.
ac.nz/handle/10523/692.

1.4

Two Virtual World Scenarios

Throughout the remainder of the thesis, two virtual world scenarios — a virtual football
scenario, and a virtual medical training scenario — are referred to. These simulations
have very distinct characteristics with respect to aspects such as the application domain, the number of dynamic entities, type of avatar actions, amount of avatar mobility,
and the amount of communication interactions. Thus they provide two significantly
different test cases to demonstrate and evaluate the concepts and techniques presented
in this thesis.
The virtual football simulation exhibits relationships that are dynamically created
among the entities in the simulation, and contains many complex events, situations, and
player expectations pertaining to the football domain. This places a requirement on the
data inference mechanisms to facilitate complex processing capabilities on the low-level
virtual world sensor data. A virtual football simulation has more participants than a
virtual medical scenario, and these participants, as well as the ball object move quickly
most of the time. These fast movements generate sensor data at a high frequency,
which requires data inference mechanisms to be fast enough to process them in real
time.
While the football scenario is used mainly to demonstrate the capabilities of the data
inference mechanisms related to relationship identification, complex event recognition,
and situation recognition, the virtual medical scenario is used to demonstrate the
capabilities of the data inference mechanism associated with communication action
identification. The medical training scenario is best suited for this because it contains
many communication interactions between the doctors and the patient. Moreover, in
such training scenarios, it is much easier to lay down a set of procedures and best
practices for the doctors to follow, which provides a test case for demonstrating the
specification of domain-specific expectations of agents.
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Scenario 1: Virtual Football
An IVA named Ras Ruby is deployed in a virtual football (soccer) simulation. It
is teamed up with a set of other players and is engaged in a football match with
another team. While in the football simulation, by processing the low-level entity
and event information received, Ras Ruby should be able to distinguish between the
players belonging to its team and those belonging to the opponent team. Moreover, it
should be able to distinguish between players from other participants such as referees,
coaches, and spectators. During the game, Ras Ruby should be aware of the locations
of other players inside the football field, and what they are doing (e.g. whether they are
moving towards a particular goal, or whether they are stationary). It is also important
to identify the player who has the possession of the ball at a given time instant. Ras
Ruby should be able to identify when players passing the ball among each other, players
tackling each other, and players scoring goals either by kicking the ball into the goal
or by dribbling the ball into the goal. Moreover, Ras Ruby should be aware of any
situations unfolding in its environment, such as when the opposition has the possession
of the ball, when the opposition team is leading the game, and when there is a potential
goal score by the opposition.
Ras Ruby has also teamed up with another player in the same team to try out
the ‘give and go’ team tactic. As illustrated in Figure 1.11 , this team play scenario
involves two players, where the other player (player 1 in the figure) passes the ball
to Ras Ruby (player 2). Ras Ruby then adopts an expectation that player 1 will
run down to an advantageous field position (which was agreed upon according to
the team tactic). The intention of Ras Ruby is to pass the ball back to its team
mate when she fulfils this expectation. If player 1 was not able to fulfil this expectation, Ras Ruby has to initiate a new tactic (e.g. running towards the goal with the ball).
Scenario 2: Virtual Medical Training
An IVA named Kal Kat is deployed in a virtual hospital simulation. In this simulation, human participants are role-playing as patients and doctors. The objective
of the simulation is to evaluate the competency of trainee doctors when arriving at
a diagnosis for the patient. A doctor is expected to communicate with the patient
in order to diagnose the illness. The simulation contains medical equipment that the
doctor can use to perform tests on the patient. After diagnosing the problem, the
1

Clip art purchased from http://www.crestock.com/image/2159494-soccer-players.aspx (li-

cense agreement - http://www.crestock.com/popups/image-license-agreement.aspx)
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Figure 1.1: The “give and go” team play scenario in football
doctor should issue appropriate treatments and inform the patient about them. The
scenario is free-flowing. However, a doctor is expected to adhere to correct procedures
and best practices. For example, the doctor is expected to wash his hands and close
the bed curtain before examining the patient. He should also inform the patient about
any tests he is going to conduct, and also about any prescribed treatments. A doctor
is expected to be nice to the patient, be in the vicinity of the patient while talking,
and introduce himself to the patient before taking history.
The responsibility of Kal Kat is to follow what is happening in this simulated
environment and make note of the best practices followed and/or ignored by a doctor.
In order to do this, Kal Kat should be aware of the positions of the role-players, the
actions they carry out (e.g. checking blood pressure), and most importantly, understand
the communication taking place between the role-players.

1.5

Thesis Structure

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the concepts and state of the art related to IVAs, with a special focus on improving awareness
of an IVA. Chapter 3 presents the abstract model that has been developed to describe
the dynamism observed in virtual environments. Chapter 4 presents the set of data
inference mechanisms that generate dynamic virtual environment elements identified
in the abstract model. Chapter 5 presents the interface that was designed for the
BDI agent paradigm to enable BDI agents to start and stop monitoring for their social expectations. Chapter 6 provides the implementation details of the data inference
mechanisms described in Chapter 4, and the expectation monitoring interface described
in Chapter 5. This framework demonstrates how to improve the awareness of Jason
BDI agents (Bordini et al., 2007), but the details are independent of any specific virtual
world. Details of interfacing the data inference mechanisms with Second Life are dis11

cussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 demonstrates and evaluates the work so far presented
in the thesis. This is done in the context of the virtual football scenario and the virtual
medical training scenario described in Section 1.4. Chapter 9 provides a discussion on
the thesis contributions, and possible future research directions. Finally, Chapter 10
concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Virtual Worlds and Intelligent
Virtual Agents
2.1

Overview

This chapter provides the concepts and the state-of-the-art related to Intelligent Virtual
Agents (IVAs). It also provides a comprehensive description of what motivated this
research.
The next section (Section 2.2) provides an overview of virtual worlds. It includes
a discussion on the history and the present state of virtual worlds, which is followed
by a discussion on the usefulness of virtual worlds in different application areas. This
section is concluded with a discussion on the popular virtual world Second Life, which
is the virtual world that is used for experiments reported later in the thesis.
Section 2.3 carries a comprehensive description of the concept of IVAs, with a special
focus on improving the awareness of an IVA. It starts with a definition for IVAs, which
also clears up some common misconceptions in the related research. Next we present
evidence from the literature to justify the need for IVAs in virtual worlds. The use
of intelligent agent technologies to implement IVAs is discussed next, and traits and
abilities expected in an IVA are also identified. One of the abilities of an IVA that
improves its believability and intelligence is its ‘awareness’ capability. IVA awareness
is discussed at length, as this thesis focuses on improving awareness of IVAs. An
information representation gap between intelligent agent systems and virtual worlds is
presented as a major problem in implementing IVA capabilities, awareness in particular.
This is followed by a discussion on previous approaches for bridging this information
representation gap. A discussion on different approaches for connecting agent systems
13

with virtual worlds is provided, followed by a discussion on the available virtual worlds
that allow for the deployment of agents within them.
This chapter is concluded with a discussion that points out what is yet to be done
in bridging this information representation gap to improve awareness of IVAs. In this
context, contributions of this thesis are described.

2.2

Virtual Worlds

Virtual worlds are computer-based simulated applications where multiple users can
represent themselves as “avatars” and participate by interacting with the environment
and with each other through an online 3-dimensional (3D) or 2-dimensional (2D) interface. According to the Journal of Virtual Worlds Research1 , the term virtual world has
been used synonymously with many other terms such as metaverse, massively multiplayer online game (MMO or MMOG), massively multi-player online role playing game
(MMORPG), multi-user dungeon, domain or dimension (MUD), collaborative virtual
environment (CVE), and multi-user virtual environment (MUVE). Present day virtual
worlds differ in various aspects. However, they share a common set of characteristics
including persistence, interactivity, immediacy, shared space, underlying physics rules,
and the use of graphical user interfaces (Shore and Zhou, 2009; de Freitas, 2008; Bartle,
2004).

2.2.1

History and Present

The history of virtual worlds started with networked computer games. Though not
sophisticated when compared with modern day virtual worlds, networked computer
games existed in the late 1970s. Many text-based virtual worlds followed the first
virtual world MUD, with some notable ones being Void — the first social virtual
world, and LPMUD, which introduced an in-game programming language to modify
the game functionality (Bartle, 2004). The first 2D graphical virtual world, Habitat,
was launched in 1987 (Castronova, 2005), and the first massively populated 2D graphical virtual world was Ultima Online, produced in 1997. With the advancement of
technology, 3D virtual worlds were also introduced. Meridian 592 , launched in 1996,
is regarded as the first graphical virtual world to have the first-person point of view
1
2

http://jvwresearch.org/index.php/2011-07-30-02-51-41/overview
http://www.meridian59.com/
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(i.e., a player’s senses are limited by his position and bearings, and he has the perception of a protagonist), and most importantly, to contain 3D graphics. The first
successful 3D virtual world was EverQuest3 , which had a huge impact on subsequent
virtual worlds (Bartle, 2004).
At one end of the spectrum of present day virtual worlds are online computer games
such as World of Warcraft4 . These are commonly known as MMORPGs. At the other
end there are quite a number of popular virtual worlds that are not restricted to a
specific set of contents and/or rules. These are termed ‘multi-purpose’ virtual worlds.
They offer the flexibility to their residents to design their own virtual content and to
customise the environment according to their needs. Some such popular commercial
virtual worlds are Second Life and Active Worlds5 . Apart from these public virtual
worlds, some virtual worlds such as Olive6 can be purchased and custom branded to
create privately owned closed access virtual worlds.
There are few open source tool-kits available to create virtual worlds. One such
popular tool-kit is OpenSimulator (OpenSim)7 . OpenSimulator has similar characteristics to Second Life. It supports the Second Life client-server protocol, making it
possible to use viewer clients that follow this protocol to connect to the OpenSimulator
server. Another open source tool-kit is the openwonderland8 .
Currently there are over a hundred publicly accessible virtual worlds9 . Apart from
those created using a virtual world development tool-kit, these virtual worlds are of
a heterogeneous nature. This means that they do not share any common design,
interface or communication protocol. This is a hindrance not only to integrating thirdparty applications (e.g. AI modules) with virtual worlds, but also for sharing content
across different virtual worlds.

2.2.2

Application Areas

Application areas for which virtual worlds are commonly used are given below:
Online Games: Online games (or MMORPGs) are undoubtedly the best-known
and most widely mentioned application area for virtual worlds. The main aim of game
3

http://www.everquest.com/
http://us.battle.net/wow/en/
5
http://www.activeworlds.com/
6
http://www.saic.com/products/simulation/olive/
7
http://opensimulator.org
8
http://openwonderland.org/
9
http://vworld.fas.org/wiki/Category:Virtual_Worlds
4
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participants is to accumulate achievements, and build up their reputation. Integration
and development of a player’s ‘alter ego’ into the game story can be seen, making the
maintenance of his alter ego a long-term goal for the player (Aranda, Carrascosa, and
Botti, 2009).
Social Interactions: While game-specific virtual worlds that promote team work
provide some level of social interactions among participants, the true benefit of unrestricted social interactions can be experienced in multi-purpose virtual worlds. Virtual
communities formed in these virtual worlds normally have open policies with very limited social rules and/or norms (Aranda et al., 2009). This encourages unconstrained
interactions among participants. Multi-purpose virtual worlds are not task oriented,
but are perceived as socialising tools. Participant interactions include live chat communication, sharing content, and collaborative content building.
Education: The use of virtual worlds for educational purposes seems to be on the
rise, especially during the past few years. de Freitas (2008) argues that the potential
of virtual worlds to support multi-modal communication has enriched the learning
experience and empowered the learner. The learning experience is also enhanced by the
possibility of role playing, replicating real world spaces, and abstracting and simplifying
complex processes and concepts via simulation.
Training: Training simulations in virtual worlds are commonly called ‘serious
games’, meaning that they have a serious purpose (i.e., training), rather than being
used for leisure purposes. The earliest to embrace the opportunity of virtual worlds for
training was the military (Laird and van Lent, 2001), mainly because virtual worlds
provide a low-cost and low-risk environment for initial human training. This advantage of virtual worlds was soon grasped to address training needs in other areas such
as emergency response (van Oijen, van Doesburg, and Dignum, 2011), and medical
simulations (Blyth, Loke, and Swan, 2010).
Corporate and Business Usage: Modern day businesses can, and some already
do, use virtual worlds to develop their business in many aspects. First and foremost,
they can have private virtual worlds such as those based on Olive to improve employee
collaboration. Second, they can create a virtual presence in public multi-purpose virtual worlds to have better interactions with customers, where customers can visit the
virtual shops and have a look at the products of their liking.
This list of virtual world application areas is by no means complete. For example,
other application areas of virtual worlds include preserving ancient culture and heritage (Bogdanovych, Rodriguez-Aguilar, Simoff, and Cohen, 2010) and clinical ther-
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Figure 2.1: Southern Institute of Technology, New Zealand - The
Invercargill Campus main building and its Second Life counterpart
(snapshot taken - November 2010)
apy (Gorini, Gaggioli, Vigna, and Riva, 2008). Moreover, it should be noted that it is
not straightforward to categorise virtual worlds for the benefits they provide in these
different application areas. For example, a game world can be used for training and
education, while a multi-purpose virtual world can be used to implement a new game
type.

2.2.3

Second Life

Among the commercially owned but publicly accessible multi-purpose 3D virtual
worlds, Second Life is unarguably the most popular. Second Life was launched in
2003 by the company Linden Lab10 . Despite various claims that the popularity of Second Life is currently going down, the Second Life grid survey economic metrics11 show
that it has a cumulative value of over 30 million resident sign-ups as of July 2012. Even
though, as noted by Shore and Zhou (2009), these figures could have been exaggerated,
it is evident that Second Life is far ahead in popularity among the general public and
commercial organisations compared to other multi-purpose virtual worlds.
The Second Life virtual world is simulated in the form of land surrounded by water.
New virtual land may be designed by the Linden Lab as and when it is needed. Second
Life land is maintained in regions, the specified virtual area of which is 65,536 m2 .
A user’s representation inside Second Life is called an ‘avatar’ (a term common in
many of the virtual worlds). A user can access Second Life using any client software
10
11

http://lindenlab.com/
http://gridsurvey.com/economy.php
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Figure 2.2: The respiratory ward in the Imperial College virtual hospital in Second Life (snapshot taken - July 2012)
that adheres to the Second Life communication protocol. Once in-world, an avatar can
undertake activities such as exploring the environment (by walking, running, flying
or ‘teleporting’), interacting with other residents, interacting with objects, or building
content and interactive applications.
Second Life contains all the aforementioned characteristics of a virtual world, and
supports different types of interaction modes. Moreover, applications belonging to
all the areas mentioned in the previous section can be found in Second Life. For
example, SecondFootball12 is a popular multi-player virtual soccer game implemented
in Second Life. As for education, Jennings and Collins (2008) have identified 170
accredited educational institutions in Second Life. Figure 2.1 shows how the Invercargill
Campus of the Southern Institute of Technology, New Zealand was “replicated” in
Second Life. Use cases of Second Life in education include, but are not limited to,
virtual class rooms (Storey and Wolf, 2010), and virtual libraries (Nash, 2009). The
ability to create customised content, together with the ability to animate objects using
embedded scripts has also made it possible for these institutions to create custom
simulations. This further enhances the use of Second Life for applications in many
areas. Medical institutions have shown a particular interest in implementing such
simulations in Second Life (Rogers, 2011). Figure 2.2 shows part of the respiratory
12

http://www.secondfootball.com/
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ward simulation created in the Imperial College virtual hospital in Second Life. Linden
Lab also reports success stories of many corporate customers in areas such as energy,
professional services, health care, technology and finance that used Second Life for
marketing, recruiting, training, product simulations, and holding meetings13 .

2.3

Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs)

2.3.1

Introduction

The term ‘Intelligent Virtual Agents’ has been used very ambiguously in the literature,
having many, and sometimes confusing synonyms such as virtual agents (Bogdanovych
et al., 2010), bots (Patel and Hexmoor, 2009; Gemrot et al., 2011), synthetic characters (Prada and Paiva, 2005), and non-player characters (NPCS) (Dignum et al., 2009).
For example, the term ‘NPC’ implicitly indicates that the IVA is operating specifically
in a gaming environment (Section 2.3.2.1), and the term ‘bot’ has been sometimes
used to refer to unintelligent synthetic characters such as chatbots, and thus can be
misleading.
In this thesis, the term ‘Intelligent Virtual Agents’ (IVAs) is used in order to clearly
represent our focus — IVAs are software agents operating in virtual environments, and
they have human-like qualities and capabilities.
As for a definition for IVAs, this thesis uses the definition given by the 12th International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVA 2012)14 , with the assumption
that it reflects the collective opinion of many (if not all) of the researchers in the field:
“Intelligent virtual agents (IVAs) are interactive characters that exhibit
human-like qualities and communicate with humans or with each other
using natural human modalities such as speech and gesture. They are
capable of real-time perception, cognition and action that allows them to
participate in dynamic social environments”.
It should be emphasised that IVAs are not the same as agents used in the field
of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). However, they share many characteristics, and the
latter can be used to implement the former15 .For example, on one hand, highly regarded software agent features such as autonomy do not play an important role in
13

http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Second_Life_Work/Success_Stories
http://iva2012.soe.ucsc.edu/
15
The term ‘agent’ has also been used to refer to an IVA. This usage is evident in this thesis as well.
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many IVAs (Dignum et al., 2009; Gemrot et al., 2011). On the other hand, in many
applications, an IVA is expected to interact with humans and is thus expected to be
believable. However, believability may not play an important role for a software agent
in many applications in which the agent is not embodied.
There is no universally agreed upon definition for software agents (or simply
agents) (Franklin and Graesser, 1997). In this thesis, the definition of Wooldridge
(2009) is used:
“An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and
that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet
its design objectives” (Wooldridge, 2009).
A Multi-Agent System is one that consists of such autonomous agents that interact
with each other.
The above definition of agents is general, in the sense that a computer system only
needs to be autonomous and situated, to be an agent. Therefore, not surprisingly,
many different categories of agents exist, including those that are purely reactive,
those that are intelligent, and those having hybrid architectures. In this thesis, only
intelligent agents are considered. Hereafter, when using the terms ‘agent’ or ‘software agent’, they essentially refer to an intelligent agent. According to Wooldridge
(2009), an agent that is reactive, proactive, and has social ability can be considered
an intelligent agent. Intelligent agents can be implemented by means of different software architectures, including practical reasoning agents such as Belief-Desire-Intention
(BDI) agents (Bratman et al., 1988) and other cognitive agents such as those based on
the Soar architecture (Laird, Newell, and Rosenbloom, 1987).
Both AI researchers (Russell and Norvig, 2010) and MAS researchers (Wooldridge,
2009) claim that their field is (among other things) geared towards creating ‘intelligent
agents’. Conflicting ideas exist about these two disciplines as well, where it is argued
that MAS is a sub-field of AI, and vice versa (Wooldridge, 2009). Although it is not the
intention of this thesis to provide any alternative argument, in order to avoid any confusion, this thesis states that these two disciplines have some overlap. As for research
related to IVAs, strengths of both these fields have been sometimes used together, and
sometimes each one has been used with no reference to the other. However, in order to
implement IVAs with all the desired capabilities (Section 2.3.4), both these fields are
needed, as each field focuses on some aspects that the other has not focused on much.
In previous research, the term ‘game engine’ is sometimes used to refer to a ‘virtual
world’. However, these two terms do not refer to the same concept — a game engine is
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the underlying operational mechanism, and a virtual world is what is created by it for
us to engage in. Due to the historical fact that virtual worlds were born in the form
of online games, many researchers use the term game engine to refer to the underlying
mechanism that runs the virtual world, even if it is a multi-purpose virtual world. This
thesis also follows the previous research from time to time, especially when referring
to the work of those who use that term.
2.3.1.1

The BDI Model

From the aforementioned agent architectures, the focus of this thesis is on the use
of BDI agents to implement IVAs. The BDI architecture was initially introduced to
achieve a balance between deliberative and reactive behaviour of resource-bounded
agents through practical reasoning. As the name implies, the BDI model has three
main components: beliefs, desires, and intentions.
Beliefs are (possibly outdated and incorrect) information about the world possessed
by the agent. Desires represent the possible future states that the agent might like to
reach. A desire is just a potential influencer for an agent’s actions, and a desire does
not necessarily mean that the agent will act on it. In contrast, intentions represent
the states of affairs that the agent has decided to work towards. Bordini et al. (2007)
identify four properties of intentions in the BDI model : 1) intentions are pro-attitudes,
meaning that they tend to lead to actions, 2) an intention adopted by an agent persists
until the agent achieves it, the agent realises that it is infeasible to achieve the intention,
or until the reason for having that intention ceases to exist, 3) an adopted intention
constrains the future practical reasoning of the agent, and 4) intentions are closely
related to beliefs about the future.
The decision making approach used by the BDI model is known as practical reasoning, which consists of two parts : deliberation and means ends reasoning. Deliberation
is the process that results in the agent adopting intentions. Means ends reasoning is
the process of deciding how to reach the intentions the agent has adopted. Means ends
reasoning is similar to the concept of planning in the Artificial Intelligence community (Bordini et al., 2007).
Currently there exist many BDI agent development platforms such as Jason (Bordini et al., 2007), JACK (Busetta, Rönnquist, Hodgson, and Lucas, 1999), 2APL (Dastani, 2008), and Jadex (Braubach, Pokahr, and Lamersdorf, 2005). These platforms
allow agent programmers to focus only on abstract BDI concepts rather than worrying
about their underlying implementation details.
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2.3.2

The Need for IVAs

Advantages of having intelligent agents in virtual worlds are two-fold. On one hand,
they are used to assist and interact with humans, and even to replace humans when
finding human participants for simulations becomes difficult and/or expensive. In this
respect, the use of IVAs in many of the virtual world application areas described in
Section 2.2.2 can be found. On the other hand, IVAs are an excellent tool to test AI
and MAS theories and applications, and intelligent agent technologies in particular.
2.3.2.1

IVAs to Assist and Interact with Humans

Owing to the fact that virtual worlds first appeared in the form of multi-player games,
the first initiatives to incorporate intelligent agents in virtual worlds were by developers
of MMORPGs. Commonly termed Non-Player characters (NPCs), IVAs in MMORPGs
are used to make a game more complex and interesting. They are used to provide more
opponents to the player, to act as team mates with players, or simply to add more life
and reality to the game. Miikkulainen (2006) envisaged that “games with adapting
intelligent agents are likely to be in high demand”, while Laird and van Lent (2001)
claim that many computer games are marketed based on the quality of their Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Dignum et al. (2009) argue that in order to have sophisticated games
with multiple characters interacting naturally over longer episodes, it is required to
implement NPCs with believable cognitive behaviour.
Many games such as Quake16 , DEFCON17 , Half-Life 218 , Neverwinter Nights19 ,
and Unreal Tournament20 (UT) already contain in-built NPCs. Most of the in-built
NPCs in games have used techniques such as Finite State Machines (FSMs) (Orkin,
2006), behaviour trees (Lim, Baumgarten, and Colton, 2010), and simple path planning algorithms such as A∗ (Orkin, 2006). However, these NPCs show very low-levels
of ‘intelligence’ and lack believability. This means that they tend to provide repeatable
(and sometimes strange) behaviour making them mechanical and predictable by human
players. Not coincidentally, this led to the external integration of AI and MAS techniques with game engines to implement NPCs with better cognitive abilities (Norling,
2003; Hoogendoorn, van Lambalgen, and Treur, 2011).
16
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An area related to computer games is virtual story telling. Virtual story telling, or
interactive narrative, provides interactive entertainment to a player by enabling him to
decide the flow or outcome of the narrative presented by the computer system (Riedl
and Stern, 2006). It is a very common approach to populate such story-telling simulations with artificial characters. In order to provide a more realistic and interactive
narrative experience, intelligent agent techniques are employed to implement these artificial characters (Theune, Faas, Heylen, and Nijholt, 2003; Cavazza, Charles, and
Mead, 2001; Riedl and Stern, 2006).
For many organisations having a presence in public multi-purpose virtual worlds,
one of the challenges to attracting virtual visitors is the lack of life inside the nicely
decorated buildings, or more importantly, the lack of assistance provided to visitors in
navigation and product selection. In this context, IVAs have been used to assist (nonprofessional) users in exploring virtual worlds. This was achieved either by providing
information, pointing to objects, guiding them around buildings, or answering visitor
queries (van Dijk, op den Akker, Nijholt, and Zwiers, 2003; Wernert and Hanson, 1999;
Jan, Roque, Leuski, Morie, and Traum, 2009; Mumme, Pinkwart, and Loll, 2009).
In virtual educational environments, IVAs have been reported to be used for tasks
such as to interactively demonstrate physical tasks to students, facilitate team work,
and observing students and providing multi-modal feedback (Hubal, 2008; Rickel, 2001;
Aylett, Vannini, Andre, Paiva, Enz, and Hall, 2009; Johnson and Rickel, 1997).
IVAs are also commonly used in virtual training simulations. The serious game example presented by van Oijen et al. (2011) can be used to illustrate the benefits of IVAs
in virtual training simulations. According to the authors, to train a fire fighter leader
in a virtual simulation, many other participants are needed to play key roles such as
subordinate fire fighters, police, bystanders, and victims. For complex scenarios, the
trainee to key-player ratio can be as high as 1:10. This is a very costly requirement
that also causes many logistic difficulties such as scheduling training times feasible
for all participants. Laird and van Lent (2001) provide a similar example. According
to the authors, effective military training needs a large number of participants. Real
world simulations for this are expensive and dangerous, and even virtual simulations
with human participants are expensive. In this kind of situation, IVAs can be used to
replace human participants. The potential of virtual agents has been exploited in medical training simulations (Kenny, Parsons, Gratch, Leuski, and Rizzo, 2007), military
simulations (Hill, Gratch, Marsella, Rickel, Swartout, and Traum, 2003; Silverman,
Pietrocola, Nye, Weyer, Osin, Johnson, and Weaver, 2012), and emergency response
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training simulations (van Oijen et al., 2011).
Crowd simulation is another area that requires some, if not all of the intelligent
capabilities of a virtual agent. These include path planning, obstacle avoidance (of
both static objects and moving avatars), and responding to different situations. A
wide spectrum of solutions including situation-based behaviour generation (Sung, Gleicher, and Chenney, 2004), path planning based on human spatial behaviours (van den
Berg, Patil, Sewall, Manocha, and Lin, 2008), collision prediction (Paris, Pettré, and
Donikian, 2007), and psychological models (Pelechano, Allbeck, and Badler, 2007) have
been presented to address different aspects of crowd simulation.
Bogdanovych et al. (2010) report a specialised use of virtual crowds, where IVAs are
used to populate virtual heritage sites. Rather than simply populating a virtual heritage site with ancient-looking IVAs that mainly focus on collision avoidance movement
around the virtual historic site (Maı̈m, Haegler, Yersin, Müller, Thalmann, and van
Gool, 2007; Gutierrez, Frischer, Cerezo, Gomez, and Seron, 2007), in this work IVAs
are essentially implemented as knowledge carriers. Thus they directly contribute to the
preservation of cultural knowledge, just like the simulated environment. This provides
a better view of the ancient culture to the human visitors. Visitors can gain additional
knowledge about the heritage environment by communicating with the IVA. They can
also learn from the IVA how to interact with the environment (Ijaz, Bogdanovych, and
Simoff, 2011).
IVAs can also be used as passive observers in a virtual environment that report
to a dedicated human participant, or produce reports of activities that take place in
a virtual environment in general. They can carry out complex reasoning to identify
interesting events to report, and can provide a wide coverage of the simulation environment by actively moving to places where interesting events and/or situations are
taking place. The work of Fielding et al. (2004) is a good example of the use of IVAs
as reporters in virtual simulations. The authors argue that having the observing agent
visible to players makes the players aware that they are being monitored, which allows
them to change their behaviour accordingly. According to the authors, this is one possible approach to avoiding privacy issues when reporting activities of people in virtual
worlds. Bosse and Stam (2011) make use of normative agents deployed in virtual worlds
to identify fulfilments and violations of norms imposed on virtual communities. In this
application also, the IVA is visible to human participants, and the IVA is also capable
of sanctioning or rewarding human participants. Use of IVAs to establish social order
in virtual worlds is an interesting idea, and could be very useful as the number of
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people socialising in virtual worlds increases.
2.3.2.2

IVAs for the Development of AI and MAS

Modern day mankind has been interested in artificially replicating themselves, or in
other words, in implementing artificial humans. Many AI theories and technologies
such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, and genetic algorithms, to name a few, have been
introduced and experimented on with this goal (among others) in mind. However, many
of the experiments are limited to simple simulated environments. The approach to test
these AI techniques in human environments was robots. However, these robots are still
very far from being even close to humans. When looking at the financial limitations
and the complexity of the physical environment, this low-level of achievement is not
very surprising. Gemrot, Brom, Kadlec, Bı́da, Burkert, Zemčák, Pı́bil, and Plch (2010)
note that robots normally operate in small, artificial environments, and robotics cater
only for few domains. As argued by Veksler (2009), the main problem of robotics is
that more emphasis has to be placed on implementing the robot’s body, as opposed to
the implementation of its ‘mind’. However, for a given research project, if the aim is
to improve the mind of the artificial character (i.e., components such as cognition and
memory), having to implement the sensor-motor abilities is an unnecessary burden.
In this context, the use of IVAs for the development of AI has two advantages: on
one hand, the virtual representation of a human participant (the avatar ) is already
implemented as part of the virtual world logic. A virtual agent has a rather simple but
adequate set of sensor-motor abilities. Thus, by using the simple model of sensor-motor
abilities of a virtual agent, it is easy to focus on cognitive concepts such as implementing memory modules (Gemrot et al., 2010). On the other hand, virtual environment
structures are more formalised and are explicitly represented when compared with
the physical world. Thus it is easier to define the sensory input to the virtual agent.
Although virtual worlds are more formalised, they are by no means simple. Many modern day virtual worlds contain complex environments, and they closely resemble, if not
replicate, the physical world. Therefore virtual environments are suitable candidates
for the complex environments required by AI researchers.
IVAs also provide an excellent test-bed for MAS research. As pointed out by Hindriks et al. (2011), agent development platforms have yet to be put through serious
tests. Thus, the challenging, dynamic, and (almost) real-time nature of virtual worlds
can help put these agent technologies to the test. A prime example is the Gamebots
project for Unreal Tournament (Adobbati, Marshall, Scholer, Tejada, Kaminka, Schaf25

fer, and Sollitto, 2001). According to the authors, the main objective of this project
was “to turn a fast-paced multi-agent interactive computer game into a domain for research in artificial intelligence (AI) and multi-agent systems (MAS)” (Adobbati et al.,
2001). Moreover, Hindriks et al. (2011) state that IVAs can be used to assist in teaching how agent programming is done in a challenging, but interesting and interactive
environment. One such example is the Unreal Tournament based UTBot that was used
to teach agent system design (Kim, 2007).
Although, as argued by Gemrot et al. (2010), building a virtual world could be expensive, already there are many virtual worlds allowing (and encouraging) deployment
of intelligent agents in the game engine (Section 2.3.10). Therefore building a virtual
world for AI and MAS testing should not be deemed to be a barrier.

2.3.3

Use of Intelligent Agents to Implement IVAs

A common approach to implementing IVAs is the use of MAS technologies, intelligent
agent technologies in particular. In the previous sub-section, it was described how MAS
research could benefit from IVAs. The opposite of this is also true — the knowledge
accumulated in different MAS research areas can be used to implement believable and
intelligent virtual agents (Dignum et al., 2009; Gemrot et al., 2011).
Although a major part of the remainder of this sub-section discusses the use of BDI
agents in virtual worlds, this is not to say that no other agent technology has been
used to implement IVAs. In fact, cognitive agent technologies such as Soar and ACTR (Anderson, 2007) were among the first agent systems to be integrated with virtual
worlds. For example, van Lent, Laird, Buckman, Hartford, Houchard, Steinkraus,
and Tedrake (1999) have used Soar to implement IVAs in the Quake II and Descent
321 game engines. The IVA behaviour modelling tool-kit Pogamut provides seamless
integration of ACT-R with Unreal Tournament (Gemrot et al., 2010).
The BDI agent programming model was initially introduced mainly for practical
reasoning. However, many researchers argue that BDI agents are suitable for implementing IVAs that are believable and intelligent. Dignum et al. (2009) claim that BDI
agents provide a natural extension to the research in the line of goal-oriented action
planning in games. Torres, Nedel, and Bordini (2003) claim that BDI agents have
been used to act under incomplete and incorrect environment information in dynamic
complex scenarios, which makes them a suitable candidate to operate IVAs in virtual
21
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worlds. Norling and Sonenberg (2004) argue that the BDI paradigm provides the capability to develop virtual agents having intelligence levels comparable to that of humans,
because beliefs, desires, and intentions essentially capture how people tend to explain
their own, as well as other people’s behaviours. Hindriks et al. (2011) also note that
translating expert knowledge into BDI constructs is easier than converting them to
other mechanisms such as Finite State Machines (FSMs). In fact, Norling and Sonenberg (2004) provide an example of capturing such domain expert knowledge through
the knowledge elicitation process called ‘Applied Cognitive Task Analysis’ (ACTA) and
porting it to BDI plans.
Consequently, there are many approaches for using BDI agents to implement IVAs,
both using standard BDI agent development platforms (Urlings, Tweedale, Sioutis,
and Ichalkaranje, 2003; Kim, 2004; Norling and Sonenberg, 2004; Chang, Chen, Chien,
Kao, and Soo, 2005; van Oijen et al., 2011; Ranathunga, Cranefield, and Purvis, 2011b),
and custom-designed BDI agents (Patel and Hexmoor, 2009; Gemrot et al., 2011; Bogdanovych et al., 2010).
All these agent systems are connected as external processes to the virtual world.
The alternative approach for this is to integrate the agent logic to the game engine
logic itself. Section 2.3.9 contains a comprehensive discussion on these two types of
approaches to integrate agent systems and virtual worlds.
It is worth noting the negative aspects of using BDI agent technology to implement IVAs with human-level capabilities. For example, van Oijen et al. (2011) note
that the BDI agent paradigm cannot facilitate human-like communication capabilities.
Other characteristics of human-like behaviour such as memory modules and affective
reasoning mechanisms are also missing from the BDI agent paradigm. However, it
is possible to extend the BDI architecture with other modules that employ different techniques to address these needs. For example, Norling (2009a) has extended
the decision-making capabilities of BDI agents using the recognition-primed decision
making technique. Wallace and Rovatsos (2009) have presented an expectation-based
reasoning mechanism that can be coupled with a BDI platform. Ranathunga, Cranefield, and Purvis (2012b) have integrated expectation monitoring techniques with the
Jason BDI agent platform22 .
In general, most of the intelligent agent systems were not initially designed to be
used for developing IVAs, or even robots. Intelligent agents such as BDI agents have
been mainly used in areas such as e-commerce and logistics, which do not require them
22
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to be embodied. When they are required to be embodied in the form of virtual agents,
and especially when the virtual world has its own way of representing the environment, this introduces a set of additional challenges to be overcome to successfully use
intelligent agent technologies in virtual worlds. Although the following challenges are
discussed in the context of BDI agents, it should be noted that many other intelligent
agent architectures and AI techniques also face similar problems.
Dignum et al. (2009) categorise these challenges into three different areas: synchronisation, information representation, and communication. From these, the problem of
information representation is what is directly affecting improving awareness of IVAs.
Therefore Section 2.3.7 is dedicated to a discussion on this. This thesis does not focus
on communication aspects of IVAs. As for synchronisation, the problem is that game
engines have fast execution cycles when compared with agent systems that have not
bothered much about real-time execution. There are two facets to this problem: on one
hand, many IVA actions inside the virtual world take time, while agents have always
assumed them to be completed within one agent execution cycle. For example, for an
agent moving in a grid, a command to move the agent to the next block can be assumed
to be executed within one agent execution cycle. In contrast, an agent command to
move to a new place in a virtual environment takes varying time to complete, depending on the distance between the new position and the current position. On the other
hand, the fast execution of virtual worlds produces large amounts of data at a high
frequency, thus creating a cognitive overload (Hindriks et al., 2011) for a rather slow
agent. We are not aware of any concrete solutions to this problem. The same problem
is faced in robotics. In fact, Dignum (2012) claims that this is the very reason that
robotics researchers still prefer specialised robotics platforms rather than extending
existing agent platforms. Section 6.13 further discusses the synchronisation problem
in the context of the Jason BDI agent platform, and provides possible solutions.

2.3.4

Traits and Abilities of an IVA

The IVA definition in Section 2.3.1 and the discussion in Section 2.3.2.1 implicitly suggested many abilities needed by an IVA. Accordingly, among many other capabilities,
an IVA should exhibit human-like qualities, should be able to naturally and multimodally communicate with humans, and should be capable of real-time perception,
cognition and action.
Many researchers (Gemrot et al., 2011; Ijaz et al., 2011; Wooldridge, 2009) hold the
position that all these different aspects boil down to one main requirement of IVAs,
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namely believability, which has been also discussed alongside the Turing Test (Livingstone, 2006). So, does this mean that a virtual agent does not have to be intelligent,
in order to be believable? In order to answer this question, let us understand what is
meant by believability, and what is meant by intelligence.
Loyall (1997), a pioneer in believable agent research, lays out seven requirements
for believable agents:
• Having a personality — details of behaviour, thought and emotion that collectively define the agent
• Having an ability to show emotional reactions
• Being self motivated, rather than simply reacting to environment stimuli
• Exhibiting growth and change
• Maintaining social relationships that influence how interactions take place
• Maintaining consistency between different aspects such as personality, feelings,
situation and thinking
• Portraying an illusion of life
Illusion of life in turn, is broken down into nine aspects:
• Appearing to have goals of its own
• Having the ability to pursue concurrent goals
• Having the ability to execute concurrent goals by parallel action
• Being reactive and responsive to the changes in the world
• Maintaining awareness of the currently unfolding situations
• Being resource bounded with respect to reasoning abilities, and physical abilities
• Having the ability to exist in a social context and being aware of it
• Being broadly capable of many things, including talking, listening, acting, sensing, understanding, and having emotions
• Having the ability to well integrate these different capabilities
According to Wooldridge (2009), intelligent agents portray three capabilities:
• Reactivity (responding to environment events)
• Proactiveness (goal-directed behaviour)
• Social ability (negotiation and cooperation with others)
Therefore, according to Loyall (1997) and Wooldridge (2009), the attribute set for
believability is a superset of that for agent intelligence. For example, self motivation,
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and appearance of goals have a direct relationship with the proactiveness aspect of an
intelligent agent. Reactivity and responsiveness, as the words imply, essentially mean
the reactiveness of an intelligent agent. Ability to maintain social relationships and the
ability to exist in a social context also cover social abilities of an intelligent agent. In
a general sense, other seemingly unrelated capabilities of a believable agent also need
intelligent capabilities to be truly believable. For example, an IVA knowing how to
express emotions is not enough to be believable. It should also know when it should
be expressing his emotions, and what emotion is most suitable to react to the current
situation — these abilities require the agent to be intelligent.
Now the previous question can be revisited: does a virtual agent have to be intelligent, in order to be believable? Our answer is that it really depends on what is meant
by believability in a given context. For example, for an agent who is supposed to sit in
one place and pretend to be going through a newspaper while smiling at an occasional
passer-by, proactiveness and social ability play no important role. However, if IVAs
should be teamed up with humans, then yes, it is essential that they have all three
intelligence capabilities.
This naturally leads to another question: can IVAs be intelligent without being
believable? We argue they can. As might have been apparent by now, believability lies
in the eyes of the human who observes the IVA. If the agent is deployed in agent-only
virtual environments, for example, in multi-agent based simulations, believability plays
not much of a role. In this kind of application, it suffices for agents to be intelligent. Of
course these agents will still need capabilities of believable agents, such as the ability
to execute parallel actions, in order to work with other IVAs. However, this does not
mean that they have to do this in a believable manner. Norling (2009b) also supports
this argument, and claims that when evaluating IVA capabilities related to human
behaviour, believability does not necessarily have to be a primary evaluation criterion.
Therefore this thesis holds the stance of Dignum et al. (2009), who claim that
believable agents are only one type of software agents that are used in virtual worlds.
In other words, some virtual world applications need more believable IVAs, and some
others need more intelligent IVAs. Of course, many of the present day applications
involving human participants need IVAs that are both believable and intelligent. The
amount of believability and intelligence needed by an IVA, as noted by Norling and
Sonenberg (2004), also depends on the complexity of the IVA’s environment and the
complexity of the interactions — both with other participants (humans in particular),
and with objects in the environment.
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As implicitly indicated in the above set of IVA requirements, environment awareness possessed by an IVA should be two-fold. Firstly, it should be aware of what is
happening in the surrounding environment. Secondly, it should be aware of the social
context that it is operating in. The ability to be aware of the social as well as physical
environment improves the believability of the IVA. It also improves the proactive and
reactive behaviours, thus making the IVA more intelligent. Therefore it is apparent
that awareness plays a major role in implementing believable and intelligent virtual
agents. A comprehensive analysis of the research related to improving awareness of
IVAs is provided next.

2.3.5

Physical Environment Awareness

Being aware of the physical environment means ‘knowing’ what is happening in the
surrounding environment and understanding what it means to an agent (both now and
in the future). In this thesis, the concept of ‘situation awareness’ is used to discuss
the physical environment awareness capability of an IVA. Theoretical underpinnings
of situation awareness have been heavily researched with respect to human subjects in
complex, dynamic and unpredictable systems used in areas such as aviation, process
automation, and disaster management. When operating in virtual communities alongside human participants, an IVA is essentially operating in a complex, dynamic, and
unpredictable system. Thus the concept of situation awareness is a suitable candidate
to be considered when improving physical environment awareness of an IVA.
Before describing different aspects related to situation awareness, a clear understanding of what is meant by a situation and how the concept of situation is represented
in the context of an agent is needed.
2.3.5.1

Situations

In natural human language, the term “situation” is used ambiguously. This ambiguity
can be seen in the formal mathematical definitions of situations as well.
In their seminal paper, McCarthy and Hayes (1969) introduced the theory of ‘situation calculus’, and defined a situation as “the complete state of the universe at an
instant of time” (McCarthy and Hayes, 1969). However, since it is implausible to
completely describe a situation, the authors argue that it is only possible to give facts
about situations. In a variant of situation calculus, Levesque, Pirri, and Reiter (1998)
defined a situation as a history (or a sequence) of primitive actions. The authors also
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acknowledge that different intuitions are possible about the nature of situations. In the
situation theory developed by Barwise and Perry (1981), “situation s is characterized
by its location l and its type s, s = (l, s). The type represents which objects stand in
which relations at the location” (Barwise and Perry, 1981). The authors also explicitly
identify the relationship between situations and events, where a course of events is
defined as a partial function from the set of locations to the set of situations, thus
making every course of events, a set of situations.
In more recent research, Buford, Jakobson, and Lewis (2006), defined a situation
as “an aggregated state of entities and inter-entity relations of the world, which are
observable at a specific time period” (Buford et al., 2006). They also identified situations at three different abstraction levels. Situations based on entity attributes are
the lowest level of situations that an agent can identify in the environment. Situations
based on relations between entities form the next level of situations. Finally, compound
situations are identified based on the relations between other situations.
The situation definition of Buford et al. (2006) does not explicitly identify the start
and end of the specific time period throughout which some situation holds. Moreover,
they do not identify any relationship between events and situations. In contrast, So and
Sonenberg (2009) identify a situation as “a narrative of observable events, which lead
to a particular state of the environment when they all happened” (So and Sonenberg,
2009).
The intuition of situations used in this work is similar to the definition given by So
and Sonenberg (2009). In other words, in Section 3.10, a situation is identified as
being initiated by a set of events. In addition, terminating conditions of a situation are
explicitly identified, which are triggered by the occurrence of a set of events. Using this
definition, the first two types of situations given by Buford et al. (2006) can be described
by events corresponding to entity property changes, and entity relationship changes.
We term these primitive situations. A compound situation can be identified by checking
the existence of its constituent situations. Termination of a compound situation is
marked by the termination of at least one of the constituent situations. Note that
unlike the definition by Buford et al. (2006), this general approach to define situations
allows us to handle situations having a more abstract nature. For example, consider
an event corresponding to a goal score that was identified in a football simulation. The
fact that this goal was scored by an opponent, and the fact that point score of the
opponent team is now higher than the agent’s team, leads to a situation where ‘the
opposition team is leading’.
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It should also be noted that situations and events have a fundamental difference
with respect to how they are perceived and how they are being acted upon by an agent.
Situations are considered to be persistent until terminated by an event or a constituent
sub-situation ending. An agent’s practical reasoning strategy may vary across different
situations, because the knowledge of the current situation(s) provides a useful mechanism for selecting plans for execution. This means that, for the same observation in
the environment, the agent may react differently based on its understanding of the
currently active situations. Moreover, if the agent is aware of the possible situations
that it might be facing in the future, it can pro-actively be ready for those future situations or take actions to stop them from occurring. As for events, an agent is mainly
interested in identifying an instantaneous notification of an event, and reacting to this
occurrence.
2.3.5.2

Representing the Concept of Situations in Agents

Not many agent systems have considered the notion of situations, and the environment
state information provided to the agent is usually in the form of state updates or
events. In the BDI model, situations are normally treated as beliefs (Buford et al.,
2006; So and Sonenberg, 2009). There are also initiatives to present situations as a
meta-level concept that resides above beliefs or plans of the BDI agents (Thangarajah,
Padgham, and Sardina, 2006). This is based on the understanding that the agent’s
understanding of being in a particular situation can influence its beliefs and how it
chooses to achieve its goals. In this thesis, situations are treated as beliefs in BDI
agents. The start and end of a situation, as well as an active situation, are represented
using three different belief constructs — start(situation name), end(situation name),
and in(situation name) (respectively). An example of the use of these different belief
constructs can be found in Section 8.1.2.
Having explained the notion of situations and their representation in agents, situation awareness can now be described. Endsley (1995) defines situation awareness
as:
“Perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time
and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their
status in the near future” (Endsley, 1995).
This definition indicates three aspects that contribute to situation awareness: perception and comprehension of the environment, and projecting its future status.
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Interestingly, most of the research in improving physical environment awareness of
IVAs can be described in the context of these three aspects.
2.3.5.3

Perception

Perception is the process through which an agent becomes aware of the static and dynamic aspects of its environment. In traditional agent programming, implementing the
awareness capability of an agent is simply limited to perception. With respect to situated agents, perception has been categorised into two main types: active perception,
and passive perception (Weyns, Steegmans, and Holvoet, 2004). Here, passive perception simply assumes that the environment keeps on providing the relevant percepts
to the agent. BDI agent systems such as Jason (Bordini et al., 2007) employ passive
perception. In contrast, active perception “enables an agent to direct its perception at
the most relevant aspects in the environment” (Weyns et al., 2004).
Weyns et al. (2004) provide a generic model of active perception for a situated
agent, which is also valid for an IVA. In this model, active perception of an agent is
decomposed into three parts: sensing, interpreting, and filtering.
Sensing
Sensing is the process that extracts raw data elements from the virtual world. Traditional agent systems such as those based on the BDI agent architecture simply use this
sensing part to represent the whole process of perception. For example, in Jason, when
speaking of an agent perceiving the environment, it means “to sense the environment
so as to update its beliefs about the state of the environment” (Bordini et al., 2007).
For situated agents, sensing involves two main aspects: selecting a set of foci,
and implementing ‘perceptual laws’. Focus selection enables the agent to sense the
environment only for a specific type of information. With respect to IVAs, visual
sensors, auditory sensors, and tactile sensors have been experimented with (Thalmann,
1995). Visual sensing has been the common focus, while some virtual environments also
enable IVAs to listen to spoken communication, and receive text messages exchanged
on public chat channels. In order to implement visual sensing for IVAs, synthetic
vision approaches have been employed (Bordeux, Boulic, and Thalmann, 1999; Conde
and Thalmann, 2006). However, many modern day virtual worlds such as Unreal
Tournament and Second Life are capable of producing already categorised information
that describe entity (objects and avatars) property values and events representing their
changes. Therefore such synthetic vision techniques are no longer needed for these
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virtual worlds.
The second aspect of sensing includes the application of ‘perceptual laws’ on the
sensory mechanisms. For example, an IVA should not be able to ‘see’ an object that
is too far away, or an object that is covered by an opaque object such as a wall.
Similarly, if two IVAs are far away from each other, they cannot ‘hear’ what each
other is saying. Again, virtual worlds such as Unreal Tournament and Second Life are
capable of deciding on the auditory sensor distance for avatars. Unreal Tournament
is also capable of deciding the perceptual range for an IVA, when providing it with
environment information. Theoretical work on deciding these sensor ranges in virtual
worlds is also available (Herrero, Greenhalgh, and Antonio, 2005).
At the implementation level, there are three mechanisms by which a virtual world
client can obtain virtual world sensor data (Gemrot et al., 2011):
• Primitive event notifications sent by the virtual world can be detected without
a request from an avatar. In addition, a virtual world may send complete state
updates without any request from an agent (this is referred to as passive sensing,
or the push strategy (Gemrot et al., 2011)).
• Information can be periodically requested and retrieved by an avatar (the active
sensing or the pull strategy (Gemrot et al., 2011)).
• Information that was not provided by the virtual world can be interpolated
and/or extrapolated, based on the already received information (the inference
strategy (Gemrot et al., 2011)).
Depending on the selected virtual world, and the type and frequency of sensor data
receipt, an IVA may make use of one or more of these techniques. Section 7.3 describes
the use of these techniques for sensor data extraction and generation from Second life.
Interpreting
In the interpreting step, the received raw data are mapped to a representation that
encodes a percept for the agent. This step can be divided into two separate concerns:
deciding how agents perceive the objects in the environment in order to reason about
how they can interact with them (creating static abstractions) and interpreting the
dynamic interactions taking place in the environment (creating dynamic abstractions).
In other words, static abstraction means inferring what can be done with the objects
in the environment, and dynamic abstraction means inferring what is happening in the
environment. From these, this thesis focuses on creating dynamic abstractions only.
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Interpreting sensor data received from a virtual world is difficult due to the information representation gap that exists between virtual worlds and declarative agent systems
as mentioned in Section 2.3.3. More information on how to bridge this representation
gap in order to interpret virtual world sensor data is presented in Section 2.3.8.
The effort needed to interpret static information can be substantially reduced if the
objects in the virtual environment themselves provide semantic information. As further
described in Section 2.3.8, there already exists research on this, such as the implementation of ‘smart objects’ and adding ‘affordance’ information to objects. Chang et al.
(2005) describe a mechanism to interpret different (static) aspects (the functionality of
objects, and their interrelationships) in the virtual environment as concepts to be used
by the agent. This approach facilitates the interpretation of the same set of objects in
different manners by different agents, based on their mental states.
Dynamism in a virtual environment can be interpreted in different ways. One
approach is to describe it using activities, behaviours, and scenarios of avatar participants. Another approach is to make use of environment states and events to describe
the interactions of different entities. In this thesis, the latter approach was chosen to
describe the dynamism in a virtual environment, because situation awareness has been
normally discussed in the context of events identified in complex systems.
Interpreting the environment state means amalgamating different data elements received from a virtual world into a data structure representing the environment state.
At this level, the environment state contains the state of entities at the given instant
of time. At a slightly higher level of abstraction, it is also possible to infer different perceptual groupings and relationships of entities. For example, Gemrot et al.
(2011) present a rule-based approach to convert low-level position information of entities received from a virtual world into a suitable abstraction used by BDI agents.
This infers high-level information such as agent ‘X’ is chasing agent ‘Y’. Vosinakis and
Panayiotopoulos (2003) present a set of rules that infer entity relationships from the
low-level entity position information received from the virtual world.
Events taking place in a virtual environment could be either primitive or complex.
These could be instantaneous primitive events such as a change of attribute values of
an entity and entity relationships, or they could be complex events. A complex event
is a composition of other primitive or complex events, and usually spans a time period.
Some virtual worlds such as Second Life and Unreal Tournament are capable of sending
primitive event notifications to an external agent. In the absence of such notifications,
the agent should interpret primitive events from the received state updates, and use
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them to interpret complex events.
Warden and Visser (2012) employ rule-based pattern recognition on spatio-temporal
sensor data extracted from a 3D simulation to infer complex events. However, this
reasoning is only based on discrete state updates. This means that information about
events taking place in-between these discrete updates (e.g. an event corresponding to an
avatar changing its velocity) can go undetected. This is the classic problem of missing
information if the environment changes multiple times between two subsequent state
updates (Ricci, Piunti, and Viroli, 2011). The authors claim that this framework can be
used by an agent system, although no such example was given. Moreover, it should be
noted that this experiment was conducted only using an agent simulation, containing
no human participants. In that sense, it is also arguable whether this should be called
a virtual world according to the properties of virtual worlds that were discussed in
Section 2.2.
In the work of Fielding et al. (2004), individual agents are capable of remembering
environment objects they have perceived in the past. They compare this information
with the currently sensed environment state and interpret abstract events in the environment. However, this inference was done in a rather domain-specific manner in the
context of one specific game genre in Unreal Tournament. The number of detected
event types is small, and they are rather simple.
Bogdanovych et al. (2008) have presented three levels of interpretations of the
sensor data received from the virtual world. The first level contains avatar positions
(e.g. distance and orientation to some static objects) and position changes (e.g. moving
forward, or turning right). In the second level of abstraction, simple avatar interactions
such as avatars approaching each other are identified. The third abstraction layer is
based on the information generated by the ‘virtual institution’ they have employed.
This includes messages such as placing bids, entering rooms, etc. that are generated
by the virtual institution. Thus these high-level events can exist only if such a virtual
institution layer exists.
Filtering
Finally, filtering involves selecting only a set of percepts that matches certain criteria. The need for such a filtering mechanism arises due to the fact that an agent’s
‘attention’ is a limited resource (van Oijen and Dignum, 2011a). If all the information received from the environment is directly transferred, this can easily result in a
‘cognitive overload’ for the IVA (Section 2.3.3).
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Figure 2.3: An overview of research done in the area of IVA perception
Filtering can be of two-forms: top-down (goal-driven), or bottom-up. Top-down
filtering refers to retaining only those percepts that are relevant to the currently pursued
goals of the agent (So and Sonenberg, 2009). Bottom-up filtering refers to identifying
salient information in the incoming percept stream that should ‘catch’ the agent’s
attention. The work of van Oijen and Dignum (2011a) presents an example for goaldriven filtering of percepts by an IVA. When an agent adopts a new goal, it can specify
the type of percepts required for that goal. This filtering is terminated as soon as
the agent stops pursuing the current goal. Ideally, an IVA should be able to strike a
balance between the two types of filtering, in order to resemble the attention traits of
humans. If the IVA is preoccupied in its goal-driven attention (e.g. reading a book), it
is unable to attend to any unfolding situations (e.g. an earthquake) in its environment
that indeed might suggest dropping the currently pursued goal (e.g. stop reading the
book and go under the table).
Figure 2.3 gives an overview of the research discussed in this chapter with respect
to perception of IVAs, following the active perception model presented by Weyns et al.
(2004).
2.3.5.4

Interpreting Communication Messages

With respect to interpreting sensor data received from a virtual world, this previous
research has not paid attention to interpreting the communication messages exchanged
in public chat channels. However, in the presence of humans, interactions in virtual environments involve communication actions to a great extent. In other words, physical
actions and communication actions of participants are interleaved and are intercon38

nected, resulting in complex events. For example, in a football simulation, a complex
event of interest may be a player requesting another player to pass the ball to him
(e.g. ‘pass me the ball, Bob’), followed by the second player making the actual pass.
Thus an IVA should be able to interpret both physical actions and communication
actions of other participants in the environment. Dignum et al. (2009) also claim that
decisions made by IVAs depend not only on the information they receive through perception, but also on the information they receive through communication. However,
communication messages exchanged in chat channels of a virtual environment do not
refer to such domain-specific communication actions. A message exchanged in a public
chat channel has only the sender and content information associated with it. Therefore
such domain-specific communication actions must be explicitly inferred.
Inferring abstract information from communication messages is essentially a natural language processing (NLP) problem. Implementing NLP capabilities in virtual
humans has always been considered an important aspect to improve their believability
(Section 2.3.4). Consequently, there exists much research that has worked on applying
NLP techniques to interpret chat communications in virtual environments. Virtual
humans with the ability to communicate with humans are commonly referred to as
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs). ECAs have been mainly used as assistants
in training simulations (Wasfy, Wasfy, and Noor, 2004), tour guides (Jan et al., 2009),
and inhabitants in cultural heritage applications (Ijaz et al., 2011). The main purpose
of many of these ECAs is to answer the queries of a human user. Their NLP capabilities
have been normally implemented as question-answering systems that involve both natural language understanding and natural language generation. Conversational virtual
agent technologies make use of techniques such as chat bot based pattern matching (Ijaz
et al., 2011; Kopp et al., 2005), text classification (Agostaro et al., 2005; Swartout et al.,
2010), and hybrid approaches (Guinn and Montoya, 1998).
However, not much IVA research is available that combines the identified communication actions with the other observations of the environment to be used in complex
event or situation recognition. The importance of the use of chat utterances to interpret the significance of events has been identified by Small, Stromer-Galley, and
Strzalkowski (2011). However, their approach to identifying complex events in virtual
environment is currently done by manual annotators. Orkin, Smith, Reckman, and
Roy (2010) describe an algorithm that categorises physical actions and communication
actions into high-level tasks, but the algorithm does not consider complex temporal
relationships between these two types of actions. Moreover, physical actions only in-
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cluded avatars interacting with objects by clicking them.
2.3.5.5

Situation Comprehension

The second level of situation awareness is to comprehend any unfolding situations in
the environment, based on the identified state information and events. This involves
the identification of the significance of these different elements with respect to the
agent’s goals and beliefs. For example, in a football simulation, an event corresponding
to a goal score by the opposition may lead to a situation where the opposition is
leading the game, which requires the IVA to change its playing strategy. An essential
subcomponent of situation comprehension is the ability to identify the start and end
of situations and to keep track of any active situations.
Not much research can be found that addresses the specific problems related to situation recognition by IVAs. Zhang and Hill (2000) present a pattern-driven approach
to recognise situations in a virtual battlefield. In order to recognise situations within
an intelligent pilot bot, Ehlert, Mouthaan, and Rothkrantz (2003) provide two mechanisms: heuristic rules based on a state-transition diagram and a probabilistic approach;
however, only simple situations have been considered. Cavazza and Palmer (2000) make
use of FSTNs (Finite State Transition Networks) to identify avatar actions (which can
be considered as the lowest level of situations according to the situation categorisation
given by Buford et al. (2006) earlier in this section), based on the events received from
an event monitor situated inside the virtual world. However, this information is not
provided to any IVA, and action definitions are provided only for one avatar. Feng,
Teng, and Tan (2009) present a situation model that is jointly accessed by agents in
a virtual environment. These situations are based on entities and events in the environment; however, how these entity states and events are identified is not discussed.
Moreover, their solution is presented with respect to a specific game engine.
In a more general sense, Buford et al. (2006) have proposed a theoretical framework that makes use of event correlation for situation recognition by BDI agents. They
suggest the use of case-based reasoning (CBR) mechanisms to create a library of standard situation templates. Low-level events received from an operational environment
are subject to event correlation mechanisms to identify high-level ‘synthetic events’.
Based on the identified synthetic events, matching situation templates are retrieved
from the situation library. These templates are instantiated and/or adapted according
to current event information. So and Sonenberg (2009) make use of event calculus to
identify situations in the BDI model based on the identified events. Each situation
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is modelled as a relationship that is initiated by an event, and composite situations
are identified in the form of conjunctions of assertions related to the relationships that
have been initiated. In each of these approaches, both external events and internal
events (generated by belief and/or goal addition and/or removal) are considered when
identifying situations. However, in this thesis, only external environment events are
used for situation recognition.
Thangarajah et al. (2006) identify active situations faced by BDI agents by detecting
events that initiate and terminate them. However, it is assumed that the events only
correspond to appearance of objects over time. Hoogendoorn et al. (2011) use mental
models to detect compound situations by detecting simple situations that form these
compound situations. They also include an uncertainly factor of constituent situation
occurrence. However, the relationship between events and situations is not modelled.
2.3.5.6

Projection of Future Situations

The final step of situation awareness is the ability to project the future state of the
environment and/or the actions of others in the environment. In other words, being in a
certain situation should indicate to the IVA any possible situations it might encounter
in the near future. This essentially facilitates the proactive behaviour of an IVA.
Moreover, such a projection can help in deciding how the incoming percept stream
should be filtered in order to identify any salient information. The work of Hoogendoorn
et al. (2011) is an example of a situation model that has the capability of projecting
for future situations. How an IVA can project any possible future situations is not
addressed in this thesis.

2.3.6

Social Environment Awareness

Being aware of the social context is important if the IVA is operating in a virtual
community, and especially if that community includes human participants. Many
researchers consider that social awareness of an IVA is an important requirement to
implement IVA believability (Sindlar, Dastani, and Meyer, 2009; Ijaz et al., 2011). A
survey conducted by Afonso and Prada (2008) showed that many human players believe
that richer social behaviour from NPCs would improve their gaming experience.
In a general sense, social awareness refers to a community member’s understanding of the existence of other members in the community, as well as the existence of
social structures pertaining to that community. This includes a community member’s
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knowledge of different social aspects such as roles, activities, expectations, norms, regulations, and responsibilities.
Afonso and Prada (2008) implement a concept model that enables an IVA to be
aware of its social relationships with others in the environment. These IVAs are also
capable of reasoning about the beliefs of others in the environment. These two aspects,
as well as the IVA’s personality, determine with whom the IVA will be interacting, and
the amount of information it should disseminate in a conversation. Though this concept
model was implemented in a rather simple manner, human participants were reported
to be agreeing that the introduction of social relationships to IVAs improved their
gaming experience.
Awareness of one’s role(s) played in a social context is also an important aspect of
social awareness. The social role of an agent defines its responsibilities, entitlements,
duties, etc. Prendinger and Ishizuka (2001) make use of this observation to implement
a ‘filter program’ between an IVA’s affective state and how it is actually communicated
through multi-modal communication. Guye-Vuillème and Thalmann (2000) also have
presented a simple rule-based mechanism that enables an agent to take into account
the roles of other participants in the community when interacting with them.
Prada and Paiva (2005) argue that since humans have a natural tendency to organise in groups, they expect believable group behaviour from IVAs when they interact
with IVAs in a group setting. This suggests that IVAs should have a certain level of
‘group awareness’ that leads to believable and coherent group dynamics. This argument
led to their implementation of the Synthetic Group Dynamics (SGD) model.
Bosse and Stam (2011) report the use of normative agents in virtual worlds as an
approach to prevent cyber-bullying. The IVAs are aware of the norms that govern
the given virtual environment, and they are capable of identifying fulfilments and
violations of those norms. However, these IVAs themselves are not governed by the
norms. Rather, they are expected to punish or reward the human participants who
violate or fulfil the norms, respectively. Currently, recognition for only very simple
norms are implemented (e.g. following someone is prohibited, and greeting someone is
encouraged).
Another line of research has presented the integration of electronic institutions (Esteva, 2003) and the associated agent organisations tools developed in the area of MAS,
with virtual worlds. Intelligent agents as well as human participants are interfaced with
the virtual world through this institutional middleware, thus making them aware of the
institutional norms, regulations, etc. IVAs receive environment information in the con-
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text of the institution and/or the organisation that they belong to. Their behaviours
are also governed by the institution.
The cOncienS framework (Alvarez-Napagao, Gómez-Sebastià, Vázquez-Salceda,
and Koch, 2010) interfaces agents with MMORPGs such as World of Warcraft using
the ALIVE organisational framework (Vázquez-Salceda, Vasconcelos, Padget, Dignum,
Clarke, and Roig, 2010). ALIVE implements organisation concepts such as organisation objectives, roles, norms, and restrictions. IVAs are made organisationally aware
by allowing them to read and integrate ALIVE organisational and coordination models
into their reasoning cycle. The agent’s knowledge of organisational norms and the associated rewarding and sanctioning mechanisms affects its deliberation on the intended
actions. During runtime, ALIVE identifies the events taking place in the gaming environment, and interprets their social meaning. This information is provided to IVAs,
thus achieving run-time organisational awareness.
Aranda et al. (2009) implement an MMOG layer that interfaces agents with
MMORPGs. This layer implements the general rules, conventions and norms common in such games. Game concepts are mapped into MAS concepts, allowing agents
to maintain awareness of social concepts such as their roles, and rewarding policies.
While the above two systems focused only on MMORPGs, the work of Bogdanovych
et al. (2009) enforces normative regulations on participant interactions in multi-purpose
virtual worlds such as Second Life. This is achieved through the use of virtual institutions. Virtual institutions are essentially electronic institutions tailored to the domain
of virtual worlds. A virtual institution layer encapsulates the normative concepts applicable to a given virtual environment. During run-time, IVAs can adopt beliefs about
the institutional state. The institutional infrastructure provides events to the agent
that describe any changes to the organisational context. This helps in reducing the
IVA’s uncertainty of the virtual environment, and also helps interpret actions of other
participants in the virtual community. Bogdanovych et al. (2010) illustrate the use of
this middleware to implement IVAs with cultural awareness.
In contrast to the categorisation of IVA awareness given in this section, Ijaz et al.
(2011) categorise an IVA’s awareness into three aspects: environment awareness, self
awareness, and interaction awareness. Here, environment awareness refers to an agent’s
understanding of objects and other participants in the environment. Self awareness
represents an agent’s recognition of itself as an entity in the world. Interaction awareness refers to the agent’s ability to refer to its understanding of static and dynamic
structures of interactions in the environment, and the perceived opportunities in inter-
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acting with other participants. A preliminary implementation of these three aspects
of awareness was also provided. However, this implementation, to a great extent, depends on the virtual institution methodology that was mentioned above. For example,
interaction awareness was implemented based on the information related to roles, performative structures, scene protocols, and norms that are communicated to the agent
by the virtual institution. Self awareness is also implemented based on the information
sent by the virtual institution related to the current scene and the agent’s state within
the scene. Environment awareness was simply implemented as the agent’s ability to
respond to a human participant’s queries by relating to objects in the environment.

2.3.7

The Problem of Information Representation Gap

The problem of the information representation gap has been acknowledged by many
researchers working on interfacing virtual worlds not only with agent systems (Hindriks
et al., 2011; Dignum, 2012; Dignum et al., 2009; Gemrot et al., 2011), but also with
other AI techniques as well (Cash and Young, 2009; Young, Riedl, Branly, Jhala,
Martin, and Saretto, 2004; Orkin, 2003).
The information representation gap between virtual worlds and agent systems impacts the improvement of both awareness and behaviour execution for an IVA. For
example, consider a virtual football game consisting of two teams of avatars and a ball
object. The low-level information received from a virtual world such as Second Life
or Unreal Tournament contains individual entity states and/or primitive events corresponding to changes of these entity properties. For an intelligent agent reasoning with
abstract symbolic information, the amount of reasoning that could be done with this
low-level sensor data is minimal. Instead, the agent is interested in knowing abstract
domain-specific information such as whether a player scored a goal, successfully passed
the ball to a team member, or successfully tackled an opponent. At an even higher
abstraction level, the agent would want to know whether his team members are adhering to any team tactic that they have agreed upon. As another example, when the
IVA sees a locked door and a key nearby, it should have the knowledge to reason that
a key can be used to open a locked door. Here, the first example relates to creating
dynamic abstractions of the environment, and the second example relates to creating
static abstractions of the environment (Section 2.3.5.3).
As for behaviour execution, a virtual world normally specifies the set of basic actions
that an avatar can perform. An avatar controlled by a human is limited to this available
set of actions, and so is an avatar controlled by an agent. The set of basic actions
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available to an avatar depends on the virtual world. In general, this includes movement
abilities such as walking or running, the ability to perform animations and display
emotions, interacting with objects (e.g. by clicking on them), and communicating with
others (through text chat and voice communication). In contrast, agent actions are
specified in a more abstract domain-specific way. For example, in a soccer game, the
high-level action of passing the ball to another player includes making sure that the
avatar has the possession of the ball, turning towards the other player, calculating the
amount of force that should be applied on the ball, and finally kicking the ball. In
simple terms, as noted by Hindriks et al. (2011), it does not make sense “to require
such agents to deliberate about the degrees of rotation a bot should make when it has
to make a turn”. Norling and Sonenberg (2004) note another aspect of this problem —
how to execute subconscious behaviour. For example, if a human is illegally breaking
into a house, while trying to open a door or a window, he will be looking over his
shoulder, as a result of humans’ wider contextual awareness. In order to replicate the
same incident using an IVA, it is important that these subconscious behaviours are
captured.
The next section describes in detail the existing solutions to bridge the information
representation gap with respect to improving awareness of IVAs.

2.3.8

Bridging the Information Representation Gap

Bridging the information representation gap between agent systems and virtual worlds
essentially refers to the implementation of the second step of perception (interpretation)
described in the previous section.
The proposed solutions to this problem can be categorised into three approaches:
• expecting the game engine to provide an abstract representation of the agent’s
environment,
• expecting the agent to generate its own abstract representation, and finally,
• providing middleware components to facilitate the conversion.
Previous research for creating static and dynamic abstractions of virtual environments
are discussed below. In summary, it should be initially noted that most of the research
has focused on static abstractions.
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2.3.8.1

Creating Static Abstractions

A considerable amount of research is available on abstracting low-level virtual environment descriptions in a static domain-specific manner. Virtual environments containing such high-level or semantic information are generally termed ‘Intelligent Virtual
Environments’ (IVEs). Initial research on IVEs was mainly focused on semantically
enriching a virtual environment to facilitate human multi-modal interactions with the
environment, and also to enable virtual objects to interact with each other. Due to
their potential for providing symbolic information to IVAs, many of these techniques
were subsequently adopted by IVA researchers. The implementation of IVEs can be
done in two ways: semantic information can be embedded in the virtual environment
itself, or an abstraction layer can be implemented on top of the virtual environment.
Here, the first approach essentially refers to a game engine providing an abstract
representation of the environment. In this approach, objects in the environment provide information to agents about how to interact with them, or the services they offer.
The first notable work on semantically abstracting an environment is the ‘smart objects’ approach by Kallmann and Thalmann (1999), and Abaci, Ciger, and Thalmann
(2005), although they only considered human interactions. The problem with such an
approach is that such information should be integrated with the virtual world at design
time (Tutenel, Bidarra, Smelik, and Kraker, 2008). Moreover, all the agents perceive
an object in the same way, thus removing any behavioural differences among them.
Silverman, Johns, Cornwell, and O’Brien (2006) make use of the affordance theory (Gibson, 1986) to address this problem. Given that different agents should be able
to have their own view of the objects, each object offers multiple types of perception
along with perception rules to determine which type of perception is valid for an agent
perceiving it (e.g. an American helicopter could be perceived as an enemy vehicle by
a rebel, and as a rescue vehicle by another American soldier). Objects broadcast this
information, enabling agents to reason about the suitable type of perception for them.
While this approach adds some flexibility to the static perception process, maintaining
such a model is difficult — for example, if a new agent type should be added, rules for
all the objects in the environment should be updated.
Welsh and Pisan (2005) argue that tagging objects with their semantic information
(e.g. services, and affordances) is not flexible, because the actual interaction with the
object depends on the capabilities of the agent itself. For example, whether an agent
can pick up a box not only depends on the properties of the box, but also on how
strong the agent is. Therefore, for static perception of objects for the purpose of
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interaction, it is not unrealistic to expect the agent reasoning process to create the
necessary abstractions.
However, this has the opposite implication of the previous approach — for each
object that is added, the internal logic of all the agents should be changed. Moreover,
even for agents who share the same abstract view of the environment, the logic is not
generalised. Thus the same inference process to derive abstract information is carried
out by all the agents. This, as noted by other researchers as well (Gemrot et al.,
2011), is inefficient and tends to get cumbersome as the number of objects and agents
increases.
Given the limitations of both approaches, a promising approach to bridging the
information representation gap between virtual worlds and agent systems is the use of
a middle layer. A middle layer is responsible for converting the low-level perceptual
information received from a virtual world into a symbolic representation used by the
agent systems. Such a middle layer approach captures concepts common to all agents,
thus reducing data and calculation redundancies. Agent implementation and reasoning
becomes less complex because they do not carry any environment concepts. Moreover,
such a middle layer can be designed independently of any virtual world, with the
provision of data conversion mechanisms suitable for different virtual worlds.
Essentially, this refers to an IVE layer implemented on top of the virtual environment, but outside the virtual world. Such an IVE layer provides a conceptual level
where static and dynamic environment information is represented at a higher abstraction level. Cavazza and Palmer (2000) present three motivations for having such an
abstract layer: 1) describing avatar and object actions and their results in a domainspecific manner to simulate, say physics; 2) providing information to an IVA; and 3)
monitoring avatar actions in a domain-specific manner, e.g. in training applications.
The work of Chang et al. (2005) described in Section 2.3.5 was implemented as
a cognitive middle layer between the ‘minds’ of agents and the environment. Unlike
annotating environment objects, this approach offers more flexibility, because concepts
only provide ‘hints’ to agents about how they might want to interact with objects
rather than specifying any specific interaction. This way, avatar-object interaction
can be moulded according to the personalities of individual agents. Ontologies are
used to implement the connection between environment aspects and concepts, and
this ontology is made a part of the virtual environment. The CIGA framework (van
Oijen et al., 2012) also include such domain ontologies in a middle layer between agent
systems and virtual worlds.
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2.3.8.2

Creating Dynamic Abstractions

As for creating dynamic abstractions of avatar and object interactions facilitated by
the virtual world, one example is the work of Pelekis, Vosinakis, Panayiotopoulos,
and Theodoridis (2007). Their work introduces a temporal database that maintains
an abstract dynamic representation of the environment with respect to moving entities. Whenever an agent needs an abstract representation of its environment, it has
to explicitly request that information. The database is implemented as a part of the
virtual world, meaning that the agent’s query is passed to the database by the game
engine. While this approach eliminates data duplication and redundant calculations of
abstract information, it has many disadvantages as well. First and foremost, accessing
a database is a rather slow process. The database records the state of the environment at discrete time intervals, and thus any sudden changes in the environment may
go unnoticed. This is the problem of missing out information that was described in
Section 2.3.5.3. Finally, connecting a database with a game engine requires the game
engine source code to be available.
Not much research is available on delegating the agent’s reasoning process to infer
the dynamic abstract information relating to interactions in the environment. Most
of the time, agents work with individual event notifications received from the virtual
world. One exception to this is the work of Fielding et al. (2004). However, as mentioned earlier, the agents were only capable of identifying very simple domain-specific
events.
The work of Warden and Visser (2012) described in page 35 was implemented as a
framework outside the 3D agent simulation. Input to the framework is spatio-temporal
sensor data, and the output of the framework is domain-specific complex events. The
authors claim that this framework can be used as a middle layer between agent systems
and this agent simulation, although no such example was given. Similar to the work
of Pelekis et al. (2007), this system reasons only using discrete state updates. Therefore
this system faces the problem of missing out information. Similarly, the FSTN-based
solution of Cavazza and Palmer (2000) to identify avatar actions is also implemented
as an interpretation layer outside the virtual world.
Normative IVAs implemented by Bosse and Stam (2011) also make use of a simple behaviour recognition engine that sits between a BDI agent system and the virtual world. The rule-based approaches of Gemrot et al. (2011) and Vosinakis and
Panayiotopoulos (2003) to convert low-level position information of entities into a suitable abstraction used by BDI agents are also implemented as middle layers between a
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BDI agent system and a virtual world.
The use of electronic institutional and agent organisational middleware to interface agent systems with virtual worlds is a prime example of the use of middleware to
bridge the information representation gap between agent systems and virtual worlds.
Not only can they abstract the physical environment of an IVA, they can also abstract
organisational and/or institutional concepts needed to implement the social awareness
of an IVA, as described earlier. For example, in the middle layer implemented by Bogdanovych et al. (2008) described earlier, the virtual environment is abstracted at three
different levels. However, the highest abstraction layer is based on the information generated by the virtual institution. Therefore, this results in solutions that are tightly
integrated with the institutional middleware, which may not be desirable for some
applications.

2.3.9

Connecting Agents with Virtual Worlds

In Section 2.3.3, it was briefly mentioned that agents can be externally connected to the
virtual world (client-side connections), or they can be in-built to the game engine logic
(server-side connections). This section further describes these two different approaches.
Internal (Server-side) Connection: In this approach, the logic for implementing
IVAs is coupled with the game engine logic. As discussed in Section 2.3.2.1, this
is how in-built NPCs are implemented in MMORPGs. The benefit of an internal
integration is that agents can make use of internal features and data structures of
the game engine (Gemrot et al., 2011). Information communication between agents
and the game engine can be accomplished via simple method invocations or by direct
access to game engine data structures. This minimises the communication overhead
and results in optimal performance of IVAs.
However, Dignum et al. (2009) argue that such an internal integration constrains
the agents to make decisions within one time step of the game loop, limiting the
complexity of agent reasoning and behaviour execution23 . Moreover, authors argue
that since the game engine has to give memory and execution priority to complex
physics and animation rendering, the amount of resources that can be allocated to
implement IVA logic is minimal. This is reasonable — if each agent had its own
processing system integrated with the game execution, and if there are hundreds (or
23

However, Gemrot et al. (2011) provide a counter-argument to this, stating that even an internally

coupled agent can perform decisions in several time steps.
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thousands) of IVAs carrying out complex reasoning, the game engine resources will
soon be exhausted. Dignum et al. (2009) claim that this is the main reason why simple
and efficient approaches such as FSMs and behavioural trees are still used to implement
intelligent components for in-built IVAs.
Gemrot et al. (2011) also point out disadvantages of this approach in a software
engineering perspective. They argue that an internal integration approach suggests
that the already existing agent logic should be re-implemented inside the game engine.
This is only possible if the game engine source is open. This is not the case with many
virtual worlds, especially commercial ones. Since game engines belonging to different
virtual worlds do not share any common design or architecture, agent solutions tend
to be tightly integrated with the game engine. Moreover, such integrations could be
quite complex, and in most cases, this should be done at game engine design time.
External (Client-side) Connection: In this approach, agent logic is untangled from
the game engine logic. Agents remotely connect to the game engine, normally through
a network connection similar to those used by clients operating on behalf of human
participants. The advantage of such external connections is that agent logic can be
easily based on well-established agent development platforms, and this knowledge can
be re-used across different virtual worlds. Agents can have complex logic for their
reasoning process without affecting the execution of the game engine. Agents can
reside in disparate machines across the network. Even if hosting thousands of IVAs,
the game engine has only the cost of normal avatar management. Another advantage of
this approach is that it more faithfully simulates the relationship of real human agents
to the real world — if the agent is deployed using the server-side approach, it may be
exposed to information about the world that a human agent would not have.
However, external integration of agent systems with virtual worlds worsens the
problems of information representation, agent communication, and especially, synchronisation. This could result in additional complications such as the receipt of unreliable
sensor data, due to network packets being dropped.
Young et al. (2004) provide another categorisation of approaches to connecting
intelligent reasoning capabilities with existing game engines. In this categorisation,
the authors only focus on AI. However, this is common to agent systems as well,
therefore examples for both are provided below.
According to Young et al. (2004), the most widely used approach is that in which AI
(and MAS) and the game engine are mutually specific. In other words, this approach
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focuses on integrating a specific set of AI and/or MAS techniques with a specific game
engine. Examples given for server-side connection of agents fall into this category. This
is not to say that there are no external connection approaches that focused on one agent
platform and one game engine. For example, Norling (2003) described how JACK
BDI agents are deployed in Quake. Urlings et al. (2003) deploy Jack agents in Unreal
Tournament. Patel and Hexmoor (2009) presented BDI-based logic to implement IVAs
in Counter-Strike24 . Jacobs, Ferrein, and Lakemeyer (2005) have connected the logicbased action language GOLOG (Levesque, Reiter, Lespérance, Lin, and Scherl, 1997)
with Unreal Tournament.
Second comes the game-specific approaches, where it is made possible for a range
of AI and/or MAS techniques to be connected with one game engine. A pioneer
example for this is the Gamebots project. The Unreal Tournament server was extended
with a new Gamebots module, to which external agents can connect through a socket
connection. The Gamebots module in turn, connects them with the Unreal Tournament
server. Proving the usefulness of such an interface, many researchers used the Gamebots
extension to connect different agent architectures with Unreal Tournament (Tweedale,
Ichalkaranje, Sioutis, Jarvis, Consoli, and Phillips-Wren, 2007; Urlings et al., 2003;
Kim, 2004; Gemrot et al., 2010).
The third approach to integrating AI and/or MAS techniques with game engines is
specific to the technique, meaning that a set of intelligent agent techniques are designed
to connect with different types of game engines. An example for this is the earlier
mentioned work of van Lent et al. (1999) on connecting the Soar architecture with
Quake II and Descent 3 game engines.
In our opinion, there should be another category for deploying IVAs in virtual
worlds. This covers the frameworks and/or tool-kits that facilitate external connection
of any intelligent agent technique with any game engine. Tool-kits such as Pogamut (Gemrot et al., 2010), and CIGA (van Oijen et al., 2012) are geared towards this.
However, as noted by Dignum et al. (2009), all these frameworks and tool-kits need to
provide special logic to convert game engine-specific data to the representation used by
the agent, and vice versa. This is essentially the problem of the information representation gap between these two systems that was discussed earlier in this chapter. In order
to mitigate this problem, these tool-kits and frameworks provide a layered architecture
to deploy agents in virtual worlds. Information passed from one system is converted to
the information representation needed by the other, thus making each system oblivious
24
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to the internal information representation of the other. The layer closest to the virtual
world always contains the logic specific to it, and connecting to another virtual world
means replacing logic only in this layer. Similarly, to use a different agent architecture
or an AI technology, only the layer closest to the agent architecture and/or the AI
system should be changed .
The Pogamut framework is currently geared towards Unreal Tournament, however
the authors clearly explain what components should be changed to connect to another
virtual world. It has many components to support behaviour execution of IVAs, and
thus is being used by other researchers as well (Wang, Subagdja, Tan, and Ng, 2009;
Hindriks et al., 2011). The CIGA framework assumes that the component (or layer)
closest to the virtual world should in fact reside inside the virtual world. This is
not needed if a virtual world already contains a published interface to communicate
information to remote clients. Moreover, many game worlds would not allow changing
the game engine internals. None of these frameworks provide any well-defined approach
to create dynamic abstractions of the virtual environments on behalf of agents. In
this context, the data inference framework presented in Chapter 4 complements these
existing frameworks.
Finally, it should be noted that deploying IVAs is possible only if the virtual world
allows it. In this sense, there are virtual worlds that do not facilitate the deployment
of avatars controlled by software agents.

2.3.10

Virtual Worlds Supporting External Agents

The last paragraph above leads to a new question: what are the currently available
virtual worlds with proven support for deploying external agents? In a general sense,
two types of virtual worlds have this support : those that have their source code freely
available, and those that at least provide a public interface allowing the connection of
external components with the game engine.
As apparent from the previous discussions, a virtual world that has been used quite
often to connect external agents is Unreal Tournament. Some parts of the game can be
modified using in-built “UnrealScripts”. However, the underlying source code of the
game engine is not open. In this sense, Unreal Tournament can be considered as having
a ‘partly opened’ code base (Gemrot, Kadlec, Bı́da, Burkert, Pı́bil, Havlı́č ek, Zemčák,
Šimlovič, Vansa, Štolba, Plch, and Brom, 2009). Other researchers have used virtual
worlds such as Quake (Dignum et al., 2009; Norling, 2003), Counter-Strike (Patel and
Hexmoor, 2009), and Half-Life (Khoo, Dunham, Trienens, and Sood, 2002).
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The drawback of all these virtual worlds is that they are all shooter games, containing violence. Therefore it is not easy (or sometimes not possible at all), to use
these shooter games for general purpose training applications. For example, Richards
and Porte (2009) note how the use of Unreal Tournament for general-purpose training
simulations is difficult with respect to the unavailability of non-fighter characters, or
the removal of fighter-specific animations and behaviour from the existing characters.
According to them, this introduces a steep learning curve, when it comes to creating
non-violent simulations in Unreal Tournament. Moreover, as noted by Gemrot et al.
(2010), such violent games might not be suitable for teaching purposes.
An alternative option is to use multi-purpose virtual worlds. Second Life is the best
example for allowing the creation of custom simulations. Although the game engine
source code is not publicly available, the Second Life communication protocol has been
made public, which led to the reverse engineering project to create the LibOpenMetaverse (LIBOMV)25 open source library.
“LIBOMV is a .Net based client/server library used for accessing and creating
3D virtual worlds” (OpenMetaverse Organization, 2012), and is compatible with the
Second Life communication protocol. The LIBOMV library can be used to create
Second Life clients. Each agent can be connected to one dedicated Second Life client.
With appropriate programming techniques, the LIBOMV library can be used to make
an agent-controlled avatar that looks exactly like and has behavioural abilities similar
to avatars controlled by humans. An agent connected to a LIBOMV-based client can
take benefit of two main types of functionality provided by the LIBOMV library. The
first ability is performing actions inside Second Life. The second ability is sensing the
surrounding environment. It is possible to link an agent’s logic with the LIBOMV client
logic, and use perception, action and reasoning capabilities of the intelligent agent to
operate a believable and intelligent agent inside Second Life. Initiatives to use external
agents in Second Life (Jan et al., 2009; Ranathunga, Cranefield, and Purvis, 2012a)
can be found already, and are further developed in this thesis. Some notable work has
been presented by Bogdanovych et al. (2010), where behaviours of IVAs in a Second
Life virtual heritage simulation are regulated by a virtual institution.
On the negative side, the proprietary nature of Second Life means that it is not
possible to do any server-side changes to facilitate external agent deployments. The
only means of such changes is through the in-world scripts that may be attached to
objects. However, these scripts have very limited functionality. Section 7.3.2 further
25
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describes the limitations of these scripted objects in sensor data extraction.
Virtual worlds created using OpenSimulator can be used if more control of the
underlying game engine is required. Although not as sophisticated as Second Life
with respect to game engine functionality, virtual worlds created using OpenSimulator
provide a proven test-bed for testing agents and also to implement not too complex
simulations containing IVAs. A good example is the New Zealand Virtual World Grid
(NZVWG)26 , which already contains sophisticated simulations such as the Otago Virtual Hospital (OVH) simulation (Blyth et al., 2010). The case study presented in
Section 8.2 makes use of this OVH simulation.

2.4

Discussion

In this chapter, it was argued that software agents deployed in virtual worlds should
be both intelligent and believable. However, the level of intelligence and believability
needed by an IVA depends on the virtual world application that it is deployed in. There
are many aspects that are involved in achieving intelligence and believability of such
agents. Among these, the ability to be aware of the physical and social environment
plays a major role.
An IVA’s physical environment awareness was discussed using the concept of situation awareness (Endsley, 1995). From the three aspects of situation awareness, IVA
researchers have mainly focused on perception. Perception itself could be active or
passive, and for the successful implementation of an IVA, it should be capable of active
perception. Active perception could be divided into three parts: sensing, interpreting, and filtering (Weyns et al., 2004). When intelligent agents systems such as the
BDI architecture are used to implement IVAs, interpretation becomes a major problem due to the information representation gap that exists between agent systems and
virtual worlds. Interpreting sensor data involves 1) creating static abstractions of the
environment to make agents understand what can be done with the entities in the
environment, and 2) creating dynamic abstractions of the environment to make agents
understand the dynamic entity interactions taking place in the environment. From
these, the former has been the subject of most of the previous research that focused
on interpreting virtual world sensor data, and is out of the focus of this thesis. This
thesis focuses on creating dynamic abstractions of virtual environments.
In Section 2.3.5.3, creating dynamic abstractions of a virtual environment was iden26
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tified as the problem of identifying abstract state information at a given time instant,
and the set of primitive, and complex events that contribute to the change of the environment state. However, most of the previous research described in this chapter did not
address both these aspects. For example, Vosinakis and Panayiotopoulos (2003) only
looked at identifying entity relationships. Others focused on identifying events (Fielding et al., 2004), but the event recognition was limited to simple primitive events.
Event recognition using MAS infrastructure such as virtual institutions (Bogdanovych
et al., 2008) may not be applicable to all virtual environments. The work of Warden
and Visser (2012) that looked into event recognition on spatio-temporal sensor data is
an exception, however as mentioned earlier, the work was carried out in a 3D agent
simulation, rather than in a virtual world.
In this context, inference mechanisms that interpret sensor data in a systematic
way to identify abstract dynamic virtual environment information is a necessity. These
inference mechanisms should be backed by an abstract model of dynamic virtual environments that describes the relationship between the different dynamic environment
elements. This is something that has not been provided by any of the previous research.
This thesis addresses these requirements with respect to interpreting virtual world
sensor data to create dynamic environment abstractions. In the next chapter, an
abstract model of dynamic virtual environments is presented, which describes different
elements in dynamic virtual environments, and their interconnections. Chapter 4 makes
use of this model and presents a set of data inference mechanisms that processes virtual
world sensor data to identify abstract state and event information. In contrast to
previous research (2.3.5.3) that focused only on either abstracting virtual environments
in the form of entity relationships, or identifying simple events, this interconnected
set of data inference mechanisms provides a step-by-step approach to identify entity
relationships, and simple, as well as complex events. The data inference process does
not assume that a virtual world sends sensor data only as periodic state updates.
Rather, the use of any event updates issued by a virtual world in between the periodic
state updates is facilitated, along with the provision to extrapolate sensor data in the
absence of any updates from the virtual world.
Work described in this thesis differs from the work of Warden and Visser (2012) in
many ways. First and foremost, primitive events are used to derive complex events,
thus presenting a hierarchical event inference mechanism. Moreover, complex event
and data stream processing mechanisms are used for event recognition, in contrast
to the logic-based approach followed by Warden and Visser (2012). Our focus is on
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handling high-frequency updates from virtual worlds, in contrast to rather low sensor
data update frequencies of agent simulations. The possibility to make use of communication actions in the event inference process is also provided. To the best of our
knowledge, no other research has made use of communication information along with
other observations in the virtual environments for the purpose of event recognition in
virtual environments. Orkin et al. (2010) describe an algorithm that categorises physical actions and communication actions into high-level tasks, but the algorithm does
not consider complex temporal relationships between these two types of actions.
Only a small amount of research has addressed the requirements of situation comprehension of agents in virtual environments. As for situation recognition, solutions
available in the previous research have focused only on situations with very low-level
abstractions (Zhang and Hill, 2000; Ehlert et al., 2003; Cavazza and Palmer, 2000; Feng
et al., 2009). Situation recognition in this prior research has considered only simple
situations that arise due to changes of entity properties or entity relationships. Implementation of situation recognition has been carried out for special purpose virtual
worlds mainly with the use of simple IF-THEN rules. In contrast, Chapter 4 describes
how the complex events identified in the aforementioned data inference process can be
used to identify situations that are of interest to an IVA.
Chapter 6 describes the implementation of a framework that implements these data
inference mechanisms. The framework assumes that agents are externally connected
with the virtual world. It is implemented as a middle layer between agent systems and
virtual worlds, which has been a common design in deploying data inference mechanisms as described in Section 2.3.8. The framework has a modular architecture, and
is loosely coupled with the virtual worlds and the agent systems. In this context, this
framework can be considered as having the ability to connect any virtual world with
any agent system, according to the categorisation given in Section 2.3.9. In contrast
to Pogamut (Gemrot et al., 2011) and CIGA (van Oijen et al., 2012), our framework
focuses on creating dynamic abstractions of the virtual environment.
With respect to social awareness of IVAs, aspects such as social relationship awareness, social role awareness, and social group awareness have been researched previously.
Approaches for interfacing agents to virtual worlds through institutional or organisational middleware also assist in improving social awareness of IVAs. However, one
major aspect of IVA social awareness that has not been discussed in the related research is how an IVA can manage its social expectations based on its interactions with
other participants in the environment. Filling this void, Chapter 5 describes an in-
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terface that can be implemented by a BDI-based agent system to enable its agents to
start and stop monitoring for their expectations. Through this interface, monitoring
for agent expectations can be delegated to a local monitoring service. This enables
BDI agents to monitor for the fulfilment and violation of their expectations without
relying on a centralised monitoring mechanism, while making use of well established
expectation monitoring techniques.
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Chapter 3
An Abstract Model for Dynamic
Virtual Environments
3.1

Overview

In the previous chapter, it was explained that the dynamism in a virtual environment
can be described in the form of abstract states and events. The events also lead to the
recognition of situations that are unfolding in an agent’s environment. The source of
this abstract information is the sensor data received from the virtual world. Sensor data
received from most of the virtual worlds describe a virtual agent’s environment at the
level of individual objects and avatars. However, events and/or situations that should
be identified in a virtual environment not only refer to a single avatar or object in the
environment. Rather, an agent needs to infer abstract complex events and situations
that are the result of different relationships and/or (physical and communicational)
interactions taking place among these avatars and objects.
In order to fill this information representation gap, a process is required to combine
additional domain-specific contextual information with the low-level sensor data to infer abstract information about the agent’s dynamic environment. A precursor to such a
process is a precise description of the abstract concepts pertaining to a dynamic virtual
environment, their interrelationships, and the set of (domain-specific) contextual information needed to derive those abstract environment elements from the low-level sensor
data. This chapter satisfies this requirement, and provides a uniform basis to describe
the process of abstracting dynamic virtual environments. It is presented from the
perspective of how an agent externally connected with a virtual environment comprehends the dynamism in its surrounding environment. In this regard, this model differs
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from many of the environment models and/or specifications in the area of multi-agent
systems that mainly focus on describing environment internals and/or agent internals.

3.2

Related Work

The concept of Environment has been heavily researched and established with respect
to multi-agent systems. However, many of the previous environment specifications
and formalisms are focused on designing or implementing environments to facilitate
agents, and not on describing an existing environment into which an agent might have
to be deployed. In other words, they focus on specifying the internal structures of an
environment, rather than specifying how the environment can be comprehended by an
agent deployed in it. For example, Odell, Parunak, Fleischer, and Brueckner (2003)
present seven characteristics of an agent environment. In their approach to define the
environment as a first class abstraction in multi-agent systems, Weyns, Omicini, and
Odell (2007) identify six responsibilities of an environment. One of these responsibilities
states that the environment should be observable. However, authors do not describe
what should be observed by an agent. Environment models such as those proposed
by Ricci et al. (2011), and Weyns et al. (2007) do present the concept of environment as
an abstraction of the underlying simulation environment. However, this abstraction is
limited to environment constituents and services offered by the environment to agents.
The

ELMS environment description language

(Okuyama,

Bordini,

and

da Rocha Costa, 2005) provides a mechanism for defining observable properties of objects and agents in an environment. However, this language does not provide a formal
characterisation of the dynamism in the environment, other than the ability to define
an agent action as a sequence of changes in properties of objects and agents.Moreover,
it assumes that the environment is a grid-based system, thus making it too simple to
be applied in complex virtual environments.
Bromuri and Stathis (2008) present a logic-based framework that describes an
agent’s environment as a composite structure that evolves over time. The environment consists of agents and objects. Interactions between these entities are captured
as events. The authors also describe how these events are perceived by agents, and
how they affect objects and processes in the environment. The computable specification for entity interactions is implemented using Object-based Event Calculus (OEC).
However, the environment dynamism captured by the specification is limited to entity
interactions (actions of agents and reactions of objects).
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The dynamic environment formalism presented by Helleboogh, Vizzari, Uhrmacher,
and Michel (2007) contains many useful constructs to define the dynamism observed
in simulated agent environments in a declarative manner. These are extensible in a
domain-specific manner. In this formalism, dynamism in a simulated environment is
captured by the activities of entities and properties in the environment. These are
aggregated into scenarios to describe complex evolutions of the environment. However,
these scenarios are not general enough to describe the complex static and dynamic
relationships among environment constituents.
As for virtual environments, Gemrot et al. (2011) have provided a set of responsibilities and a formal description of game engines with the purpose of connecting agent
systems with game engines. This formal description focuses on game engine internals
and agent internals. Although a categorisation of game engine facts sent to an agent
is given, there is no formal model for describing what these facts are. Moreover, not
much emphasis is placed on describing the dynamism observed by an agent deployed
in a virtual world. Chang et al. (2005) have also identified the importance of having a
formal model for virtual environments. They present a three-layer cognitive architecture as a unified model that includes both agents and the environment. However, this
model only describes how an agent perceives its environment with respect to what can
be done with the objects in the environment. Dynamism in the environment is not
addressed in this model.
In summary, these (rather simple) environment models and/or formalisms are more
focused on describing environment internals and agent internals, rather than specifying
how the environment can be comprehended by an agent deployed in it. As a consequence, none of this previous research is adequate to describe complex and dynamic
virtual environments. Section 3.11 compares these different environment models with
our abstract dynamic virtual environment model.

3.3

Virtual Environments

Parunak (1997) defines an environment En as a two-tuple:
En = hStatee , Processe i.
Here, Statee is a set of values that completely defines the environment. Processe is a
mapping that is being autonomously executed to change the state of the environment.
In a virtual world, the process that changes its state is the execution of the underlying game (or simulation) engine. The game engine by itself, or with the help of
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other disparate components, carries out object physics calculations, script execution,
avatar animation execution, etc. This execution of the underlying game engine, and
the Statee that is being changed by this process are not visible to an agent externally
deployed in a virtual environment. The interface between the clients and the game
engine decides what information should be disseminated to the clients. The interface
normally consists of event notifications and/or periodic state updates. Clients should
interpret this protocol to create the state representation of the perceived virtual environment. Thus the clients (including agents) perceive the virtual environment at a
different level of abstraction than the underlying process and state of the game engine.
With this understanding, this thesis makes an explicit distinction between the terms
‘virtual world’ and ‘virtual environment’. Although these two terms have been used interchangeably in the literature (Ellis, 1994; Gemrot et al., 2010), in this thesis, the term
‘virtual environment’ is used when referring to the abstract state space observed by an
externally deployed agent. As per the environment definition by Parunak (1997), the
virtual world is both the virtual environment state (Statee ) and the process (Processe )
that changes it. However, the virtual environment observed by an externally deployed
agent is only an abstracted state of the system defined by the received event notifications and/or the state updates according to some communication protocol. Moreover,
a virtual world may constitute different inter-connected regions that do not have direct
access to each other. In such situations, the environment is only a part of the virtual
world that an agent currently has direct access to. However, we use the terms ‘virtual
environment’ and ‘virtual simulation’ synonymously. A domain-specific virtual simulation represents a sub-section of a virtual environment; thus any recorded information
that falls out of the simulation boundaries can be ignored.

3.4

Environment of an IVA — An Informal Intuition

As mentioned in Section 2.3.5.3, dynamism in a virtual environment can be interpreted
in different ways. In this thesis, environment states and events are used to describe
the dynamism observed in a virtual environment.
The sensor data interfaces exposed by virtual worlds to external clients have many
differences. In other words, the low-level sensor data received from different virtual
worlds may not contain the same set of information. In contrast to the low-level nature
of these sensor data, an agent expects its environment information to include informa61

tion related to the simulation that it is deployed in. In other words, the abstract state
and event information provided to an agent contains lot of domain-specific information. In this section, we discuss such virtual-world-specific information, as well as the
domain-specific information that should be considered when describing the dynamism
in a virtual environment.
As an informal initial proposal, we suggest that virtual environment consists of
entities (avatars and objects). Some virtual environments have a set of chat channels
that can be used for communication by entities. In addition, there could be properties
that are applicable to the virtual environment as a whole. These environment properties may include sunshine, temperature, and humidity. However, such environment
properties are not applicable to most of the present day virtual worlds. Therefore such
environment properties are not discussed in this thesis.
Low-level sensor data received from a virtual world contain the state of objects
and avatars in the virtual environment. This state is described in the form of entity
properties. Different virtual worlds define different sets of properties for objects and
avatars. Such properties include some unique entity identifier, position (or boundary
for entities such as buildings), velocity, acceleration, mass, and texture. From these,
position (or boundary), velocity, and acceleration can be considered as the properties
that normally change their values during the course of a simulation. Thus they have a
direct contribution to the dynamism in a virtual environment, and are used throughout
the reminder of this thesis.
Most virtual world simulations contain object and avatar types specific to that
simulation. In other words, these entity types are domain-specific. For example, a
football simulation may contain avatars of type player, referee, and coach. A medical
simulation may contain objects of type thermometer, ECG machine, and pressure
meter. Some MMORPGs provide information specific to different entity types in the
gaming environment. However, multi-purpose virtual worlds may not provide this
information to agents, because this information depends on the domain of the virtual
simulation. In this context, this domain-specific information should be maintained
outside the virtual environment1 . Different objects and avatars may have different sets
of properties based on the entity type applicable to them. For example, an avatar may
have a set of animations that it is currently performing, and an object may have an
owner. A gun object in a gaming simulation may have the amount of ammunition left,
1

In the current implementation, we assume that the set of entity types and the set of entities

belonging to each type are defined a priori.
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and different types of player avatars may have different types of properties. Moreover,
attributes of entities can vary from virtual world to virtual world. For example, some
virtual worlds define angular velocity and orientation of entities.
Entity properties can be either static or dynamic. Static properties are those that
do not change their values over the course of a simulation run. In contrast, the value of
a dynamic property changes over time. If none of the entity properties changes during a
simulation (e.g. for a building, or a tree), it is possible to treat the whole object as static.
The static vs. dynamic dichotomy of information has also been addressed by other
research related to creating abstract representations of virtual environments (Gemrot
et al., 2011; Dignum et al., 2009). The importance of identifying static entities is that
information about such entities can be recorded a priori and provided to the agents at
the beginning of a simulation.
For some simulations, the set of entity information provided by the virtual world is
not sufficient to describe its functionality, and more domain-specific entity information
is needed. For example, a football field can be conceptually divided into different
locations such as penalty areas, and goal areas. If it is not possible to record this
type of information in the virtual world, these should be recorded externally. Such
conceptual entities are also useful in maintaining other dynamic information related
to a simulated domain. For example, conceptual entities can be used to represent
the score of the two teams in a football simulation. Unlike a location entity, these
conceptual entities are dynamic, and their values are changed during the course of a
simulation run.
An agent deployed in a virtual environment may not receive information about all
the objects and avatars in a virtual environment. As described in Section 2.3.5.3, some
virtual worlds are designed to send information only about entities that are in the
perceptual range of the agent’s avatar. Similarly, the set of messages received by an
agent from the chat channels may contain messages only from entities in the audible
range of the agent’s avatar.
The combined state of the environment entities taken at a given instant of time can
be considered as the state of the virtual environment. However, these states describe
the agent’s environment at a very low abstraction. As described in Section 2.3.5.3,
entity relationships have been used to abstract this low-level state information. Human cognition can pick up different relationships among entities in the surrounding
environment. For example, a book is said to be on the table, and a handle is part
of a door. The importance of relationships in an agent environment has also been
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identified even in the early work on defining agent environments. For example, Odell
et al. (2003) note that the ability to define an agent’s location relative to another
environment location is an important factor in environments, especially for agent communication. Similarly, the ability to identify relations between entities is useful for
an IVA to perceive its environment at a higher abstraction level than the entity-level
data received from the virtual world. Relationships defined for a virtual simulation
could have different forms, including spatial relationships, structural relationships, and
functional relationships. For example, spatial relationships include in, on, and near.
The set of relationships valid for a given simulation consists of generic relationships
such as those mentioned above, and also of domain-specific relationships. For example,
in a football simulation, entity relationships that can be identified include players and
the ball being inside different locations of the field, the player having the possession of
the ball, and players who are near each other.
Relationships applicable to a given simulation could be either static or dynamic.
The spatial relationships such as those described above can be dynamic, because they
are formed based on the property changes of entities. In contrast, functional relationships such as the doctor-patient relationship in a medical simulation can be considered
static, as this relationship does not change throughout the course of a simulation run.
In Section 2.3.5.4, it was argued that communication actions taking place in a virtual environment should be considered alongside other physical actions of participants,
in order to identify complex temporal relationships between these different types of
interactions. These communication actions are domain-specific. For example, communication actions defined in a medical simulation may include, take history from
the patient, prescribe medicine to the patient, inform the patient about tests to be
performed, and inform him/her about the diagnosed illness. The complete set of communication actions defined for the medical simulation used in this thesis is given in
Table 8.12.
In this work, the concept of dialogue acts is used in abstracting this low-level message information into communication actions. Dialogue act recognition is an important
sub-area of natural language processing, and is an important step in understanding
spontaneous dialogue (Stolcke, Ries, Coccaro, Shriberg, Bates, Jurafsky, Taylor, Martin, Ess-Dykema, and Meteer, 2000). Dialogue acts represent the communication-level
activity of a message. Some commonly used dialogue acts are greet, thank, bye, accept, statement, and question. The complete set of dialogue acts used in this work is
described in Table 8.3. These dialogue acts can be used in association with the sender
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and the recipient of a chat message to identify the communication action applicable to
that chat message. For example, consider the phrase “Do you have a cough?” that may
be exchanged in a chat channel in a medical simulation. This message has a dialogue
act of type ‘question’. If the sender of the message is a doctor, and the receiver is a
patient, this message can be said to have the ‘take history’ communication action.
As should be evident by now, the set of dialogue acts are not provided by a virtual
world. Therefore this information should be separately recorded in the context of the
application domain of the given simulation. In addition, the receiver of a message
should be explicitly identified. This is because conversations taking place in public
chat channels do not explicitly indicate the receiver of a message. In the related literature, the message recipient is termed an addressee. According to Goffman (1981),
the targeted addressee of a piece of utterance is “oriented by the speaker in a manner that suggests that his words are particularly for them, and that some answer is
therefore anticipated from them” rather than from the other participants active in the
conversation, or any overhearer.
So far what was discussed is how to abstract the state of the environment (consisting
of entity states and message information) at a time instant. In contrast, events refer to
changes of the state of the environment. In fact, in this state-event approach, events
are the root cause of the dynamism in an agent’s virtual environment. These could
be instantaneous primitive events such as a change of attribute values of an entity
(e.g. change of entity velocity) and entity relationships (e.g. an avatar came near an
object), or they could be complex events. A complex event is a composition of other
primitive or complex events, and usually spans across a time period. The set of events
applicable to a simulation depends on the related domain. In particular, complex
events are domain-specific. For example, for a football simulation, the set of complex
events include goal scores, successful passes of the ball, and successful tackles.
As described in Section 2.3.5.1, events have been a natural choice for defining and
identifying situations, where events are used to identify the start and end of primitive
situations. According to the situation categorisation by Buford et al. (2006), situations
based on entity attributes and situations based on entity relationships can be considered
as primitive situations. Compound situations are identified based on the relations
between other situations. The constituent situations of a compound situation can be
considered as invariants — the compound situation remains active as long as all its
constituent situations remain active2 . Similar to complex events, most of the situations
2

Note that it is always possible to specify more complex logic here, e.g. arbitrary Boolean expres-
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- compound situations in particular - are domain-specific. For example, in a football
simulation, an agent might be facing situations such as opposition is leading, opposition
has the possession of the ball, and potential goal score by the opposition. Apart from
these domain-specific situations, it is possible to define rather low-level situations as
well. For example, an entity maintaining a certain velocity value for a period of time
can be considered as a situation. However, such low-level situations are not of much
use for the abstract deliberation process of an agent.
It should also be re-emphasised that situations and events have a fundamental
difference with respect to how they are perceived and how they are acted upon by
an agent. Situations are considered to be persistent, while events are perceived as
instantaneous. Complex events may span an interval of time, however the agent is
still interested only in reacting to them. While events as those described above are
observed by all the agents deployed in the simulation, situations describe what those
events mean to an individual agent. For example, when an event corresponding to a
goal score is identified, the agent is faced with the opposition leading situation only if
this goal was scored by an opponent player, at a time when the score of the two teams
had been equal.
In this section, different elements of dynamic virtual environments, and their interrelationships were informally described. We also discussed the domain-specific nature
of most of these elements. The next section provides a more formal description of these
elements, and the domain-specific contextual information required to identify them.

3.5

Environment of an IVA — More Formally

An IVA’s view of the environment En can be defined as:
En = hContext, State Historyi,
where Context represents (domain-specific) contextual information that is required to infer abstract environment information, as described in previous section.
State History is a sequence of snapshots, and a snapshot ss describes the state of the
environment at a discrete time instant t. This section provides a brief description of
the structure of these two environment constituents. In the following sections, different
snapshot constituents are described, going from the ones at a lower level of abstraction
to those at a higher level. How contextual information is incorporated with the former
sions could be used to define when compound situations hold based on the presence of other simpler
situations.
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to derive the latter is also described.

3.5.1

Context

In the previous section, contextual information needed for inferring abstract environment information was implicitly identified. More formally, this contextual information
can be grouped as follows:
Context = hEnt Context, Rel Context, Ev Context, Sit Context, Msg Contexti.
Ent Context - Contextual information needed to identify entities in a virtual environment
Ent Context = hOb Types, Av Types, Ent Properties, tm, propsi
• Ob Types - the set of object types in the environment, e.g. in a medical simulation
Ob Types = {thermometer , ecg machine, ..., glove}
• Av Types - the set of avatar types in the environment, e.g. in a football simulation,
Av Types = {player , coach, ..., referee}
• Ent Properties - the set of all property names that entities (avatars and objects)
may have3
• tm - a domain-specific type membership function from Ob Types ∪ Av Types to
the power set of String (P (String)). This function should assign sets of object
IDs to types in Ob T ypes and sets of avatar IDs to types in Av T ypes (notice
that avatars and/or objects can be untyped).
• props - a function from Ob Types ∪ Av Types to the power set of Ent Properties
(P (Ent P roperties)). This function is required because different entities may
have different sets of properties depending on whether they belong to one of the
object types, or one of the avatar types, respectively.
Rel Context - Contextual information needed to identify entity relationships in a
virtual environment
Rel Context = hR Types, arityi
• R Types - the set of relationship types defined in the environment
• arity - The function that determines the arity of an r Type ∈ R Types
3

For simplicity, properties taking typed values are not modelled, but this is a straightforward

extension.
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Ev Context - Contextual information needed to identify events taking place in the
virtual environment
Ev Context = hPEv Types, CEv Types, Ev Properties, ev props, constit ev propsi
• PEv Types - the set of primitive event types defined in the environment
• CEv Types - the set of complex event types defined in the environment
We define Ev Types = PEv Types ∪ CEv Types as the set of all event types
defined in the environment
• Ev Properties - the set of all property names that events may have
• ev props - a function from Ev Types to the power set of Ev Properties
(P (Ev P roperties)) that determines the set of properties of each event type
• constit ev props - a function from Ev Types to Ev Properties that determines the set of constituent event names of an event type, such that ∀et ∈
Ev Types, ev props(et) ∩ constit ev props(et) = ∅. For complex events, the set
of constituent events is non-empty. For primitive events the set of constituent
events is an empty set.
Sit Context - Contextual information needed to identify situations that hold
Sit Context = hPSit Types, CSit Types, Sit Properties, sit props,
entry types, exit typesi
• PSit Types - the set of primitive situation types defined in the environment
• CSit Types - the set of compound situation types defined in the environment
We define Sit Types = PSit Types ∪ CSit Types as the set of all situation types
defined in the environment
• Sit Properties - the set of all property names that situations may have
• sit props - a function from Sit Types to the power set of Sit Properties
(P (Sit P roperties)) that determines the set of properties of each situation type
• entry types - a function from Sit Types to the ‘power multi-set’ of Ev Types ∪
Sit Types, i.e., entry types(sit) is a multi-set of elements from Ev Types ∪
Sit Types. This determines a multi-set of entry condition types, either members of Ev T ypes for a primitive situation, or members of Sit T ypes for a compound situation. We require that ∀se ∈ Ev Types ∪ Sit Types, sit props(se) ∩
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entry types(se) = ∅. These types do not completely specify the entry conditions
for the situations — more specific conditions are needed at the implementation
level (see Section 4.7, and Appendix F), recording these types help improve the
efficiency of entry condition matching
• exit types - a function from Sit Types to the power multi-set of Ev Types,
i.e., exit types(sit) is a multi-set of elements from Ev Types. This determines a
multi-set of exit condition types, which are members of Ev Types. exit types(sit)
is empty if sit ∈ CSit Types, because the compound situations do not need explicit exit conditions: they terminate when any of their constituent situations
end. We require that ∀ev ∈ Ev Types, sit props(ev) ∩ exit types(ev) = ∅. Similar to entry types, these types do not completely specify the exit conditions for
the situations — more specific conditions are needed at the implementation level
Msg Context - Contextual information needed to identify abstract message information
Message Context = hCh, Sim DActs, Communication actionsi
• Ch - the set of public chat channels available for communication
• Sim DActs - the set of dialogue act tags valid for the given simulation.
• Communication actions - the set of communication actions applicable to the
communication content.

3.5.2

Snapshots

As mentioned earlier, a snapshot ss describes the state of the agent’s environment at
a discrete time instant t, and records this information at different abstraction levels.
ss = hOb, Av, Msg, R, Ev, Sit, id, ti.
Ob - the set of objects observable by the agent at time t
Av - the set of avatars observable by the agent at time t
Msg - the set of public chat messages received by the agent at time t
R - the set of entity relationships detected by the agent at time t
Ev - the set of events detected by the agent at time t
Sit - the set of active situations observed by the agent at time t
id ∈ I - the unique integer snapshot identifier
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The notation hstructure namei.hconstituent namei is used to refer to the constituent elements of a structure. Following this notation, a constituent element (e.g. id)
of a snapshot ss can be written as ss.id.
It is worth emphasising that Ob and Av may not contain all the objects and avatars
(respectively) in the environment, but only those that fall inside the viewing range of
the agent’s avatar. Similarly, the set of messages received by an agent may not contain
all the messages exchanged in the environment. Consequently, R, Ev, and Sit contain
relationships, events, and situations (respectively) that involve only Ob, Av and Msg.

3.6

Entities

As mentioned earlier, an avatar av ∈ Av, or an object ob ∈ Ob is commonly termed an
entity e. An entity has the structure:
e = hid , eType, dType, Prop Valsi, where
id - the unique identifier given to the entity inside the virtual world
eType ∈ {object, avatar } - the entity type that indicates whether the entity is an
object or an avatar
dType is the domain-specific type of an entity. dType ∈ Ob Types ∪ Av Types ∪
{null } such that
(
t
if e.id ∈ tm(t) for some (necessarily unique) t
dT ype =
null
otherwise
Prop Vals - a map assigning values to the properties of the entity. This map is
given as : {prop name1 7→ prop val1 , ..., prop namen 7→ prop valn }. While Prop Vals
can refer to any entity property, the following properties are used throughout the
remainder of the thesis:
p - the x,y,z coordinates of the entity position if the entity covers a unit area4 , or b
- the boundary of the entity if the entity covers more than a unit area. b is specified by
a function bf , region shape sh and a set of values Bvals that together determine the
boundary of this entity. For example, for an entity having a circular shape, sh = circle,
and Bvals include the coordinates of the centre location and the radius value.
v - velocity (speed and direction of movement) of the entity5
a - acceleration (rate of change of velocity) of the entity
An entity having a non-null dType (domain-specific type) would have values in
Prop Vals for each property p ∈ props(dType).
4
5

This is normally the case with avatars.
Currently, the angular velocity of entities is not considered.
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From the static and dynamic entities described in Section 3.4, only dynamic entities
(including conceptual dynamic entities) are included in the snapshot.

3.7

Messages

A message msg is defined to have the form
hc id , sender , receiver , content, d tag, Comm actionsi where:
c id - ID of the channel that the message got exchanged on
sender ∈ Av ∪ Ob - Originator of the message6
receiver ⊆ Av ∪ Ob - The intended recipients (addressees) of the message
content ∈ String - The message content
d tag ∈ Sim DActs - The dialogue act applicable to the message content
Comm actions ⊆ Communication actions - The domain-specific communication
actions applicable to the message content.
The set of instant messages IM received by an IVA form a special case of messages.
For an im ∈ IM , imc id = null, and the receiver is always the IVA.

3.8

Relationships

A relationship is defined by an n-ary predicate characterising a subset of environment
entities.
As mentioned earlier, for a virtual environment and/or a simulation, a set of relationship types R Types can be defined according to the needs of a given domain.
These are modelled as predicates with arities, where the arity of a relationship type
r Type ∈ R Types is given by the function arity : R Types → n ∈ N, where n ≥ 2. A
relationship r is referred with arity(n) = n, using the notation r/n.
For example, the spatial relationships described in Section 3.4 can be written as
in/2, on/2, and near/2 (respectively). A relationship of type r T ype is expressed in
the form r T ype(arg1 , ..., argn ), where arg1 , ..., argn are IDs of objects and avatars.
For example, a spatial relationship stating that the two entities with IDs ‘ball’ and
‘tom’ are close to each other can be written as near (ball , tom). Similarly, a spatial
relationship stating that an entity with an ID ‘thermometer1’ is placed on top of
another entity with ID ‘table2’ can be written as on(thermometer1 , table2 ).
6

In some virtual worlds, objects can also send messages in public chat channels, and receive messages

from the chat channel.
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If all entities associated with a relationship are static during the course of a simulation run, then it is possible to treat this relationship as static, the value which can
be recorded a priori.
Moreover, a distinction is made between snapshot-level relationships, and entitylevel relationships. For example, consider the near (ball , tom) relationship between two
dynamic entities defined above. This relationship is included in the set of relationships
R of the snapshot, because it needs both the entities to be identified unambiguously.
Now consider the static conceptual entities that refer to different locations in a
virtual environment. An in/2 relationship may hold between a location entity with ID
‘l’ and another entity with ID ‘ball’ that is inside this location e.g. in(ball, l). Since the
value of the static entity does not change over the course of a simulation run and will
not be included in the snapshot as an entity, this relationship can be easily identified
in the context of the dynamic entity.
Note that this entity-level relationship brings about another important observation.
If the virtual environment is divided into different locations, there exists an in/2 relationship between a dynamic entity and at least one of the locations at any instant
of time. In this context, it is also possible to consider this entity-level relationship
as a property rl (relative location) inferred from the position property of the entity,
which will always have one of the location entity names as its value. Because an entity
is allowed to contain any type of property, these inferred property values can also be
included in an entity.
Similarly, consider the relationship that a dynamic entity with ID de can have
with the static entity that represents the ground level (with ID ground ) of the virtual
environment. At any given instant of time, either the relationship on(de, ground ) or the
relationship above(de, ground ) holds. The first relationship indicates that the object
is touching the ground, and the latter indicates that the object is flying (or floating)
above the ground. These relationships can be specified as entity-level relationships for
the dynamic entity, and can be considered as property rvp (relative vertical position)
inferred from the z coordinate value of the position property of the dynamic entity.
Note that the choice of which inferred properties exists and the form of their values
is specific to a problem domain. For the football scenario used as a case study in this
thesis, value of this rvp property could be either above(ground ), or on(ground ).
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3.9

Events

Ev Types contain the set of event types defined for a given virtual environment and/or a simulation.

For example, in a football simulation, Ev Types =

{velocity change, ball possession change, ..., goal score, successful pass}.
Ev Types defined for the football simulation contains both primitive and complex
event types. This set includes domain-independent events and those that are domainspecific.
An event ev can be defined as ev = hev Type, id , Ev Vals, Constit Events, ts , te i,
where
ev Type ∈ Ev Types,
id - the unique identifier given to the event instance,
Ev Vals - a map assigning a value to each event property ep ∈ ev props(ev T ype),
Constit Events - a map assigning an event ev to each constituent event name
constit Event ∈ constit ev props(ev Type),
ts - the start time of the event, and
te - the end time of the event.

3.9.1

Primitive Events

Primitive events are instantaneous, meaning that they occur at a point in time. A
primitive event pe does not have a set of constituent events Constit Events.
A primitive event pe is written as pe = hEv T ype, id, AttVals, {}, t, ti, where t is
the single timestamp of the primitive event. These primitive events are abbreviated
using the notation:
pe = hEv T ype, id, AttVals, ti.
A primitive event in a virtual environment observed by an agent can occur due to
a change in the properties of an entity.
The set of attribute names defined for primitive events that represent entity property changes must include “e”—this represents the identifier for the entity affected by
the primitive event (it is assumed that this type of primitive event represents a change
to a single entity only). Other attribute names of a primitive event are the current
value of the entity property that changed, and the current values of any other entity
properties that can be affected by that type of event.
As an example, consider the velocity change of an entity. This velocity change event
(of an entity having the ID ‘avatar1’) can be expressed as:
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hvelocity change, ev id1, {e 7→ avatar1 , v 7→ h1.5, 2.6, 0i, p 7→ h10, 2, 0i, a 7→
h0, 0, 0i}, 00:47:22.34i.
Similarly, a position change event and an acceleration change event can also be
defined. Note that position change is perceived as continuous. However, since snapshots
are recorded at discrete time instants, it is possible to compare the position property
of an entity in subsequent snapshots to determine if the position has changed. The
virtual world may have an internal mechanism to change the entity position in discrete
execution cycles. Position change events detected by an IVA do not have a one-to-one
correspondence with the position change events internal to the virtual world.
Events related to these types of entity property changes are too low-level to be used
by an agent in practice. In this context, events corresponding to relationship changes
provide a more abstract view of an IVA’s environment7 .
For example, consider the event generated when an avatar having ID bob got near
an object having ID box . The corresponding event can be written as:
hgot near , ev id2 , {e1 → bob, e2 → box }, 00:45:24.3i
Now consider the change of the relationship an entity has with the static location
entities. As mentioned earlier, a dynamic entity is always inside one of the locations in
the virtual environment, thus the location can be considered as an inferred property
rl of an entity. Thus, a change in this relationship can be considered as terminating
a relationship that exists with one location and initiating the same relationship with
another location (say goalA). This location change event can be written as:
hloc changed , ev id3, {e 7→ ball , rl 7→ goalA}, 00:40:11.3i.
As another example, consider the inferred property rvp corresponding to on/2 and
above/2 relationships that an entity has with the ground object described in Section 3.8.
For this pair of relationships, termination of the existence of one relationship indicates
the start of the existence of the other. Event corresponding to change of rvp can be
written as:
hvertical position changed , ev id4, {e 7→ ball , rvp 7→ on(ground )}, 00:30:21.3i.
It is also straightforward to infer any other domain-specific primitive events. For
example, consider the event of type vertical position changed defined above. In a
football simulation, if the value of the entity-level relationship describing the location
of the entity when this event took place was identified, the domain-specific event corre7

Our dynamic virtual environment model currently does not explicitly define the set of relationships

that have corresponding change events. In general, relationship changes are defined only for dynamic
relationships (i.e., relationships that change during the course of a simulation run).
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sponding to an entity (usually the ball) landing inside a particular location (e.g. inside
goalA) can be easily identified. This event can be written as:
hlanded inside l , ev id5, {e 7→ ball , l name 7→ goalA}, 01:45:21.13i.
A primitive event may also refer to a message exchange, or entity appearance and
disappearance.
An instance of a message event can be written as,
hmessage exchange, ev id6, {msg 7→ msg1 }, 00:47:22.34i, where msg1 has the structure defined in Section 3.7. However, note that there is no need to explicitly define a
message event, because the message is already included in the snapshot.
An entity appearance event can be written as,
hentity appearance, ev id7, {e 7→ avatar2 }, 00:40:21.3i
Some virtual worlds can also provide information about avatars clicking objects.
For example, in a medical simulation, a doctor can click on a thermometer object to
check the temperature of the patient. These actions should result in new events. An
event corresponding to an avatar clicking on an object can be written as,
havatar click action, ev id8, {name

7→

checked urine dipstick , e

7→

doctor }, 00:40:22:1i.

3.9.2

Complex Events

Complex events are normally domain-dependent.

|

For complex events,

Constit Events |> 0. However, it is not mandatory that ts 6= te for a complex event.
As an example, consider the event of goal scoring by an up-kick in a football match.
While the ball landing inside a goal marks the occurrence of this event, this itself is not
enough to decide that it is a goal score. Rather, it is needed to make sure that the ball
actually started travelling above the ground after being up-kicked by a player. Therefore this event has two primitive events associated with it: the events corresponding
to the player up-kicking the ball player kicked ball , and the landed inside l .
An

event

of

this

type

hgoal score by up kick , ev id9, {player kicked ball

can
7→

be

expressed

ev id5, landed inside l

as:
7→

ev id8}, {player 7→ player1 , goal name 7→ goalA}, 01:25:22.21, 01:25:27.23i.

3.10

Situations

For a given virtual environment and/or a simulation, Sit T ypes contains the set of
situation types. Continuing the previous section, for a football simulation:
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Sit T ypes = {opposition has ball , own team leading, ..., attempting goal score}.
These could be either primitive situations types or compound situation types.
A situation sit can be defined as:
sit = hsit Type, Sit Vals, Entry Conds, Exit Conds, ts , te i, where
sit Type ∈ Sit Types,
Sit Vals is a map assigning a value to each situation property sp

∈

sit props(sit T ype),
Entry Conds is a multi-map assigning an event (or situation, if sit is a compound
situation) to each sit entry type ∈ entry types(sit T ype) that should have been triggered (or hold, respectively) for this situation to be active (each event and/or situation
stored as a value in this map should match the type it is associated with),
Exit Conds is a multi-map assigning an event ev to each event name sit exit type ∈
exit types(sit T ype) that should trigger for this situation to terminate (each event
stored as a value in this map should match the type it is associated with). Compound situations do not have any terminating conditions. Since they are defined as
conjunctions of other situations, they cease to hold when at least one of the constituent
situations ceases to hold,
ts is the start time of the situation, and
te is the end time of the situation.
For example, the opposition has ball situation in football can be written as:
sit = hopposition has ball , {player name 7→ player1 }, {opposition got possession 7→
ev1 }, {opposition lost possession 7→ ev2 }, 01:20:02.31, 01:21:06.33i.

3.11

Discussion

The concept of defining an agent’s dynamic environment using events and states is
not new. Parunak (1997) claims that most research on agents are based on state-event
approaches to model agents and their environment. In the artifact-based environment
model presented by Ricci et al. (2011), an agent’s percepts contain both observable
properties of artifacts, and the events (or signals) generated by the artifacts. As described in Section 3.2, Bromuri and Stathis (2008) capture agent actions and object
reactions as events that can be perceived by agents. An event-based approach to describe interesting occurrences in an environment (including the start and termination of
situations at different abstraction levels) observed by an agent can be directly mapped
to well-established agent development paradigms such as BDI that assume that the
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changes in the environment are explicitly conveyed to the agent as events.
From a more general perspective, the state-event based approach has been used
to model systems with complex, dynamic, and unpredictable nature. These are inherent characteristics of virtual environments. Specifically, in the areas of situation
awareness (Endsley, 1995) and data fusion (Das, 2008), system dynamism has been
presented in the context of states, events, and situations.
While there could be virtual worlds that do not explicitly generate events for an
external user, many popular virtual worlds such as Second Life and an extended version
of Unreal Tournament (Adobbati et al., 2001) have an explicit event representation that
can be observed by an external agent. Both these virtual worlds have a set of low-level
events defined within the game engine. It is always possible to script new events by
a programmer. Moreover, many frameworks that connect agents with virtual worlds
have assumed that virtual world state changes are based on events (Dignum et al.,
2009; Gemrot et al., 2010). Therefore sensor data generated by a virtual world can be
assumed to be mainly comprised of event notifications. Even if a virtual world only
generates state updates for its clients, it is always possible to derive event information
based on this state information.
The difference between the abstract model presented in this chapter and the environment models proposed by Ricci et al. (2011), and Weyns et al. (2007) is that these
models present a way to program the environment or present the operational modules
of an environment, whereas our model focuses on describing an existing environment
as seen by an external agent. For virtual environments such as those described in
Chapter 8, environment internals described by these models are less useful, because
the environment has been already abstracted from the underlying game engine.
The ELMS environment description language (Okuyama et al., 2005) and the logicbased environment description presented by Bromuri and Stathis (2008) have some
similarities to our environment model. However, since they both assume that the
environment is grid-based, their environment descriptions do not attempt at abstractly
describing an agent’s environment as our model does. As claimed by Bromuri and
Stathis (2008), their model focuses on the sensing part of the active perception model
of Weyns et al. (2004). According to Bromuri and Stathis (2008), in their model, the
need to translate perceptions from the environment to the agent minds does not arise,
because the environment and the agent mind share the same representation language.
This assumption is not valid for complex virtual environments such as those discussed
in Chapter 8, because the environment representation provided by those virtual worlds
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are at a much lower level of abstraction than the perceptions expected by an agent. In
contrast, our model focuses more on the interpretation part of this active perception
model, and can be used to convert the low-level sensor data received from virtual worlds
into the abstract representation needed by agents.
In contrast to the simple classification of information sent by a game engine into
three levels as done by Gemrot et al. (2011), our model provides a more comprehensive
description of the low-level as well as the abstract information about a virtual environment. Compared to the environment model of Chang et al. (2005), which describes how
an agent perceives the environment with respect to what can be done with the objects
in an environment, our model focuses on how an agent can perceive the dynamism in
a virtual environment.
In contrast to the previous work discussed above, the work of Helleboogh et al.
(2007) has more similarities to the abstract model presented in this chapter. However,
in our opinion, defining the dynamism of a virtual environment using events and situations is more general and expressive than the use of entity activities and scenarios
by Helleboogh et al. (2007). In the formalism of Helleboogh et al. (2007), an activity is a construct that represents a well-specified evolution of a constituent (entity or
environment property) in the simulated environment. An example activity would be
a change of the position of an entity according to a constant velocity vector. In the
model presented in this chapter, such an activity can be easily represented using situations based on attributes of entities. Moreover, with the introduction of events, it is
straightforward to identify the start and termination of these situations. In the formalism of Helleboogh et al. (2007), a scenario is simply defined as a set of activities. In our
model, compound situations can be used to define scenarios. In contrast to scenarios,
compound situations can be more general to contain different types of relationships
between the constituent situations, as demonstrated in Section 8.1.
Unlike many other formal and/or abstract models, in our approach, communication
messages taking place in the environment were abstracted as communication actions
that contribute to the dynamism of a virtual environment. This enables the seamless
integration of avatar communication actions and other physical interactions in inferring
abstract environment information such as complex events and situations.
In the artifact-based approach presented by Ricci et al. (2011), an artifact (similar to
objects in our definition) in an environment provides a set of operations that the agents
can execute on it. Kessing, Tutenel, and Bidarra (2009) define services in objects, in
order to provide richer semantics in game worlds. These refer to static abstractions of
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the environment. Since our model focused on the dynamism of a virtual environment,
the set of operations or services of objects that an agent can be aware of was not
modelled.
In summary, this chapter identified the different elements in dynamic virtual environments, their interrelationships, and the set of domain-specific contextual information needed to identify these elements. The next chapter describes a set of data
inference mechanisms that abstract the low-level virtual world sensor data into these
different elements.
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Chapter 4
Improving Physical Environment
Awareness
4.1

Overview

In the previous chapter, different elements that contribute to the dynamism in a virtual
environment were identified. These include:
• different avatars and objects that exist in the environment,
• relationships that exist among entities,
• domain-specific communication actions generated by chat messages,
• primitive and complex events that take place, and finally
• any active situations.
Consequently, a snapshot ss of the virtual environment taken at a discrete time
point t was defined as having the form ss = hOb, Av, Msg, R, Ev, Sit, id, ti. As mentioned in the previous chapter, these elements are interrelated, and present the same
environment to the agent at different abstraction levels. If the virtual world is capable of providing all this information to the agents deployed in a virtual environment,
improving physical environment awareness of IVAs is straightforward. However, sensor data received from most of the virtual worlds present only a crude picture of the
environment of an IVA, providing information at the level of individual entities, and
messages with only surface-level information. Abstract information related to relationships that exist among entities, complex events taking place, and situations unfolding
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around an IVA is hidden beneath the heap of this low-level sensory data, making it
directly unavailable for the deliberation process of the agent. In particular, if a multipurpose virtual world is used to implement a simulation, domain-specific information
(e.g. avatar and object types, relationship types, and event types) related to that simulation may not be readily available in the sensor data stream received from the virtual
world.
This chapter investigates how the low-level sensor data received from a virtual world
can be converted into these abstract dynamic virtual environment elements to be used
by the deliberation process of an agent. In our solution, sensor data are associated with
additional contextual information, and are processed into the aforementioned elements.
The agent is presented with this abstract information in the form of discrete snapshots
of the environment. This chapter also discusses the theoretical issues and technical
challenges found in the related literature with respect to abstracting dynamic virtual
environments. The actual implementation of the system is described in Chapter 6.
The next section (Section 4.2) discusses general aspects related to generating snapshots from sensor data received from virtual worlds. Section 4.3 discusses the generation
of the initial snapshot based on sensor data received from the virtual world. Section 4.4
discusses how entity relationships are identified. Section 4.5 discusses the identification
of communication actions. Event detection is described in Section 4.6, and situation
recognition is described in Section 4.7. Finally, Section 4.8 concludes the chapter.
This chapter is an extension of the work presented by Ranathunga et al. (2012a)
and Ranathunga, Cranefield, and Purvis (2012c).

4.2

Creating Snapshots of the Virtual Environment

Intuitively, a snapshot models how a human controlling an avatar in a virtual environment comprehends his environment. For example, when a human participant “sees” an
avatar stop moving, he may also see the presence of another avatar in close proximity to
the first avatar. This easily leads to an initial judgement that the first avatar stopped
to meet the second avatar. As for an agent, suppose a primitive event notification of
type velocity change was received, indicating that an avatar’s velocity changed to zero.
If a complete description of the environment state at that time can be obtained, it can
reveal the presence of another avatar close by. Thus, this can lead to the same comprehension as the human. Therefore it is evident that maintaining a complete picture
of the environment observed by an agent is useful for the successful identification of
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complex events and situations. In fact, according to Warden and Visser (2012), for
an agent with memory capabilities, a “film roll” of discrete and temporally ordered
snapshots of an ambient scene is enough to describe its knowledge representation.
When creating snapshots, two policies should be decided upon. The first policy is
related to the question of when to create snapshots. In order to minimise information
loss, the solution used in this work is to generate a snapshot whenever a sensor data
element is received from the virtual world.
A virtual world can send sensor data to its clients either as periodic state updates,
and/or as event notifications. Second Life and Unreal Tournament are examples of
virtual worlds that provide sensor data in both these forms. In the context of such
virtual worlds, if snapshots are generated both when a periodic update was received,
and when an event notification is received, it is safe to assume that no sensor data item
sent by the virtual world is ignored. However not all virtual worlds support both types
of update. For example, the restaurant game (Orkin and Roy, 2007) provides environment information (avatar actions and communication messages, in particular) only in
the form of events. In such cases, relying only on either one of the two data receipt
mechanisms to generate snapshots could lead to a loss of information. For example,
consider a situation where sensor data was received only in the form of event notifications, and the virtual world generated an event notification whenever the velocity of
the entity changes, with no events being generated for position changes1 . If the entity
is moving at a constant velocity, no events corresponding to velocity changes will be
generated, although the position of the entity keeps on changing. If only the received
velocity updates were used, this suggests that a significant amount of information is
missed out throughout the period that the entity is moving with constant velocity.
In order to mitigate this problem, the inference strategy described in Section 2.3.5.3
can be employed. Using this strategy, snapshots are generated in between event updates at the client side, based on the already received entity information. Similarly,
if the frequency of periodic state updates received from the virtual world is low, new
snapshots may have to be generated in between the periodic updates received from the
virtual world2 .
1

This is usually the case with movement update events generated by virtual worlds. Although the

position of an entity is changed at discrete time steps inside the virtual world internal logic, clients
perceive the entity as moving continuously. Therefore it is not logical for a virtual world to send
discrete position update events to clients.
2
This of course, depends on the requirements of the agent. This will be needed, for example if
the virtual world generates a snapshot every second, but the agent requires environment information
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The second policy is related to the question of what sensor data should be included
in a snapshot. Section 2.3.5.3 described that a set of perceptual laws should be applied
on the sensor data to determine what sensor data should be considered when generating
percepts for situated agents such as IVAs. However, in our current implementation,
when creating environment snapshots, all the sensor data received from a virtual world
are used without any filtering based on perceptual laws. This means that the created
snapshot may contain information about entities that are out of the viewing range of
the agent, or those that are covered by opaque objects (e.g. walls). Application of
perceptual laws, focus, and attention have been extensively researched with respect
to virtual agents, and situated agents in general (Weyns et al., 2004; Herrero et al.,
2005; van Oijen and Dignum, 2011b). These techniques are yet to be integrated with
our system. It should also be noted that some virtual worlds such as the Gamebots
extension to Unreal Tournament (Adobbati et al., 2001) provide sensor data only about
objects that are in the visibility range of an avatar.
It is also important to identify the type of sensor data that is generated by a
given virtual world. In this work, it is assumed that the sensor data received from a
virtual world describe the virtual environment at the level of objects and avatars. In
other words, a state update received from the virtual world contains the states of the
individual entities in the environment. An event notification received from the virtual
world represents a primitive event corresponding to a change of an entity property, or
a message exchange. This level of granularity of sensor data is what is provided by
many virtual worlds, including Unreal Tournament and Second Life.
However, it is also worth noting what happens if the granularity of sensor data
is lower than the individual entity-level information. For example, if a virtual world
provided the environment information as an image sequence, visual data processing
techniques (Bordeux et al., 1999; Conde and Thalmann, 2006) should be first employed
on the sensor data to identify the individual entity-level information. The other side to
this is if the virtual world sends data at a higher granularity than the individual entity
level, for example at the entity relationship level. In this case, it may not be possible
to derive events and/or situations corresponding to individual entity properties.
Having decided when to create snapshots, and what sensor data should be used in
a snapshot, now it is possible to explain how to make use of the received sensor data
to create snapshot elements identified in the previous chapter. Figure 4.1 provides a
schematic view of how different data inference mechanisms are employed to identify
every 500 milliseconds.
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Figure 4.1: Enriching snapshots with dynamic environment elements
these snapshot elements. Based on the entity and/or event information received from
the virtual world, the initial snapshot is created. This requires the conversion of sensor
data into data structures corresponding to entities, messages, and events following the
abstract model in the previous chapter. Next, this low-level information included in
individual snapshots is used to identify entity relationships, communication actions,
events, and situations. The following sections discuss the data inference mechanisms
implemented to identify these snapshot elements.

4.3

Generating Initial Snapshots with Objects,
Avatars, and Message Information

In the previous chapter, it was claimed that a snapshot should include all the objects and avatars that are observable by the agent at the given instant of time. This
requirement is satisfied if the virtual world sends a state update or an event update
containing the states of all the entities observed by the agent. However, if the primitive
event contains information only about the dynamic property value that was changed,
or only the state of the entity that changed, this information is not adequate to identify
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the states of all the entities observed by the agent at that time instant. For example,
imagine that the agent was notified about the change of velocity of another avatar. If
this event notification does not include the other property values of the same avatar,
and/or the state of other entities in the environment at the time instant represented
by the event, this additional information should be inferred using the information in
the received event, and the previously recorded snapshot.
Therefore, in a situation where the states of all observable entities are not communicated by the virtual world, data extrapolation and amalgamation algorithms are
needed to generate the up-to-date state information of the entities. However, different
virtual worlds follow different protocols to provide sensor data to clients. As mentioned
earlier, some virtual worlds use both periodic state updates and event notifications to
send out sensor data to clients, while others support only one of these two mechanisms.
Moreover, the type and amount of information included in a state update and/or an
event notification changes from virtual world to virtual world. Therefore it is not possible to come up with a generic set of such algorithms, which will work with any virtual
world. Chapter 7 provides the data amalgamation algorithms for Second Life.
A message information received from the virtual world should also be included in
the set of messages of the snapshot. At this stage, only the sender name and the
message content are available.
It is not required to include information of any static entities (e.g. buildings, trees)
in snapshots. Since the state of a static entity does not change during the course of
a simulation, it is possible to provide this information to the agent a priori. Static
conceptual entities related to domain artifacts such as region locations that do not
have a physical representation inside a virtual environment can be stored in persistent
data storage. In contrast, dynamic conceptual entities (e.g. team scores in a football
match) are kept persistent only as long as a simulation lasts. Dynamic conceptual
entities are included in snapshots.

4.4

Identifying Relationships between Entities

Identification of relationships can be divided into two phases: identification of static
relationships, and identification of dynamic relationships.
Identification of relationships that are static during the course of a simulation can
be done a priori. Defining static relationships between entities has been normally researched for implementing virtual environments from semantic specifications (Trinh,
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Querrec, De Loor, and Chevaillier, 2010; Kleinermann, Troyer, Mansouri, Romero,
Pellens, and Bille, 2005). The use of domain ontologies to abstractly describe relationships in an environment is also commonly seen (Irawati, Calderón, and Ko, 2006;
Kalogerakis, Christodoulakis, and Moumoutzis, 2006). If a virtual environment has
been designed using a high-level specification such as a domain ontology, it should be
possible to provide this information to the agents a priori.
In contrast to relationships defined at design time, this work focuses on the identification of relations that are formed between environment entities during the course
of a simulation run. This involves real-time analysis of entity property values in the
incoming snapshot stream to see if they satisfy some pre-defined condition(s). To implement dynamic relationship identification for IVAs, Zhang and Hill (2000) encode
organisational and spatial relationships of a set of perceived entities as tree structures.
In order to dynamically identify spatial relations in a virtual environment, Vosinakis
and Panayiotopoulos (2003) present a perception module that applies a set of rules on
the identified objects in a virtual environment and generates beliefs for IVAs. They
present a scripting language to define those perception rules using condition - assertion statements. Lugrin and Cavazza (2007) dynamically update the semantic networks
that they maintain to represent object relationships based on what is happening in the
underlying virtual world.
The approach for dynamic relationship identification presented in this thesis is
similar to that of Vosinakis and Panayiotopoulos (2003). Functions are provided that
derive the set of relationships that hold for entities included in each snapshot. Identified
relationships are added to the original snapshot as predicates. All the functions valid
for a given simulation are executed on the set of entities stored in each snapshot.
Functions are executed in such a manner that the relationship predicates identified
in earlier functions can be used in functions that are executed afterwards. Note that
our virtual environment model does not provide a generic approach to define these
relationship functions, and is left as an implementation detail.
For example, consider the near /2 relationship defined between two entities. For
each pair of entities e1 , e2 included in the snapshot, the function get near entities
checks whether the distance d between e1 and e2 is less than a pre-defined distance
threshold dt. If this condition is satisfied, near(e1 .id, e2 .id) is added to the snapshot.
As another example, to check if the in/2 relationship exists between two entities,
the associated function should check if the boundary of one entity falls inside the
boundary of another entity. Currently we implement this relationship only between
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a dynamic entity de and static location entities (see Section 3.8). The set of static
location entities L in a given simulation should be identified a priori. Each location
is recorded in a map that associates additional information with the location. This
additional information is needed to calculate the boundary of the location object and
to determine if an entity is within the boundaries of that particular location. For
example, to identify whether an entity is inside a rectangular location, the coordinate
values of the four corners of the rectangle should be recorded. If the shape of the
location is circular, it suffices to record the coordinates of the centre position and the
radius of the circle.
To derive this relationship, the function infer location(de, L) is defined, as described
by Algorithm 4.1. Currently this algorithm is capable of detecting whether an entity
(covering a unit area) is inside the boundary of a location having a rectangular shape
or a circular shape.
In order to determine whether a particular entity is inside a rectangular location,
the equation in line 7 of Algorithm 4.1 is executed for each adjacent pair of corners of
the rectangle. If the equation returns all positive or all negative values for all the four
adjacent pairs of the rectangle corners, the entity is inside the rectangle. This equation
is needed because it cannot be guaranteed that the rectangle would be aligned along
the x and y coordinates of the virtual world coordinates3 . Identifying whether an
entity is inside a circular location is much easier. As shown in line 27 of Algorithm 4.1,
it suffices to show that the distance from the circle centre to the entity is less than
the radius of the circle. Note that an entity could be in multiple locations (if the
locations are overlapping). Based on the location name loc returned by this function,
the relationship in(loc) is added to the property map of de as the value of the rl
property.
As mentioned in Section 3.8, entity-level relationships between a dynamic entity
and a set of static entities can also be considered as inferred values of entity properties.
Deriving symbolic meanings of entity properties is not something that has been handled
systematically in the related literature. Warden and Visser (2012) present such an
inference for a 3D agent simulation. In their work, position and velocity properties of
entities were considered as multivariate time series, and were sent through a categorical
classifier to assign the correct symbolic value to the entity property from a set of
symbolic values defined a priori. This classifier refers to the values of the immediate
3

See http://mathforum.org/library/drmath/view/54386.html for further explanation of this

equation.
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Input : de, L
Output: loc
1

string loc = “”

2

foreach l in L do

3

if l has the shape rectangle then

4

string first = “”

5

boolean inside rec = true

6

foreach pair of corner points (cp1, cp2) of l do

7

string dist dir

8

float distance = (.5)(cp1.x ∗ cp2.y − cp1.y ∗ cp2.x − de.p.x ∗ cp2.y +
de.p.y ∗ cp2.x + de.p.x ∗ cp1.y − de.p.y ∗ cp1.x)
if distance >= 0 then

9

dist dir = ‘pos’

10

else

11

dist dir = ‘neg’

12
13

end

14

if (first == null) then
first = dist dir

15

else

16

if not(dist dir == first) then

17
18

inside rec = false

19

break
end

20

end

21
22

end

23

if inside rec then
loc = loc + l

24

end

25
26

end

27

if l has the shape circle then
if (de.p.x − l.center.x)2 + (de.p.y − l.center.y)2 <= l.radius2 then

28

loc = loc + l

29

end

30
31
32

end
end

Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm for the infer location function
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successor and predecessor of the same attribute, when deciding the symbolic value
of the property at the current state. This is in order to compensate for the subtle
oscillations of the sensor data received from the virtual world. In our algorithms,
successor or predecessor values of the same attribute are not considered. This problem
of oscillation is addressed in the implementation of the event detection phase.

4.5

Identifying Domain-Specific Communication
Actions

Chat messages received from a virtual world only contain surface-level information
of the communication. However, communication actions such as those described in
Section 3.4 refer to the domain-specific content meaning, or the intent of the message.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, IVAs such as those based on BDI agents do not have
any provisions to infer these content meanings. In order to mitigate this problem, the
received messages are processed to identify domain-specific communication actions.
The NLP requirements of this research differ from the previous research related to
embodied conversational agents discussed in Section 2.3.5.3. This thesis examines how
chat messages can be abstracted as communication actions to be used alongside other
events in the environment. In contrast, this previous research focused on designing
question-answering systems. Thus, unlike in this previous research, in our work it
suffices to identify only the intended meaning of a chat message, rather than gaining a
deeper level of understanding of the communication in order to form a response.
In Section 3.4, the use of dialogue acts and speaker and addressee information
was identified as a possible way of identifying communication actions. However, only
speaker and message content are included in a chat message exchanged in public virtual
world chat channels. Therefore dialogue act and addressee recognition mechanisms
should be employed on the received chat messages prior to using the dialogue act and
addressee information for communication action recognition.
This section presents the use of three interconnected classifiers that identify the
dialogue act applicable to a chat message, intended recipient (addressee) of the chat
message, and finally, the communication action. The main challenge in identifying
communication actions is its domain-specific nature. This approach uses a combination
of rule-based techniques and machine learning techniques to identify communication
actions. The intuition is to make use of domain-independent language understanding
techniques for dialogue act and addressee recognition. Identification of communication
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actions is done in a domain-specific manner, based on the output of the first two
steps, along with the domain-specific key words and constraints already available for
the simulation. The addressee recognition component also makes use of the output of
the dialogue act recogniser. For example, identification of a dialogue act of the type
‘question’ in utterance 1 from participant 1, followed by the identification of a dialogue
act of the type ‘answer’ in utterance 2 by participant 2, leads to the identification of
participant 1 as the addressee of utterance 2.
Orkin and Roy (2011) have presented a single classifier that abstracts communication messages as hspeech act, propositional content, referenti triples. This classifier
requires a corpus annotated with domain-specific information, to identify the referents
and most of the propositional content. The problem with such a classifier is the difficulty of reusing it in a different domain. Moreover, the work of Orkin and Roy (2011)
deals with a simulation of only two participants, and has therefore not addressed the
need for addressee recognition.

4.5.1

Dialogue Act Recognition

Traditional dialogue act recognition has mainly focused on face-to-face conversations
or telephone conversations (Stolcke et al., 2000). In recent research, Wu, Khan, Fisher,
Shuler, and Pottenger (2005) applied dialogue act recognition techniques to chat conversations taking place in internet relay chat (IRC) channels. They introduced the
term ‘posting act tagging’ to refer to the dialogue act recognition task in chat room
data. Virtual world chat has many similarities to other online chat conversations such
as IRC chat. Chat conversations, in turn, have many similarities to spoken conversations, where a chat conversation is a kind of dialogue in written form. Therefore there
is an opportunity to reuse research already existing for these media, in the context of
dialogue act recognition of virtual world chat posts.
For dialogue act recognition, a machine learning approach was used, as this has
been a common option for similar tasks. Training a classifier to identify dialogue acts
involves several steps:
• Identification of a labelling scheme, i.e., the dialogue act tag set.
• Selecting a classifier that provides good accuracy and performance.
• Identification of a feature set that gives the optimal classifier performance for the
selected dialogue act tag set.
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Selecting the correct dialogue act tag (dtag) set is crucial in successful recognition
of dialogue acts. The number of dialogue acts to be used depends on the size of
the training corpus, and the type of analysis expected to be done on the corpus. If
the corpus is small, then having a large number of dtags is not effective, because
the selected feature set may not be able to distinguish the dtags from each other.
Defining dialogue act tag sets has a rich research literature. There are dtag sets defined
for different applications (Stolcke et al., 2000), while some have presented domainindependent dialogue act labelling systems, such as the DAMSL tag set (Core and
Allen, 1997). As for online chat classification, Wu et al. (2005) have introduced a set
of 15 dialogue acts.
When selecting training data, it is possible to use an existing corpus for spoken
language (e.g. the switchboard corpus (Godfrey, Holliman, and McDaniel, 1992)) or
online chat (e.g. the NPS chat corpus (Forsyth and Martell, 2007)). The implication
of using an existing data set is that the dialogue act scheme used to annotate the given
corpus should be adhered to. For example, the switchboard corpus is annotated using
the DBSW-DAMSL tag set (Stolcke et al., 2000). This tag scheme has 42 distinct
dialogue act tags. These facilitate a deeper analysis of the meaning of the message.
However, as mentioned earlier in this section, identification of communication actions
in this thesis does not require such deep analysis of dialogues. The corpus also contains
prosodic features — a common type of feature that has been used for dtag recognition
for this corpus. However, prosodic features are not relevant to virtual world chat.
The NPS chat corpus, in contrast, is based on the dialogue act tag set defined by Wu
et al. (2005). The 15 tag types of this set are: statement, accept, yes-no question, other,
wh-question, greet, bye, yes-answer, no-answer, reject, continuer, clarify, emotion,
emphasis, and system. Here the final three tags are specific to chat conversations.
However, tags such as system, clarify, emphasis, and reject are not relevant for our
current requirements. According to Forsyth and Martell (2007), about 17% of the chat
posts in the corpus are system tags. Investigations revealed that many other posts
contain expletives and emotions that convey very little meaning for use as a training
corpus for scenario-based simulation chat.
Because of these problems, it was decided to create our own corpus with a dtag set
that is not bound to a particular domain. As mentioned earlier, the benefit of using a
dtag set not bound to a domain is that it can be reused across different domains. This
tag set refers to the Sim DActs element defined in Message Context in Section 3.5.
The next step is identifying a classifier. When looking at other dialogue act recog-
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nition research, possible classifiers include the Naive Bayes classifier, Support Vector
Machines (SVM), Maximum Entropy, Decision Trees and Conditional Random Fields
(CRF). From these different classifiers, Naive Bayes and Decision Trees classification
techniques were experimented with.
The final step of dialogue act recognition is to identify a suitable feature set that
will give the highest accuracy for the classifier. For this step also, the related research
reports many different possible feature selections. These include sentence length, word
ngrams, features of utterances in the vicinity, and specific cue phrases (Verbree, Rienks,
and Heylen, 2006).
Implementation details of corpus creation, classifier training, and feature selection
are discussed in Section 8.2.3, in the context of the OVH simulation.

4.5.2

Addressee Recognition

When multiple participants use the virtual world public chat channels to communicate,
a multi-party conversation is formed. Just like in online chat, in virtual world public
chat, only the speaker can be explicitly identified. Therefore addressee recognition
techniques are required to identify the targeted addressee of a message posted in the
chat channels.
Automatic identification of addressees in face-to-face human conversation has been
considered as a non-trivial task (Jovanović, 2007). In human conversation, reference
to the addressee is explicit only when a vocative (a noun identifying a person) is used
(e.g. “Come here, Tom”)4 . Even this simple situation could be non-trivial for an automatic recogniser, if more than one person name is included in the message content
(e.g. “Tom went home, Bob”). Recognition becomes harder with the introduction of the
deictic (an implicit reference) personal pronoun ‘you’ (e.g. “How about you?”) (Frampton, Fernández, Ehlen, Christoudias, Darrell, and Peters, 2009), and tacit addressing
(e.g. “Close the door” says the teacher, to a late-comer to the class while continuing
her teaching).
When human communication takes place in virtual environments, the challenge is
escalated even more. In face-to-face conversation, participant gaze behaviour and gestures (e.g. pointing by hand) become good indicators of addressee recognition (Lee,
Marsella, Traum, Gratch, and Lance, 2007; Vertegaal, Slagter, van der Veer, and
Nijholt, 2001).
4

In fact, in many addressee recognition approaches in face-to-face

Note that the comma separator may not always be there in typed chat.
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group conversations, speaker gaze features are being extensively used (Jovanović, 2007;
Frampton et al., 2009). However, currently we have not been able to record gaze behaviour of participants in virtual worlds. Even if this information was available, it
would not be a reliable measure for addressee identification, for several reasons. Firstly,
while talking to others, participants are also busy with exploring the virtual environment (e.g. by clicking objects). Secondly, due to the spatial nature of virtual worlds,
participants can communicate with each other while roaming in the environment. Even
if participants are not in close proximity to each other, virtual worlds are capable of
broadcasting their chat in the same public chat channel. The spatial nature of virtual
worlds causes another problem — inside one virtual environment, participants can form
small sub-groups in different locations, and perform their group-specific chat. However, all these disjoint communication threads are posted in the same chat channel,
making them entangled with each other. While humans normally have the capability to pick the thread of conversation they belong to, automatic addressee recognition
mechanisms should identify explicit means of disentangling these separate threads, for
better recognition accuracy.
Just like in many fields related to NLP, machine learning approaches have been a
natural choice for addressee recognition. As for face-to-face group conversations, lexical
(e.g. the number of words in the message content), discourse (e.g. the dialogue act), and
visual (e.g. the gaze direction) features have been used to train classifiers using the AMI
human meeting corpus (Purver, Fernández, Frampton, and Peters, 2009; Frampton
et al., 2009; Jovanović, 2007). For human-agent communication, Baba, Huang, and
Nakano (2011) made use of acoustic and visual queues retrieved from a video stream
to enable a virtual agent to identify when it is being addressed by two other participants
in real world. In similar research, Katzenmaier, Stiefelhagen, and Schultz (2004) made
use of head pose and speech-related features to implement addressee recognition by a
simulated robot.
In all this research, the corpus has been generated using controlled role play scenarios. Therefore the number of participants, and their vocatives have been fixed. For
example, in the AMI corpus, all the scenarios contain four participants (A, B, C, and
D) who play the roles of employees in an electronic company. However, in more natural
settings like the virtual world scenarios used in this thesis, it is not possible to assume
that the same number of players and players with the same identity information would
be there. Therefore in the current work, the second common option for addressee
recognition; rule-based techniques, is employed.
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To start with, two existing simple algorithms for addressee recognition (Knott and
Vlugter, 2008; Traum, 2004) were investigated. In Traum’s algorithm, the addressee
and speaker information in the previous message, along with vocatives, are used to
identify the addressee. This algorithm has been developed for addressee recognition by
virtual agents in scenarios that contain one human and few virtual agents. Similarly,
in the algorithm of Knott and Vlugter (2008), there is one human, and the system
‘plays’ a number of other speakers. This algorithm also uses a similar approach to
Traum’s, however it is capable of handling group addressing. Both these algorithms
make two assumptions: that an explicit addressee can be correctly identified using a
vocative, and that the addressee identified in the previous message is always correct.
Not surprisingly, addressee recognition on the AMI corpus using Traum’s algorithm
has produced very low accuracies (op den Akker and Traum, 2009).
Therefore, based on these two basic algorithms, Algorithm 4.2 was implemented,
which takes into consideration lexical and discourse information in the current and
previous chat messages. The input to the algorithm is the chat message. The algorithm
returns the identified text value corresponding to the addressee or the set of addressees.
slm and alm refer to the speaker in the last message, and the addressee of the last
message, respectively. The algorithm maintains a cache of the previous chat messages.
The number of previous messages that are kept in the memory is heuristically set to
the number of participants in the conversation. A full description of the algorithm is
given in the following text.
Identify explicit vocative terms (lines 1-3 in Algorithm 4.2): As in the algorithms of Knott and Vlugter (2008) and Traum (2004), the first step of Algorithm 4.2 is
to identify any vocative terms that refer to explicit addressees. However, the vocative
selection condition is improved to avoid false negatives to a greater extent. Here, it has
been assumed that participant names are known a priori, and are stored in configuration files. If a participant name has more than one part (e.g. Gertrude Macfarlane),
both name parts are separately considered. Unlike in the above algorithms, when a
participant name is detected, the three words that immediately follow the name are
checked for the existence of any other vocative (e.g. “Hello Gertrude and Leigh”), thus
leading to the identification of multiple addressee terms. Moreover, each vocative is
eligible for being an addressee term only if it is not immediately preceded or succeeded
by certain Part-of-Speech (POS) tags5 . These POS tags have a very low probability of
occurring immediately before or after (respectively) a vocative. Here, the POS tags for
5

The Penn Treebank (Taylor, Marcus, and Santorini, 2003) was used for POS tags.
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the former are PRP$, which stands for possessive pronouns such as ‘your’ (e.g. “Please
ask your Tom to shut up”), TO that stands for the word ‘to’ (e.g. “sorry, I gave it to
Todd”), and WDT that stands for wh-determiners such as ‘that’ (e.g. “The question
that Sam answered was...”). Similarly, POS tags for the latter are VBZ that stands
for third person present tense verb (e.g. “Lily eats bread”) and POS that stands for
possessive ending (e.g. “It is Benny’s car”).
Use of noun word frequency (lines 5-7 in Algorithm 4.2): In conversations,
participants sometimes tend to repeat what the previous participant said. When they
answer a question also, their answer includes some of the nouns that were in the
question. As an example, consider the following dialogue.
msg1: Do you have chest pain?
msg2: no chest pain

Therefore, in the second step of the algorithm, a similarity measure between the
current message content and the set of previous message content is computed, with
respect to noun word frequency. Words with pos tags NN (singular noun), NNS (plural
noun), NNP (singular proper noun), and NPS (singular plural noun) are considered
as noun terms. The frequency of each noun word in the current message content
is calculated. From these, the set of nouns (Ns) that have an occurrence frequency
greater than some threshold is selected. From the set of preceding chat messages, the
most recent message that contains any of the nouns in Ns is selected (the speaker of
this message should be different from the speaker of the current message). Then the
speaker of this message is set as the addressee of the current message. The occurrence
frequency is in the range of [0:1], and the threshold value is currently set to 0.5. With
this step, any third party messages that appear between messages such as msg1 and
msg2 in both the dialogues above are effectively discounted.
The third and fourth rules in the algorithm (lines 8-13) are similar to the algorithm
of Traum. As can be seen, addressee recognition based on vocative terms and noun
word frequency is given higher priority than speaker and addressee information in the
previous message. This removes many of the false negatives of simply using previous
message information. If addressee information has not been identified at the end of all
these steps, the addressee is set to ‘ALL’, indicating that the message is addressed to
the whole group.
Like Traum’s algorithm, a limitation of this algorithm is that it cannot explicitly
handle group addressing. However, with the introduction of identifying multiple vocatives, group addressing is handled to some extent. This generic algorithm shown here
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has not taken into account any domain-dependent information. Therefore, it should
be able to be reused in any virtual world simulation. It is also possible to improve
this algorithm using dialogue act information, and domain-specific information such
as organisational information. Such an extension to the algorithm is presented in Section 8.2.3.3.
Input : message
Output: addressee
1

addressee = “”

2

if message content has an explicit vocative(s) satisfying certain conditions
then
addressee = vocative(s)

3
4

end

5

else if there exists a previous message with content (PM) containing a noun
that has a high occurrence frequency in content AND speaker != speaker of
PM then
Set the addressee to speaker of PM

6
7

end

8

else if speaker = slm then
addressee = alm

9
10

end

11

else if slm != speaker then
addressee = slm

12
13

end

14

if addressee has not been set then
addressee = ‘ALL’

15
16

end
Algorithm 4.2: Outline of the algorithm for addressee recognition

4.5.3

Communication Action Recognition

Although communication taking place in a virtual environment is unstructured, in the
case of a virtual simulation (e.g. a training simulation), domain-specific information is
already available in many forms. For example, there could be role-playing scripts that
guide the flow of the scenario. When communicating, participants refer to scenariospecific objects and their functionalities in the environment. For example, a medical
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scenario may contain objects to conduct an ECG test, and to check pulse and blood
pressure. Therefore, existence of these key words in message content can be easily used
to identify domain-specific communication actions.
A promising way to make use of such domain-specific information is to have a
domain ontology (Hartholt, Russ, Traum, Hovy, and Robinson, 2008; van Oijen et al.,
2011). However, the use of domain ontologies in conjunction with our other techniques
is left for future work. Currently a text-based configuration file is used to store this
domain-specific information.
Dialogue acts and addressee information identified for a given message are used
to restrict the possible rules for communication action identification. For example, in
a medical simulation, if the speaker is the doctor and the addressee is the patient, a
message with a dtag ‘ynQuestion’, or ‘whQuestion’ has a very high probability of being
a history-taking chat message. Similarly, if the dialogue act type is ‘statement’ with this
same speaker-addressee arrangement, and it contains one of the possible drug names
that a doctor has been provisioned to prescribe in the simulation, it is reasonable to
assume that the doctor is prescribing medicine. Section 8.2.3.4 describes a rule-based
algorithm for communication action recognition for the Otago Virtual Hospital (OVH)
simulation.
At the end of the communication action identification phase, on top of the original
communication message received from a virtual world, three different types of information of that message have been created: the dialogue act, the addressee, and the
communication action.

4.6

Identifying Events

In the previous sections, entity relationships, primitive events received from the virtual
world, and abstract communication actions were identified. These are included in the
snapshots prior to the event detection phase. In this context, event detection involves
making use of these different elements included in the incoming snapshot stream and
identifying pre-defined temporal patterns corresponding to primitive, as well as complex
events.
Event detection has two aspects: first, occurrence conditions corresponding to
events that should be recognised in a given virtual environment and/or simulation
are defined. Then these event occurrence conditions are applied on the incoming snapshot stream to detect corresponding events. Here, defining event conditions is done at
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design time, while the event recognition should be carried out in real time.
The next section describes event occurrence conditions for some of the events defined
in Section 3.9.

4.6.1

Defining Event Occurrence Conditions

In this section, we define event patterns in a semantic fashion by defining when
the predicate happ(ev Type, Ev Vals, Constit Events, ts , te ) holds at a given index i
in a model consisting of a snapshot sequence. This predicate denotes the occurrence of an event of type ev Type with the specified values for event properties
(the map Ev Vals), constituent events (the map Constit Events mapping names to
event IDs), and start and end timestamps ts and te .

We write hss1 , .., ssn i, i |=

happ(ev Type, Ev Vals, Constit Events, ts , te ) iff cond to define the conditions cond
under which a particular type of event occurs. In the case of compound events, cond
may include happ predicates expressing the occurrence of the constituent events. Note
that this happ predicate being defined does not include the id of an event. This is because assigning an identifier for an event is considered an implementation-level detail.
However, when an event occurrence is used in the condition part of the definition, it
is written as happ(ev T ype, id, Ev Vals, Constit Events, ts , te ), including an id for the
event (see section 8.1.1.3 for an example). If the value of a particular entity or event
attribute does not contribute to the definition of a pattern, it is denoted by the ‘don’t
care term’ . Terms starting with an upper-case letter are used to denote variables.
Keys in the map structures (e.g. in Ev Vals and Constit Events of an event) are denoted by quoted terms. For brevity, ss[id] is used to refer to the unique avatar or
object record e ∈ ss.Av ∪ ss.Ob, such that e.id = id (this notation is used only in
contexts where it is known that such an entity exists in ss).
Occurrence conditions for some of the events described in Section 3.9 are given
below. They are defined in terms of some of the football scenario relationships and
inferred property values discussed in Section 4.4.
Condition for Velocity Change Event
This condition compares the velocity values of an entity e in two consecutive snapshots, and identifies a velocity change event if the entity velocity differs in the two
snapshots. Note that it is not required to detect this event if the virtual world explicitly sent a notification of this event. This condition is described for the sake of
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completeness of the discussion.
hss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(velocity changed,
{‘e’ 7→ e.id, ‘v’ 7→ ssi [e].v, ‘p’ 7→ ssi [e].p, ‘a’ 7→ ssi [e].a},
{}, ssi .t, ssi .t)


e ∈ ssi .Av ∪ ssi .Ob and





e0 ∈ ss .Av ∪ ss .Ob and
i−1
i−1


iff 

0


e.id = e .id and


0
ssi [e].v 6= ssi−1 [e ].v

Condition for Entity Vertical Position (rvp) Change Event
This condition compares the inferred property (entity-level relationship) vertical
position rvp values of an entity e in two consecutive snapshots, and identifies a vertical
position change event if the vertical position of the entity differs in the two snapshots.
hss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(vertical position changed,
{‘e’ 7→ e.id, ‘rvp’ 7→ ssi [e].rvp},
{}, ssi .t, ssi .t)


e ∈ ssi .Av ∪ ssi .Ob and





e0 ∈ ss .Av ∪ ss .Ob and
i−1
i−1


iff 

0


e.id = e .id and


ssi [e].rvp 6= ssi−1 [e0 ].rvp

Condition for the near/2 Relationship Change Event
This condition checks two consecutive snapshots, and checks for the existence of
the relationship near(e1 .id, e2 .id) only in ssi ,
hss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(got near,
{‘e1’ 7→ e1 .id, ‘e2’ 7→ e2 .id},
{}, ssi .t, ssi .t)


e1 , e2 ∈ ssi .Av ∪ ssi .Ob and



 0 0

 e1 , e2 ∈ ssi−1 .Av ∪ ssi−1 .Ob and 




iff e1 .id = e01 .id and e2 .id = e02 .id and


 near(e0 .id, e0 .id) ∈

/
ss
.R
and
i−1


1
2
near(e1 .id, e2 .id) ∈ ssi .R
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Condition for Event corresponding to Entity Landing in a Particular Location
Similar to the condition corresponding to vertical position change event, this condition compares the vertical position rvp values of an entity e in two consecutive snapshots, where e.rvp in the first snapshot is ‘above(ground)’, and e.rvp in the second
snapshot is ‘on(ground)’.
hss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(landed inside l,
{‘e’ 7→ e.id, ‘l name’ 7→ ssi [e].rl},
{}, ssi .t, ssi .t)


e ∈ ssi .Av ∪ ssi .Ob and





 e0 ∈ ssi−1 .Av ∪ ssi−1 .Ob and 




iff 

e.id = e0 .id and


ss [e0 ].rvp = ‘above(ground)’ and
 i−1

ssi [e].rvp = ‘on(ground)’

Condition for Entity Appearance Event
The condition corresponding to the entity appearance event of an entity e considers
two consecutive snapshots and the event is fired if e does not appear in the sets of
objects and avatars in the first snapshot, but in the sets of objects and avatars in the
second snapshot.
hss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(entity appearance,
{‘e’ 7→ e.id},
{}, ssi .t, ssi .t)
iff

!

e ∈ ssi .Av ∪ ssi .Ob and
@e0 ∈
/ ssi−1 .Av ∪ ssi−1 .Ob s.t. e.id = e0 .id

Section 8.1.1.3 describes how some of these primitive events can be used for identifying other primitive and complex events specific to the football domain.

4.6.2

Detection of Events

Having identified the occurrence conditions corresponding to events that should be
included in environment snapshots, it was necessary to select a mechanism to detect
the corresponding events in the incoming snapshot data stream.
Applications of event detection (which is commonly known as complex event detection (CED)) mechanisms have been reported in many areas such as network monitoring
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and stock market monitoring. However, the application closest to complex event detection in virtual environments is the area of human activity recognition in videos. There
have been two main approaches for complex event detection — state-space approaches
that mainly rely on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) variants (Tran and Davis, 2008;
Hakeem and Shah, 2007; Biswas, Thrun, and Fujimura, 2007), and template matching
techniques (Polana and Nelson, 1994; Bobick and Davis, 1996). According to Wang,
Hu, and Tan (2003), advantages of template matching techniques include low computational complexity, and simple implementation. Ease of implementation is particularly
useful for domain-specific complex event identification, as it is not always feasible to
obtain domain-specific training data sets. The main disadvantage of this approach is
the susceptibility to noise or unreliable sensor data. Moreover, template creation is
subjective to the designer. State-space approaches can overcome these limitations of
template-matching approaches. However state-space approaches involve complex iterative computation. In particular, these techniques are not reliable in the absence of a
sufficient amount of domain-specific training data.
Just like the NLP functionality, requirements of the CED functionality in this work
are domain dependent. An IVA is expected to identify the meaning of entity interactions mainly in the context of the simulated domain. Therefore, in the absence of
domain-specific training sets, it was decided to use a template matching technique for
CED. The next requirement was to choose a template-based event inference engine
to compare the snapshot data stream against the event patterns. Identifying complex events taking place in virtual environments is hard for reasons such as the large
amounts of unreliable low-level sensor data received by an IVA and the high frequency
of data receipt. If events based on longer durations of temporal relationships have to
be identified, it is necessary that an efficient complex event recognition mechanism is
employed to ensure real-time event recognition by IVAs. Otherwise the cost involved
with complex event recognition outweighs its benefits.
In this respect, the responsibility of the CED functionality is four-fold. First, it
should identify both primitive and complex events embedded in the low-level snapshot
data. Second, it should be able to handle an incoming high frequency stream of snapshot data. Thirdly, it should be able to produce results with low latency. Having low
latency is an important requirement if the output is to be used for real-time agent perception. Finally, it should be able to cater for the uncertainty present in the received
sensor data.
In this regard, related literature suggests the use of logic programming approaches,
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mainly with the use of Prolog-based rule engines for event inference (Warden and
Visser, 2012; Gehrke, Lattner, and Herzog, 2005). In particular, the work of Warden
and Visser (2012) is interesting because they have applied domain-specific templatebased complex event and action detection in a Robocup 3D soccer simulation. However,
their approach only makes use of motion information of entities in virtual environments,
without any recourse to events that arise from avatars clicking objects, and especially
communication actions.
When compared to logic-based approaches, a better choice for complex event recognition is complex event processing engines, which operate as event-driven rule engines.
The CEP engine used in this work is the Esper event stream processing engine. Esper has both event detection capabilities and event stream processing capabilities.
Therefore, using Esper on the incoming snapshot stream for event recognition is a
straightforward process.
With respect to performance, Esper shows very good results, where latency is normally reported to be below 10 microseconds. The number of events processed per
second is well above 100000, while reporting a low CPU usage6 .
When compared with the other open-source CEP applications such as TelegraphCQ (Chandrasekaran, Cooper, Deshpande, Franklin, Hellerstein, Hong, Krishnamurthy, Madden, Raman, Reiss, and Shah, 2003), Cayuga (Brenna, Demers, Gehrke,
Hong, Ossher, Panda, Riedewald, Thatte, and White, 2007), and Sase+ (Gyllstrom,
Agrawal, Diao, and Immerman, 2008), the language used by Esper is more expressive. Cugola and Margara (2012) have conducted a survey of the available data stream
processing and complex event processing techniques. They conclude that Esper is the
leading open source Complex Event Processing (CEP) solution.
Esper defines all operations on events that are part of the standard set of event
operators for complex event processing (Chakravarthy, Krishnaprasad, Anwar, and S.K.Kim, 1994), plus it supports other features that are useful in identifying complex
events such as:
• sliding time windows of user-specified duration for correlation of events
• the ability to extract data from persistent storage
• the ability to use complex logic in the underlying programming language (Java
or C#)
6

http://docs.codehaus.org/display/ESPER/Esper+performance
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• the parameterisation of selection queries
• the ability to customise event selection and consumption policies (e.g. only selecting events containing properties that satisfy certain conditions)
Being commercially supported, Esper also has other strengths in terms of quality of
supporting documents, timely technical support, a large active user community, and
seamless integration with Java and C# programmes, as opposed to the other open
source software mentioned above, which are mainly research prototypes. The Event
Processing Language (EPL) used to define event patterns also has an object-oriented
nature, thus it seamlessly integrates with the data structures corresponding to elements
in the snapshots. With the rich set of supported temporal operators, the migration of
event occurrence conditions defined in the previous subsection and in Section 8.1.1.3
to EPL patterns is a trivial exercise.
As mentioned above, Esper supports both event stream queries (using selection,
aggregation, ordering and grouping operators), and event patterns (using operators
such as conjunction, disjunction, sequence and negation). Event identification using
Esper patterns can be done in several levels. The outputs of the earlier levels are
subsequently passed on to the levels that follow, thus building up hierarchical patterns
to detect complex events that are composed of primitive and other complex events.
Identification of complex events in Esper has two stages, following the general model
of event processing presented by Cugola and Margara (2012). Here, the Esper engine
is responsible for identifying the complex events, resembling the detection phase of
this model. Esper also has a listener that is responsible for the production phase. The
output of the Esper engine is an object that contains all the data structures used in the
event pattern and the explicitly specified properties of the identified pattern. In our
system, the listener uses this Esper engine output to generate an event object that is
in the form hEv Type, id, Ev Vals, Constit Events, ts , te i, matching the abstract model
in the previous chapter.
From the set of responsibilities of CED that were mentioned at the beginning of this
section, the only requirement that is not met by Esper is handling of the uncertainty
of event recognition. In order to mitigate this effect, at the implementation level, steps
can be taken to reduce the uncertainty of the extracted low-level data, such as the
use of reliable data extraction mechanisms from virtual worlds. In the abstract model
of dynamic virtual environments presented in the previous chapter, it is possible to
introduce a certainty estimation value for the recorded entity properties as proposed
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by Jakobson, Buford, and Lewis (2007), where extrapolated entity properties may have
a lower certainty than the entity property values sent from the virtual world. This
certainty value can then be exploited by the CED mechanism. Further investigation
of this is left for future work.

4.7

Identifying Situations

Construction of a situation model is the main prerequisite for real-time situation recognition in complex dynamic systems (Buford et al., 2006; So and Sonenberg, 2009). A
situation model represents the situations taking place in an operational environment,
and their relationships. At run-time, observation data received from monitoring the
application environment are matched against the situation model to identify the unfolding situations.
In our work, the situation model comprises situation templates. Each situation has
a corresponding situation template. A situation template follows the abstract model
of situations provided in Section 3.10. In addition to the name of the situation, a
situation template contains the names of the situation attributes, the set of triggering
condition names, and the set of terminating condition names.
For a primitive situation, each triggering and terminating condition should be an
event. In contrast, a compound situation has more than one situation (primitive or
compound) as its triggering condition. Similar to situations defined by So and Sonenberg (2009), compound situations are treated as invariants that cease to hold when
at least one of the constituent situations ceases to hold. The use of compound situations introduces hierarchical situations, as described by Hoogendoorn et al. (2011).
However, the uncertainly factor of constituent situation occurrence is not considered
as done by Hoogendoorn et al. (2011).
Algorithm 4.3 shows how these situation templates are used to identify active situations in a virtual environment. Events identified in the previous step are used as the
input to the situation identification process. After a primitive situation is identified,
a check is carried out to determine if any compound situations having this situation
type as a triggering condition should be started. Upon identification of the start of a
situation, it is added to the list of active situations (active sits). If an event is received
having its Ev Type equal to the terminating condition name of a situation, this situation is removed from active sits. All compound situations having this situation as a
constituent triggering condition are also terminated.
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The idea of maintaining currently active situations is similar to the concept of active
situations maintained in the BDI-based agent model proposed by Thangarajah et al.
(2006). They also model separate entry and exit conditions for a situation. However,
these entry and exit conditions refer only to the appearance of objects, while events in
our framework may be the result of more complex event patterns.

1
2

if an event ev is received then
foreach situation template st do
if ev matches the triggering condition of st AND the situation is not

3

already active then
4

add the situation to active sits

5

foreach compound situation csit having this situation as one of its
triggering conditions do
if all situations corresponding to triggering conditions of csit

6

are already active then
add csit to active sits

7

end

8

end

9
10

end

11

if ev matches a terminating condition in st then

12

remove the situation from active sits

13

foreach compound situation csit having this situation as one of its
triggering conditions do
remove csit from active sits

14

end

15

end

16
17
18

end
end
Algorithm 4.3: Algorithm for situation recognition

4.8

Discussion

Figure 4.2 shows how these data inference mechanisms are captured in different components of a data processing framework. It is situated as a middle layer between a virtual
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Figure 4.2: Data processing framework
world and an agent system. A new component ‘sensor’ is added at the beginning
to contain the virtual-world-specific logic to extract sensor data from virtual worlds.
These sensor data can be either in the form of events and/or state updates, depending
on the type of virtual world under concern. Based on the type of sensor data provided
by the sensor, the snapshot generator applies the data amalgamation algorithms to
create snapshots of an agent’s virtual environment. The set of algorithms needed depends on the type of sensor data received from a virtual world, meaning that this step
is also dependent on the selected virtual world. Thus these two components have been
grouped separately from other components, the operation of which are independent of
the selected virtual world.
The output of the snapshot generator is first used by the Relation Identifier. Any
communication information included in the snapshot is then processed by the Natural
Language Processor (NLP). The Complex Event Detection (CED) component makes
use of all of this information to identify domain-specific complex events. Finally, these
complex events are matched against a situation model by the Situation Identifier.
Chapter 6 provides implementation details of each of these components and describes
how information flow between these components is implemented.
In this chapter, one possible solution for inferring each of the abstract dynamic
virtual environment elements that was identified in the previous chapter was provided.
It should be noted that there may be many different approaches to inferring these
dynamic virtual environment elements. Because of the well-defined interfaces between
the different data inference components, it would be possible to employ a new inference
mechanism without affecting the rest of the framework.
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Chapter 5
Improving Social Environment
Awareness
5.1

Overview

Section 2.3.6 gave a descriptive account of the previous research that explored different
aspects of social awareness of an IVA. How an IVA can manage its social expectations
while operating in a virtual society alongside humans is an aspect that has not been
addressed yet.
This chapter presents an interface that can be implemented by a BDI-based agent
system to enable its agents to start and stop monitoring for their expectations. This
way, an IVA implemented using a BDI agent can reason about the effects of participant
interactions on its social expectations (based on norms, commitments, contracts, team
plans, etc). This interface is demonstrated using the Jason BDI agent development
platform (Bordini et al., 2007). Through this interface, monitoring for agent expectations can be delegated to a local monitoring service. This enables agents to make use of
well established expectation monitoring techniques and monitor for the fulfilment and
violation of their expectations without relying on a centralised monitoring mechanism.
It also introduces new belief types to represent detected fulfilments and violations of
expectations. This way, it is possible for IVAs to have plans that respond to identified
fulfilments and violations of their social expectations.
This chapter, to a large extent, is based on the work by Ranathunga et al. (2012b).
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5.2

Expectations of Cognitive Agents

Expectations represent the anticipatory mental component of an agent. Castelfranchi,
Giardini, Lorini, and Tummolini (2003) describe expectations as “hybrid mental configurations whose components entail not only beliefs but also converging goals that those
beliefs will be realised”, and provided a formal account of that intuition. According
to Castelfranchi (2005), the belief component of an expectation is a mental anticipation of a future state or an event. The goal (which can be any motivational mental
state, such as a wish, desire or an intention) could be either an active achievement
goal (to be achieved by the agent itself), or a self-realising achievement goal (to know
whether the anticipated state or event occurs). Wallace and Rovatsos (2009) define
an expectation as “a conditional belief regarding a statement whose truth status will
be eventually verified by a test and reacted upon by the agent who holds it”. Here,
the (active achievement) goal component of an expectation is implicitly represented
by the testing component that verifies the truth status of the belief. In addition to
the belief and goal components, Wallace and Rovatsos (2009) indicate that, upon the
identification of the fulfilment or violation of an expectation, the agent should react to
it. This reaction does not always have to be an action on the agent’s environment, but
it could simply be a revision of his belief base.
Along with perceptions, expectations play a very important role in generating emotions such as hope, fear, frustration, disappointment, and relief (Castelfranchi, 2005).
For example, if the agent had been expecting something bad, and the received punishment is less than what was expected, it generates the emotion relief. If the agent
achieved a lesser result than what was expected, it leads to the emotional state disappointment. Expectations could be positive, negative, neutral, or ambivalent. Depending on this valency, the strength of the belief and the values of the goal, an expectation
can get a quantitative dimension, which in turn affects the level of the resulting emotion (Castelfranchi, 2005)1 .

5.3

Social Context of Expectations

A large component of expectation-related agent research has been conducted with
respect to the social context of expectations. Expectations are considered as an important precursor to the development of social norms, conventions, and commitments.
1

In this thesis, the connection between expectations and emotions is not addressed.
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According to Castelfranchi et al. (2003), mutual expectations of agents result in social
conventions. Due to the prescriptive nature of expectations, such a convention can
cognitively emerge into a social norm. Expectations also play a very important role in
social trust. Social trust has been defined as the expectation of the truster on the nonobservable internal properties of the trustee (e.g. skills, abilities, genuineness, etc.) and
on the environmental conditions on which the trustee will be operating (Castelfranchi
et al., 2009).
On a more general perspective, Torroni, Yolum, Singh, Alberti, Chesani, Gavanelli,
Lamma, and Mello (2009) exploit the declarative nature of expectations to specify
interactions in organisations having agents with unknown internal structures and unpredictable behaviour. Based on their definition that an expectation is “an abstract
entity that captures the possible events that would make a multi-agent system conform
to its requirements” (Torroni et al., 2009), the authors argue that expectation-based
semantics enable one to reason about the evolution of a system at run time in terms of
events in that system. Expectations also have a relation with the deontic organisational
concepts such as obligations, prohibitions, and permissions. Mapping between expectations and these deontic concepts has been realised by Alberti, Gavanelli, Lamma,
Mello, Torroni, and Sartor (2006), based on the semantic similarities of the two notions. The ultimate goal of such a mapping is the possibility of verifying the compliance
of agent behaviour to specifications given in terms of deontic operators.
Wallace and Rovatsos (2009) also identify the importance of (social) expectations
in the social reasoning process of an agent. Their argument is that an agent can
use expectations to manage knowledge about properties such as beliefs, goals, and
trustworthiness of other agents in a multi-agent system. They make use of expectations
in the framework they have designed for social reasoning in multi-agent systems.
In fact, Nickles, Rovatsos, and Weiss (2005) argue that integrating expectations
as a modelling abstraction into the reasoning, analysis, and design process of both
individual agents and multi-agent systems is (indeed) inevitable. They introduce the
notion of expectation-oriented modelling as a conceptual framework to model and influence interactions of black-box agents, in order to maintain a balance between the
level of agent autonomy and the amount of normative control imposed on them by the
multi-agent system.
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5.4

Managing Expectations of Intelligent Virtual
Agents

An approach for managing expectations of an agent involves many aspects. First
and foremost, a formal way to specify expectations should be established. For example, Nickles et al. (2005) model expectations as events that are interconnected by
“expectation structures”. In the framework of Wallace and Rovatsos (2009), an expectation is represented by a condition under which a certain proposition should be
believed. Another important aspect of expectation management is the monitoring of
agent interactions in the environment in order to identify the truth value of the belief
component of an expectation. In other words, there should be a mechanism to verify
the fulfilment and/or violation of a given expectation based on the observed interactions. Moreover, there should be the provision to define domain-specific rules dictating
when and how new expectations should arise, and also to define how an agent’s expectations (along with their fulfilment and violation) should affect the overall behaviour
of the agent.
From these different aspects of expectations, we take as a working assumption that
for an IVA to be aware of its social environment, the most important aspect is the ability
to monitor interactions in its surrounding environment and identify the fulfilment and
violation of any active expectations. Therefore (unlike Wallace and Rovatsos (2009))
the problem of defining domain-specific rules dictating when expectations should arise
is not currently addressed. However, the need for a suitable formal way of defining
expectations is always there. Therefore in this work, expectations are considered as
conditional constraints on the observed history of the agent that should be continuously
monitored for fulfilment or violation as new states are generated during the agent’s
execution (Cranefield and Winikoff, 2011; Cranefield, Winikoff, and Vasconcelos, 2012).
In addition, conditional rules and plans are used to handle fulfilments and violations
of expectations.
The BDI agent paradigm does not provide any in-built mechanism to support defining or monitoring for expectations. Therefore, a BDI agent deployed in a virtual world
has no direct provision to make use of its observations to identify the fulfilments and
violations of its expectations. However, there exist a variety of tools that are dedicated
to monitoring for complex expectations, which are based on a multitude of different
approaches including automata-based approaches, action description languages, rule
languages, and logical approaches (Cranefield et al., 2012).
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Therefore, in this work, IVAs are made to benefit from these already existing monitoring mechanisms by providing an interface between these expectation monitoring
techniques and the BDI agent paradigm. This way, the BDI agent used to implement
an IVA can delegate the monitoring of its expectations to a monitor tool external to the
agent platform, but (potentially) running locally. This relieves the agent programmer
from having to write agent plans to apply complex reasoning on the received environment information to identify the fulfilments and violations of expectations. The
agent programmer can directly create an intention to monitor an expectation that is
delegated to the external expectation monitoring tool. The belief component of the
expectation is a declarative representation of the expectation in the language used by
the monitor (e.g. a conditional rule encoded in temporal logic), to express the future expected observations. This delegation is formalised through an interface that is defined
to initiate and terminate monitoring of expected constraints on the future. Although
this integration is illustrated using the logic specific to the monitor tool that is currently used (Cranefield and Winikoff, 2011), the interface is defined to encompass any
expectation representation that has a notion of conditional expectations that may be
determined to be fulfilled or violated at some time in the future. New belief types are
also defined to represent detected fulfilments and violations of expectations. This enables agents to initiate application-specific monitoring of expectations and to respond
to future events representing the fulfilment and violation of these expectations.

5.5

Monitoring Tool

In this work, an expectation monitor developed in previous research (Cranefield and
Winikoff, 2011) was selected to handle expectation monitoring for agents. This expectation monitor is designed for monitoring expectations that encode complex temporal
constraints as opposed to many other monitoring techniques that handle only propositions that must come true by a deadline (Cranefield et al., 2012).
The language that the expectation monitor accepts is based on a hybrid temporal
logic and includes the following operators relating to conditional rules of expectation2 :
• Exp(Condition, Expectation)
• Fulf(Condition, Expectation)
2

In previous work these operators were named ExistsExp, ExistsFulf and ExistsViol (Cranefield and

Winikoff, 2011), but simplified names from Cranefield et al. (2012) are used here.
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• Viol(Condition, Expectation)
Here, Condition and Expectation are represented as linear propositional temporal logic
formulae. Condition expresses a condition on the past and present, and Expectation
is a constraint on the future and/or a check on the past. Expectations become active
when their condition evaluates to true in the current state (the existence of an active
expectation in a state is represented by an Exp formula). These expectations are then
considered to be fulfilled (Fulf) or violated (Viol) if these operators evaluate to true in
a state.
Semantics for Fulf and Viol include a notion of truncating the model at the current
state and the use of “strong” finite model semantics to evaluate the expectation. This
is to support their evaluation without using any information from future states in the
model. For example, when examining a model representing interactions in a medical
simulation, the expectation that a certain doctor (doc1 ) will never use a certain drug
(drug1 ) on the patient (Exp(true, ¬doc1 prescribed drug1))3 should not be deemed
to be violated before any state (s15 , say) in which that prohibited prescription occurs.
However, if the model is a complete audit trail, the formula ¬doc1 prescribed drug1
would evaluate to false in any state up to and including s15 . This way, the language
provides declarative semantics for expectations, and their fulfilment and violation can
be applied to both offline monitoring such as examining interaction logs, and online
monitoring where states are added incrementally to the model.
An expectation that remains active is “progressed” to the following state if it is
not fulfilled or violated in the current state. This progression is realised through the
partial evaluation of the formula with respect to the current state and by re-expressing
it from the viewpoint of the next state (Bacchus and Kabanza, 2000). In other words,
if x is true in the current state, an expectation that “x is true and y is true in the next
state” progresses to “y is true in the current state”.
As an example, consider the football team-play scenario “give and go” illustrated
in Section 1.4. As player 1 has to focus on advancing down the field while avoiding
opposition players, the expectation monitor can be delegated to monitor player 2, to
check whether she fulfils (or violates) the defined expectation of player 1. The fulfilment
and violation of this expectation can be expressed using the following two formulae4 ,
3
4

φ stands for “always φ”
Note that this model checker is based on a propositional temporal logic, and does not understand

the structure of parenthesised propositions give in the below formulae. However, such structured
propositions are useful for Jason agents, which can parse these into atoms.
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where it is assumed that player 2 is supposed to advance towards goal A in the field
until she reaches the penalty area in front of goal A.
Fulf(s10 , move towards(player2 , goalA) U in(player2 , penaltyA))
Viol(s10 , move towards(player2 , goalA) U in(player2 , penaltyA))
The first argument in the formulae refers to the condition that triggers the expectation,
as explained earlier. As Player 1 wants to begin monitoring the expectation as soon as
the ball is received, this condition is given as a nominal (a proposition that is true in
only one state) that ‘names’ the current state (state 10, in this example). This ensures
that the rule is fired precisely once, immediately5 .
The first formula above evaluates to true in any state in which the rule is fulfilled
(i.e., player 2 reaches the penalty A area), and the second formula will be true in
any state in which the rule is violated (e.g. player 2 moves in the opposite direction
from goal A or stops moving before reaching the penalty area). In these cases, the
monitor sends a notification back to player 1 to inform him that this rule was fulfilled
or violated. The BDI interpreter can generate a belief addition event for Player 1 using
this notification.

5.6

Jason

Jason (Bordini et al., 2007) is a Java-based interpreter for an extended version of the
AgentSpeak agent programming language (Rao, 1996), which is based on the BDI
model (see Section 2.3.1.1). Jason is open source, is easily customisable, and is commonly used in multi-agent systems research and teaching. It is a well documented and
well supported platform with an active user community.
A Jason agent program consists of 1) a belief base that is constantly being updated
by the interpreter with the perceived environment information, 2) a set of goals, and
3) a plan library. A Jason agent runs continuously, and reacts to the received events
(generated by the addition or deletion of the beliefs and goals of an agent) by executing
plans (courses of action that the agent commits to execute) in its plan library.
A Jason plan consists of three parts: a triggering event, a context, and body. The
triggering event specifies the events for which a particular plan can be used. In other
5

In practice, the agent does not need to to know the nominal for the current state— a special

keyword “#once” is used as the condition of a rule, and this is replaced by a nominal for the current
state when the rule is sent to the monitor (see Section 6.10).
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words, a plan that has its triggering event matching a particular event is considered as
a relevant plan, meaning that the plan might be executed in reaction to the event. The
context of the plan is an expression that is a query to check the latest information about
the environment, to decide whether a particular plan is likely to succeed in handling
the event. A plan having a context condition evaluating to true when checked against
the agent’s beliefs is said to be applicable at that time instant, and can be executed.
When a Jason agent commits to executing one such selected plan, it means that the
agent has the intention to pursue the course of action associated with that plan, and
the plan gets added to the agent’s set of intentions. Finally, the body of a Jason
plan specifies a course of action. it could contain expressions for generating new goals,
external actions to act on its environment, creating mental notes (self-created beliefs),
or executing internal actions.
The continuous cycle that a Jason agent operates is called the reasoning cycle,
which keeps on consuming a stream of belief update events that are produced as the
agent perceives its environment. The Jason semantics define the following steps for
interpreting AgentSpeak programs, as shown in Figure 5.1 (Bordini et al., 2007). First,
the reasoning cycle checks for messages received by the agent and selects one of the
messages to process further (ProcMsg). Then one event from the many pending events
is selected to be processed further in that reasoning cycle (SelEv). This is followed by
the selection of the relevant plans for the given event (RelPl). Next, the applicable
plans are generated (ApplPl). Then, one plan from the set of applicable plans (the
intended means6 ) is selected for execution (SelAppl), and the new intended means is
added to the set of intentions (AddIM). The reasoning cycle then chooses one of the
pending intentions (SelInt), executes one step of that intention (ExecInt), and clears
the intended means that may have finished in the previous step (ClrInt).
Most of the aforementioned steps are directly customisable and since the Jason
source is freely available, other functionalities of the Jason interpreter can also be
changed as needed.
6

The applicable plan that was chosen for execution is termed the intended means because the

course of action associated with the plan is the means that the agent intends to use to react to the
given event (Bordini et al., 2007).
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Figure 5.1: Possible Jason state transitions within one reasoning cycle
- redrawn from Bordini et al. (2007)

5.7

Expectation Monitoring in BDI Agents

This section discusses the implemented interface for expectation monitoring, representation of expectation fulfilments and violations in BDI agents, and the extended Jason
semantics for expectation monitoring.

5.7.1

New Interface to Start and Stop Expectation Monitoring

Our intention is to accommodate the use of any third-party monitoring tool in conjunction with agent plans. Therefore the interface between the BDI agent and an
expectation monitor was designed to be more abstract than the logic concerning expectations described in Section 5.5. This helps to switch to different expectation monitor
techniques without changing the agent logic that initialises or terminates expectation
monitoring. Our intention is to provide a generic interface that would suit a range of
monitoring tools.
5.7.1.1

Initiating Expectation Monitoring

The interface construct corresponding to the initialisation of expectation monitoring
is the start monitoring action. Currently each call to start monitoring creates a new
instance of the monitor. This is due to a current limitation of the monitor implementation that it only handles one rule at a time. This introduces a limitation to
the flexibility of start monitoring, as a monitor started later in an agent’s reasoning
process may not be aware of the past states that occurred before its initialisation.
However, pragmatically we believe that in most situations in which an agent wishes to
begin monitoring an expectation, the past states will not be of relevance to the agent’s
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intentions; otherwise it would have started to monitor the expectation earlier.7
This internal action can be written as:
start monitoring(monitoring mode, expectation name, monitor tool,
condition, expectation, context information list)
monitoring mode: This is either “fulf” or “viol” to indicate whether the rule of
expectation is to be monitored for fulfilment or violation. For example, for the expectation monitor currently employed in this work, a Fulf formula is created in the
monitor if the value of this parameter is “fulf” and a Viol formula is created if the
value is “viol”.
expectation name: This specifies a name for the expectation, for ease of future
reference.
monitor tool: This identifies the monitoring tool that should be used to monitor
this expectation.
condition: This specifies the requirements on the past and present that activate
monitoring for the expectation.
expectation: This specifies the actual expectation.
context information list:

This argument can be used to assign any other contex-

tual information that might be useful for monitoring an expectation. Currently this
parameter is used to include the state at which expectation monitoring was initiated.
5.7.1.2

Terminating Expectation Monitoring

It is also possible for an agent to stop monitoring for an expectation if the need arises
to do so during its reasoning process. The stop monitoring action stops the monitoring
of the expectation. This internal action can be written as:
stop monitoring(expectation name, monitor tool)
expectation name: The name of the expectation
monitor tool: The monitor that is checking for the specified expectation.
The implementation of these interface constructs depends on the selected BDI platform. Many of the currently available BDI agent development platforms such as JACK
and Jason provide the capability to link external logic with the agent programs. For
7

Moreover, the logic supported by the expectation monitor provides the provision for specifying a

rule as a conjunction or disjunction of multiple rules. Therefore the possibility of using the current
expectation monitor to monitor multiple rules is always there, if appropriate wrapper logic is provided
to associate each part of the output label of the monitor with the correct sub-rule in the main rule
that was fed into the monitor. Such a wrapper logic was implemented to handle complex expectations
such as those given in Section 8.2.4.
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a given BDI agent development platform, this capability should be exploited to implement the interface constructs for starting and terminating expectation monitoring.
5.7.1.3

Expectation Monitoring Interface for Jason

Jason internal actions are used to implement these two interface constructs. Internal
actions in the Jason platform help programmers to extend agent capabilities by defining
them in the Java programming language. Internal actions are appropriate to use when
the corresponding logic cannot be expressed in AgentSpeak language constructs (e.g.
integrating Jason with an external program) or involve computations of a procedural
nature that are more conveniently expressed in Java.
The new internal actions needed to extend the Jason platform were implemented in
a new Java package outside the Jason core implementation. Thus an agent programmer
does not have to know how to design these internal actions, and the new change does not
affect the standard Jason logic. The internal actions decode the parameter values sent
by an AgentSpeak program, and process them according to the selected expectation
monitor.

5.7.2

Representing Expectation Fulfilments and Violations

An important design consideration is how to encode notifications related to fulfilments
and violations identified by the external expectation monitor to be used by a BDI
agent. Essentially, these notifications should be converted to beliefs to be processed by
the agent.
Following the previous section, in order to generate a belief using a received notification, it suffices to have the monitoring mode, name of the expectation, and the
identifier for the state in which the actual fulfilment or violation of the expectation
occurred. The notion of a state is important because fulfilments and violations arise
in a particular temporal context that is encapsulated by the state identifier. It is up
to the monitor to provide an appropriate form of state identifier.
Apart from these mandatory components, other constructs that can be included in
a belief are the rule related to the expectation, the state at which the condition part
of the expectation came true, and any other related contextual information.
In Jason, structure of beliefs are defined based on the detected fulfilments and
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violations as follows:
fulf(Name, StateId )[rule(Cond , Exp),
rule triggered in state(OldStateId ),
context(Context)]

viol(Name, StateId )[rule(Cond , Exp),
rule triggered in state(OldStateId ),
context(Context)]
Here, fulf encodes the fulfilment of an expectation, while viol represents a violation.
The variable Name represents the name of the expectation, and the StateId represents the identifier for the state in which the actual fulfilment or violation of the
expectation occurred.
In Jason, a percept with the same content as an already existing belief will not lead
to the generation of a new belief. However, a fulfilment or a violation detected in one
iteration of the Jason reasoning cycle should be distinct from the same fulfilment or
violation detected in the previous cycle (e.g. in a medical simulation, a doctor taking a
patient’s history in consecutive states should be treated as two different fulfilments of
an expectation to take the patient’s history). This requirement can be accomplished
with the state identifier associated with the fulfilment (and violation) beliefs.
When creating beliefs in Jason, an agent programmer can add optional additional
information using ‘annotations’. Some or all of these annotations can be omitted when
specifying the triggering event for a plan if the context and the body of the corresponding plan do not need this information. In the above predicates, three annotations have
been used to incorporate the aforementioned non-mandatory constructs into a Jason
agent belief. The first annotation records the rule that was fulfilled or violated. It
has two parameters: the condition that triggers the expectation and the actual expectation. These can be defined in any format according to the expectation monitor
in use. The second annotation is ‘rule triggered in state’, which identifies the state in
which the condition of the expectation became true. The third annotation is the list
of contextual information that is related to this identified fulfilment or violation. The
context information list that was generated for the related expectation when it was
initiated by the start monitoring internal action is used to provide this information.
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5.7.3

Extended Jason Semantics for Expectation Monitoring

To define the semantics of expectation monitoring, three issues should be addressed:
• The effect of the new interface constructs start monitoring and stop monitoring
• How notifications emitted from the monitor are communicated to an agent as
beliefs
• How to define the process that adds states to the monitor’s history
How these issues can be addressed depends heavily on the selected BDI agent platform. Therefore the designed solutions can be well explained with respect to a selected
BDI agent platform, and Jason is used for this purpose. However, the underlying concepts are quite general to the BDI paradigm, and therefore we believe that they can be
tailored for other BDI agent platforms. The semantic notation we use is the semantic
notation used to describe Jason semantics by Bordini et al. (2007).
In our semantics, an expectation monitor has its own state, which is different from
an agent’s state. For simplicity, only a single expectation monitor is modelled in the
semantics. Incorporating multiple monitors is a straightforward extension.
An expectation monitor can have many ‘monitor tasks’, distinguished by their
unique name. Each monitor task is comprised of a rule (a rule defines an expectation
and its triggering condition), and a property that states whether the rule should be
monitored for its fulfilment or violation. Associated with a monitor, there is also a
history component, which records the sequence of input states received by the monitor. In addition, a map structure Notifications is defined, which is the output of the
expectation monitor. This records, for each state, the fulfilments and violations detected by the expectation monitor for any of the monitor tasks that are currently being
monitored. These notifications are eventually consumed by the agent.
An expectation monitor is formally represented by the triple hH, M T s, N si, where:
• H is the history of the monitor. As mentioned earlier, H is the set of input
states received by the monitor. The input states have a state identifier, and some
associated information about the agent’s environment in a representation specific
to the expectation monitor being used.
• MTs is the set of monitor tasks associated with the expectation monitor. A
monitor task MT is a 4-tuple of the form hN a, Cn, Ex, P ri. Here Na is the
unique name assigned to the monitor task. The Cn and Ex parameters represent
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a rule, where Cn is the condition specifying when an expectation becomes active
and Ex refers to the expectation created by the rule. Pr is a property with
two possible values, F U LF or V IOL, meaning that the property refers to the
fulfilment or violation of a rule, respectively.
• Ns is the map of notifications generated by the expectation monitor as the output.
This map associates state identifiers with sets of pairs hN a, P ri where each pair
expresses the information that in the given state, the monitor task named Na
resulted in a detected event of type P r (either F U LF or V IOL).
This abstract model of a monitor can be related to the semantics of a specific monitor
tool as shown by the following example rule. This shows how the model theoretic
semantics (top left in the below rule) of the chosen monitor (Cranefield and Winikoff,
2011) is related to the emission of a fulfilment notification (a similar rule can be defined
to explain the emission of violation notifications).
H, ∅, |H| |= Fulf(Cn, Ex) hN a, Cn, Ex, F U LF i ∈ M T s
hH, M T s, N si → hH, M T s, N s0 i
where
N s0 = N s ∪ (|H| 7→ hN a, F U LF i) if |H| is not a key in Notifications,
or
N s0 = map update(N s, |H|, N s[|H|] ∪ hN a, F U LF i) otherwise.
In this rule, it is assumed that history states are identified by their (1-based) indices,
so |H| (the length of the history H) is the identifier for the final state in the history.
The rule states that when a fulfilment formula logically holds in the logic used by
the monitor and there is a monitor task for the corresponding rule, the notification
map is updated either by adding a new mapping |H| 7→ hN a, F U LF i to the monitor
notifications, or by adding hN a, F U LF i to the notifications for state |H| if any already
exist.
In Jason, the state of an agent is determined by the belief base, the set of events,
the plan library and the set of intentions. In Jason semantics, the transition relation
of an agent’s configuration is given by a set of conditional rules that change the agent’s
configuration in each of the steps of the reasoning cycle. The configuration for an agent
is represented by a tuple hag, C, M, T, si (Bordini et al., 2007), where:
• ag refers to the agent program, which consists of a set of beliefs and a set of
plans.
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• C is an agent’s circumstance, denoted by the tuple hI, E, Ai, with I being the set
of intentions, E the set of events and A being the set of actions to be performed
in the environment.
• M is a tuple hIn, Out, SIi that registers different aspects of communicating
agents. Here, In is the message inbox of an agent, Out is the out-going message
box, and SI keeps track of the suspended intentions related to the communication
messages that are currently being processed.
• T is a structure that stores temporary data required in various steps of the
reasoning cycle. This is a tuple hR, Ap, i, , ρi, where R represents the relevant
plans, Ap represents the set of applicable plans8 , and i, , ρ respectively represent
a particular intention, event and an applicable plan that are being considered in
the execution of one reasoning cycle.
• s is the current step (or state) in the agent reasoning cycle shown in Figure 5.1,
where:
s ∈ {ProcMsg, SelEv, Relpl, ApplPl, SelAppl, AddIM, SelInt, ExecInt, ClrInt}.
Subscripts are used to identify individual components of tuples, e.g. CE denotes the
event set within a configuration C. The notation i[p] is used to denote an intention
consisting of plan p on top of intention i.
Now the extended system configuration comprising the Jason agent and the monitor
can be defined by the pair hAG, EM i, where AG = hag, C, M, T, si and EM represents
the expectation monitor as defined above.
Because an expectation monitor is loosely coupled with a Jason agent, each can
proceed on its own, without affecting the state of the other. The following semantics
capture this observation:
AG → AG0
hAG, EM i → hAG0 , EM i

EM → EM 0
hAG, EM i → hAG, EM 0 i
From the issues related to this extension listed at the beginning of this section, the
implementation details of the first two issues (the effect of the new interface constructs
8

Applicable plans are relevant plans whose contexts are believed to be true.
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start monitoring and stop monitoring, and how notifications emitted from the monitor are communicated to an agent as beliefs) are addressed next. The third issue is
considered as being out of the scope of these semantics. This is because the Jason
agent is not responsible for sending percepts to the monitor. The monitor may have
its own separate mechanism for obtaining information from the system in which the
Jason agent is situated, or it may receive state information from the Jason environment
object. This first option is used in our work on integrating this extended version of
Jason with the Second Life virtual world (Ranathunga et al., 2012c), and the second
option is demonstrated in an extended version of this framework (Ranathunga et al.,
2012a). However, this second option is favoured in this thesis, because it provides a
clear separation between the implementations of physical environment awareness, and
social environment awareness. Therefore, in the implemented framework presented in
Section 6.1, this second option is used.
5.7.3.1

Semantics for the start monitoring Action

Through the start monitoring internal action, an expectation monitor is started and
is added to the set of active expectation monitors of the agent. This takes place during
the ExecInt step in the reasoning cycle in Figure 5.1, when the body of an agent plan
is being executed and this internal action becomes the current intended means to be
executed. The action executes completely (i.e., without suspension, which is the normal
procedure for executing internal actions) and returns.
The extended Jason semantics for this action are shown below9 .

Ti = i[head ← start monitoring(M m, En, Cn, Ex); h]
hhag, C, M, T, ExecInti, EM i → hhag, C, M, T 0 , ClrInti, EM 0 i
where:
• Parameters Mm, En, Cn, and Ex, respectively refer to the monitoring mode, expectation name, condition, and expectation as defined in Section 5.7.1.
0
• Here EMM
T s = EMM T s ∪ {hEn, Cn, Ex, M mi}

• Ti0 = i[head ← h]
9

Note that here some parameters of the start monitoring internal action defined in Section 5.7.1

are omitted, because they do not contribute to the semantics of the internal action. These are the
monitor tool and the contextual information list.
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As in the standard Jason semantics, where a transition is defined as transforming a
structure S into a new version S 0 , all components of S 0 are assumed to be the same as
those in S except where otherwise specified.
5.7.3.2

Semantics for the stop monitoring Action

The stop monitoring internal action also takes place when the body of an agent plan
is being executed, and this internal action becomes the current intended means to be
executed. This refers to the ExecInt step in the reasoning cycle, and it moves the
transition to the state ClrInt.
Ti = i[head ← stop monitoring(En); h]
hhag, C, M, T, ExecInti, EM i → hhag, C, M, T 0 , ClrInti, EM 0 i
where:
• Parameter En refers to the expectation name as defined in Section 5.7.110
0
• EMM
T s = EMM T s \ {M T }. In other words, the stop monitoring internal action

removes the monitor task MT referenced by En (here, the expectation name
refers to the unique name of the monitor task) from the expectation monitor.
• Ti0 = i[head ← h]
The condition of the existing Jason semantic rule for handling internal actions is
also modified as shown below, to exclude it from applying the standard operational
semantics in the case that the selected action a is start monitoring or stop monitoring.

Ti = i[head ← a; h]
a 6= start monitoring ∧ a 6= stop monitoring
hhag, C, M, T, ExecInti, EM i → hhag, C 0 , M, T 0 , ClrInti, EM i
where, CA0 = CA ∪ {a}
Ti0 = i[head ← h]
CI0 = (CI \{Ti }) ∪ {Tl0 }
5.7.3.3

Handling Fulfilment and Violation Notifications

Whenever the monitor identifies the fulfilment or violation of a rule for which it has
a monitoring task, it sends a notification to the BDI agent platform. At the agent
platform, these notifications have to be converted to beliefs. The function NotBels
10

Here also the monitor tool parameter is omitted, as it is not referenced in the semantics.
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is defined to denote the process that converts monitor notifications into agent beliefs
using the syntax defined in Section 5.7.2. These notifications are treated as Jason
percepts and subsequently result in new belief events, as defined by the following rule:
EMN s 6= ∅
hhag, C, M, T, si, EM i → hhag, C 0 , M, T, si, EM 0 i
where, EMN0 s = ∅ and CE0 = CE ∪ N otBels(EMN s ).
Here, EMN0 s refers to the set of notifications belonging to all the monitor tasks active
for that expectation monitor.
This rule is not executed as part of the Jason agent’s reasoning cycle. Rather, it
represents a separate process that consumes notifications from the monitor and adds
them as new events for the agent to process. This process runs concurrently with the
Jason interpreter, and any synchronisation between the two processes is not assumed
(except to avoid concurrent modification of the agent’s input event set CE ). Therefore
this rule can be applied in any state of the agent11 .

5.8

Discussion

The benefit of allowing individual BDI agents to monitor for their own expectations
rather than using an external monitoring agent in a centralised manner is that it is
easier to apply this monitoring mechanism to different applications. The only requirements for agent system developers to understand and use this approach are (i)
an understanding of the abstract idea of monitoring for fulfilments and violations of
future-oriented expectations, (ii) the signatures of the interface constructs that connect
the agent platform with the monitoring system (e.g. the method signatures of the two
new internal actions in Jason), and (iii) to be provided with the customised logic needed
to connect a given monitoring technique with the agent platform. This is in contrast
to monitoring mechanisms based on specialised monitoring agents, such as the work
of Meneguzzi, Miles, Luck, Holt, and Smith (2008). In that work, a norm monitoring
tool for a specific domain was implemented as an agent and agent-level communication
was used between the monitor agent and its client (a Jason agent). This can be seen as
an application pattern that can be reused for different domains. However, that reuse
11

In practice, the monitor’s notifications are recorded as percepts in the Jason Environment object,

and the agent perceives them via Jason’s belief update phase. However, Jason’s operational semantics
do not include a step for perceiving the environment, so the connection between the monitor and the
agent is modelled as a separate process that pushes fulfilment and violation beliefs to the agent.
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requires understanding of the function of the monitor agent, the protocols used for
communication, and the Jason plans used to handle communication with the monitor
agent. Furthermore, while that approach is suitable for providing an official monitor
for norms and contracts defined at the institutional level, it would introduce undesirable communication overhead if used as an architecture for agents wanting their own
individual expectations monitored for use in their own personal reasoning processes.
However, it should be noted that the approach described in this chapter does not
rule out the use of a single designated monitoring agent to monitor expectations (e.g.
norms) applying to a whole virtual community. Such a monitor agent can also make
use of the techniques discussed in this chapter.
Externally inter-connecting an expectation monitor with an agent platform presents
the inevitable problem of synchronising the two systems. As explained in the next
chapter, snapshots received from the virtual world are used by both the agent itself
and the expectation monitor. However, the expectation monitor may take a longer
time to process a snapshot than the agent reasoning cycle (in the current work, the
Jason agent reasoning cycle), depending on the complexity of the monitoring rule. This
suggests that an agent might not be able to respond to the fulfilment or violation of its
expectations in the same reasoning cycle as the one that processes the snapshot that
caused the fulfilment or violation. However, the explicit notion of a state included in
the belief related to fulfilment and violation notifications can mitigate this problem to
a certain extent.
Implementation details of the expectation monitoring interface for Jason are described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Implementation
6.1

Overview

Figure 6.1 provides a schematic diagram of the software architecture that has been
designed and developed in order to operationalise the ideas in the previous chapters.
Each of the components shown in Figure 6.1 will be discussed in the following sections
of the chapter.
As shown in Figure 6.1, the Data Processing Module implements the steps starting from the Relation Identifier. For reasons described in Section 4.8, the Snapshot
Generator is included with the VW Client, which contains the customised logic to interface an agent with the given virtual world. The next chapter demonstrates how the
VW Client is implemented for Second Life. Currently, the VW Client and the Data
Processing Module are interfaced with the Jason agent development platform. This
interface is realised through a TCP/IP connection, loosely coupling agents with their
corresponding VW Client and the Data Processing Module.
In the current work, an Expectation Monitor Service deployed external to the agent
platform contains the logic for carrying out monitoring for expectations delegated by
Jason agents.
Initial work on this was presented by Ranathunga et al. (2012a), and Ranathunga
et al. (2012c).

6.2

Data Structure of a Snapshot

To understand the different components of the framework, it is important to have an
idea of how a snapshot is represented in the system. In Chapter 3, the structure of a
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Figure 6.1: Complete framework for improving physical and social
awareness of an IVA
snapshot was given by the tuple:
ss = hOb, Av, Msg, R, Ev, Sit, id, ti
Figure 6.2 shows how this snapshot is implemented as a data structure. The
SnapshotPart class serves as the base class for classes corresponding to entities, messages, relationships, events, and situations. A Snapshot is a composite structure of
SnapshotParts. All the snapshot elements inherit the agent name, timestamp, and
snapshotId of SnapshotPart. The agentName attribute is added to enable the common data inference services to easily distinguish sensor data belonging to different VW
Clients (that run on behalf of different agents).
EntitySnapshot encapsulates an Entity object, and provides the state of the entity at a given time instant. An Entity object implements the structure defined in
Section 3.6.
CommunicationMessage implements the structure defined in Section 3.7. Upon
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Figure 6.2: Data structure for a Snapshot
creation, a CommunicationMessage object may not have information about the addressee, d tag, and Comm actions. This information is added by the Natural Language
Processor.
A Relationship object has the r Type defined in Section 3.8 as its name. It
also contains a list of entity names that are part of this relationship. Additionally,
a Relationship contains a map that records any other associated information. For
example, for the near /2 relationship, this map records the distance between two entities that satisfied this relationship. Only snapshot-level relationships are included as
Relationship objects.
The Event class implements the event structure defined in Section 3.9. Both primitive and complex events are captured in this class. In addition to the timestamp
inherited from SnapshotPart, an Event object has two additional attributes to record
the start and end time of the event. The end time is equal to the timestamp value.
According to the definition given in Section 3.10, a Situation object contains three
maps to record situation attributes, triggering conditions, and terminating conditions.
Similarly to an Event object, a Situation object also records the start and end time of
the situation. The end time is equal to the timestamp value of the snapshot. However,
in contrast to an event, an active situation included in a snapshot does not have an
end time. Only when the situation ceases to hold does it get its end time. However, a
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situation that ceases to hold is no longer included in the snapshot.
The Snapshot class also contains methods to manage the different data structures
corresponding to its constituent elements. For example, add entity(ent) adds a new
EntitySnapshot object ent to the snapshot, and the method add event(ev) adds a
new Event object ev to the snapshot. Similarly, the method add message(msg) adds
the CommunicationMessage object msg to the current snapshot.

6.3

Contextual Info Manager

This component handles static and dynamic conceptual entities defined for a given
simulation domain. Upon system initialisation, static entity information is loaded
from the persistent data storage1 . Dynamic entities are also initialised based on the
information given in a configuration file. Components in the Data Processing Module
can refer to these conceptual entities in their inferencing processes. In addition, they
can request the Contextual Info Manager to update the state of the dynamic conceptual
entities (e.g. when a certain relationship holds, or an event occurred, which affects the
state of the dynamic conceptual entities). The Contextual Info Manager should contain
the domain-specific logic on how to update the state of these dynamic conceptual
entities2 .

6.4

Snapshot Pre-processor

Snapshots generated by the Snapshot Generator for a given agent are received by the
Snapshot Pre-processor. This component is agent-specific (i.e., each agent has its own
Snapshot Pre-processor), unlike the components in the Data Processing Module. The
Snapshot Pre-processor has four responsibilities:
• Removal of possible duplicate snapshots — currently, the time resolution between
two consecutive snapshots is 1 millisecond. If the virtual world sent multiple
sensor data items within one millisecond (which is possible if both pull and push
strategies are used), this results in two snapshots for the same timestamp. In
such situations, data structures in the two snapshots are amalgamated into one
snapshot.
1
2

implemented in a Microsoft SQL server 2008 database.
Currently, execution of Contextual Info Manager logic by other components is done in a domain-

specific manner.
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• Retrieving the set of dynamic conceptual entities from Contextual Info Manager,
and adding them to the snapshot.
• Assigning a unique id to each snapshot.
• Executing common services on the snapshot — as shown in Figure 6.1, the Snapshot Pre-processor passes the snapshot to the different components in the Data
Processing Module. For the Complex Event Detector (CED) module, a snapshot
is decomposed into separate objects for entities (objects and avatars), events,
relationships and messages.

6.5

Data Processing Module

The Relation Identifier, Natural Language Processor, Complex Event Detector, and
Situation Identifier provide common services to all the agents. Even though this imposes the limitation that all agents must share the same set of relationship conditions,
conversation points, complex event patterns, and a situation model, this design improves the performance of the system. Having said this, because of the inclusion of
agent name in all the SnapshotParts, technically it is possible for these components to
be extended with logic to identify any agent-specific complex event patterns, situations,
etc. In fact, the agent name is already used in defining event patterns corresponding
to situations (see Appendix G).

6.5.1

Relation Identifier

The Relation Identifier implements the relationship functions like those described in
Section 4.4. In order to support hierarchical relationship identification, execution of
these functions should follow a pre-defined order. This information is included in an
XML-based configuration file. This configuration file also specifies other options to customise the use of the relationship functions in a given simulation. For example, consider
the configuration options specified for the function infer location in Appendix C.
The method index element indicates that this function is the first to be executed by the
Relationship Identifier. The input elements set the parameter values for the relationship functions. The rel name element sets the name of the corresponding relationship
predicate generated by the function. For entity-level relationships, this values is used
as the key for the attribute map. The set of rel names in the configuration file define
Rel T ypes for a given simulation.
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The param name elements having a argDomainhni as their values determine the set
of entities for which the existence of the relationship should be checked. For example,
in infer location, argDomain1 indicates that this relationship is applicable to ‘all’
the entities in the snapshot. In contrast, argDomain2 indicates that this relationship
is applicable only to the entities with the given IDs. The number of param name
elements having an argDomainhni as their values in the configuration options are used
by the relationship function to determine the arity of a given relationship. It is also
possible to specify any other information needed to infer a relationship. For example,
for the infer near entities function, a distance threshold is needed to determine
whether two entities are close to each other. The dist parameter specifies this distance
value as 1.4 meters.
Configuration options in the XML file are loaded upon system initialisation. Dynamic method invocation is used to execute the functions with the options given in
the configuration file. Note that only relationship functions having an entry in the
configuration file are executed by the Relation Identifier. This makes it possible to
include functions for common relationships (e.g. in/2, on/2, behind/2) in the Relation
Identifier, but use only those relevant to the selected simulation domain.

6.5.2

Natural Language Processor (NLP)

The Natural Language Processor extracts any message objects included in a snapshot, and then executes the Dialogue Act Recogniser on the content of the message.
The Dialogue Act Recogniser is implemented using the Python-based natural language toolkit NLTK3 , and is integrated with the main C# program using IronPython4 .
IronPython provides an implementation of the Python programming language, and is
tightly integrated with the Microsoft .NET Framework5 . A pre-trained classifier (the
NaiveBayesClassifier in NLTK), imported using Python’s pickle functionality is
used to label the message content with the dialogue act. The output of the Dialogue Act
Recogniser includes the POS (Part of Speech) tag set of the message content (tagged
using the NLTK POS tagger), in addition to its dialogue act label. This output is then
sent to the Addressee Recogniser. The Addressee Recogniser implements the algorithm
given in Section 4.5.2. Finally, the message content, speaker, addressee, and the dialogue act tag are sent to the Communication Action Identifier. This makes use of
3

http://nltk.org/.
http://ironpython.net/
5
Appendix B contains specifications of software tools used in the thesis
4
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the simulation-specific data in the configuration files, and identifies the communication
action.
The original message is enriched with this identified information (dialogue act tag,
addressee, and communication action), and is added back to the snapshot. At this
point, the message contains all the properties defined in Section 3.7.

6.5.3

Complex Event Detector (CED)

As mentioned in Section 4.6, the identification of complex events in Esper has two
stages. The Esper engine is responsible for executing event patterns and queries, while
the Esper listener generates the event object in the format given in Section 3.9, using the
output of the Esper engine. Currently, Nesper (version 4.0), the C# implementation
of Esper is used.
As mentioned in Section 6.4, the input to the CED module is a stream of avatar,
object, event, relationship, and message objects. All these data items inherit the
timestamp and the snapshotId of the original snapshot, thus making it possible to
use this temporal information for event detection.
It should be noted that it is always possible to use the complete snapshots in
the incoming data stream to formulate patterns, rather than breaking them into the
constituent objects. However, this approach makes the Esper patterns and queries
more complex to define.
Esper patterns and queries are stored in an XML file, and are loaded into the Esper
engine during system initialisation. The XML file, by default, contains patterns to
pass on the original snapshot constructs to the output stream, because as mentioned
above, the snapshot is broken into its constituent elements upon being input to the
Esper engine. For example, the following Esper query instructs the Esper engine to
pass all (by using the wild card) objects of the type CommunicationMessage to the
output.
< esper >
< statement > SELECT * FROM CommunicationMessage </ statement >
< name > communicationMessage </ name >
< type > FINAL </ type >
</ esper >

As can be seen, the esper element contains three sub-elements. The ‘statement’
element contains the Esper pattern or query in Esper EPL (Event Processing Language)
notation. The Esper listener can only process patterns or queries that are registered
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with it. The ‘name’ element specifies the unique name assigned for the Esper pattern or
query for this registration purpose. The third element ‘type’ specifies whether the Esper
pattern or query should be registered with the Esper listener, because intermediate
patterns used in downstream processing of hierarchical patterns do not have to be
registered. Therefore, only those with the type value FINAL are registered with the
Esper listener, while those with the type value INTERMEDIATE are not registered.
Additional complex logic needed for Esper pattern processing can be included in the
C# file EsperUtility.
The code excerpt below shows the Esper pattern corresponding to the event occurrence condition for the entity vertical position change event described in Section 4.6.16 :
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
EU.GetContextVal(b.ContextDic,"rvp") !=
EU.GetContextVal(a.ContextDic,"rvp"),
SnapshotId = a.SnapshotId+1)
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]]

Note how straightforward it is to convert the event occurrence condition given in
Section 4.6.1 to the Esper notation.
a and b are aliases for data items of type EntitySnapshot, and − > indicates
that a is ‘followed by’ b. The EVERY keyword applies this pattern to each pair of
EntitySnapshots. The expressions within the second EntitySnapshot are constraints
comparing b’s properties with those of a. The SnapshotId property is used to identify
two consecutive snapshots. Logic needed to retrieve values of the proeprties stored as
a map structure is implemented in the GetContextVal method in the EsperUtility
class. C# getter-setter syntax is used to access properties of EntitySnapshot objects.
This pattern also contains a WHERE clause, which specifies the maximum time that a
will be kept in the Esper memory, waiting for a b satisfying the pattern conditions
to arrive. Removing out-dated data from Esper memory is critical for improving the
performance of the event detection step.
6

EU is an abbreviation for EsperUtility.
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6.5.4

Situation Identifier

The Situation Identifier has an associated XML file detailing the snapshot templates.
Upon initialisation of the Situation Identifier, these snapshot templates are loaded
into an in-memory list. Upon the receipt of an event from the CED module, the
algorithm presented in Section 4.7 is executed to update the set of active situations
of an agent. Separate lists of active situations are maintained on behalf of different
agents, because the situations that are detected should be based on the sensor data
received by the agent’s avatar, and all the avatars may not receive the same copy
of sensor data (e.g. because they are positioned in different locations in the virtual
environment). Event information sent by the CED module contains the name of the
agent (the agentName property) that the event corresponds to. Note that the Situation
Identifier logic is maintained in a domain-independent manner, because all the situation
information is included in the associated XML file. Appendix F shows the set of
situation templates defined for a football simulation. These situation templates will be
discussed in Section 8.1.1.4.
The output of the situation identifier is sent back to the CED module, and is sent to
the Snapshot Post-processor along with the event that triggered the situation identifier.
This assures that the identified events and the active situations list are synchronised.

6.6

Snapshot Post-processor

The Snapshot Post-processor keeps track of all the snapshot parts (corresponding to
entities, primitive and complex events, situations, messages, and state-level relationships) that are received, and amalgamates all those having the same timestamp into
a snapshot again. This way, the snapshot that was divided into sub-parts when being
input to the Esper engine is reconstructed, and additionally it includes any complex
events and active situations at that time instant. It then generates a string representation of the snapshot, and sends this information to the agent through the dedicated
socket connection.
Apart from the set of active situations, the Snapshot Post-processor identifies which
situations were started in a given snapshot, and which situations were terminated in
a given snapshot. Each situation sit that holds in a given snapshot has the form
in(sit(Sit Vals)) in the string representation. A situation that started in a given snapshot has the form start(sit(Sit Vals)), and a situation that ceased to hold has the form
end (sit(Sit Vals)). If a message included a communication action, this is represented
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as communication action(speaker name, communication action).
The temporal logic used by the expectation monitor employed in this work (see Section 5.5) allows domain information to be recorded as ordinary propositions and as
“state-referencing propositions”. State-referencing propositions are used to encode
events that began at a prior state, continued across a range of consecutive states, and
were verified as being completed in the current state. For example, consider the events
of making a successful pass and kicking a goal in football. Both are initiated by a kick
and are only known to have occurred in a later state when the pass is received or the
goal is scored. Only some of these kicks result in successful passes or goals being scored.
Therefore the corresponding event can only be recorded in the state where the event
completion is detected. The proposition recording the start of such an event therefore
takes a parameter recording the state in which the event started.
Each complex event includes information about its constituent events. The Snapshot Post-processor makes use of this information to encode state referencing propositions. For example, a successful pass is represented by the proposition ‘successful kick(agent1, agent2)(10)’, which states that agent1 successfully passed the ball to
agent2, and this event began in the prior state that had the state number (snapshotId)
10 (the state in which agent1 kicked the ball).

6.7

VW Client

Each virtual world has its own protocol to allow the connection of external clients.
When deploying agents using a protocol that is specific to a virtual world, the need for
an interface component that implements that protocol is inevitable. This has been acknowledged by other researchers as well (Dignum et al., 2009). Such an interface should
contain two main sub-components: a sensor to extract data from a virtual world (using either a push or pull strategy, or both), and an actuator component to convert the
agent action commands into the action representation mechanism in the virtual world.
These two components are implemented in the VW Client. Apart from a sensor and an
actuator, the VW Client contains the Snapshot Generator component. This is because
the types of data amalgamation mechanisms used for snapshot generation depend on
the type of sensor data received from the selected virtual world. Implementation of the
VW client for Second Life is discussed in the next chapter.
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6.8

VW Connection Server

The VW Connection Server is the interface between the agent platform and the VW
client, as well as between the agent platform and the Data Processing Module. The
VW Connection Server is a TCP/IP server implemented in C#. When a remote agent
requests a connection to a virtual world, the VW Connection Server accepts this request
with a new server socket. New instances of the VW Client, Snapshot Pre-processor,
and Snapshot Post-processor are initialised and the connection information sent by
the agent is passed to the VW Client. Subsequent information between the agent and
the corresponding VW client is communicated back and forth through this dedicated
socket connection. The snapshot string generated by the Snapshot Post-processor is
communicated back to the agent through the same socket connection. The benefit
of remotely connecting agent systems with virtual-world-specific client logic is that
this interface logic does not make any assumptions about the agent platform or the
virtual world that are being used. Communication between these modules takes place
in the form of text communication. The VW Connection Manager simply passes these
text messages between these different components, and does not attempt to intercept
any message. Therefore, agents implemented using different agent platforms can be
connected to a selected virtual world through the same VW Connection Server.

6.9

VW Connection Manager

Agent platforms such as Jason do not contain any in-built functionality for remote
data communication. Therefore, to connect an agent to a remote VW Client and
Data Processing Module, additional logic should be provided. For connecting Jason
agents to a remote socket in VW Connection Server, the VW Connection Manager is
implemented. A Jason agent is connected to the VW Connection manager through
the Jason Environment class by calling the ‘connect to vw’ external action. This is
used by the Jason Environment class to create a new socket (MSClientSocket) in
the VW Connection Manager. The VW Connection Manager maintains a map of
agents and their corresponding client sockets. Using this map, subsequent messages
from the agent (for action execution inside the virtual world) are communicated to
the corresponding server socket. State updates (snapshot strings) sent by the Data
Processing Module are sent to the Jason Environment class, without any intermediate
processing from the VW Connection Manager. It is the responsibility of the Jason
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Environment class to process these snapshot strings and update the agent’s percepts.
This way, the virtual environment is always interfaced to the Jason agent through the
standard Environment interface of Jason, thus making use of its in-built functionality
for agent action execution and perception.

6.10

Expectation Monitor

The expectation monitor is a Python implementation of the logic described in Section 5.5. The expectation monitor (Cranefield and Winikoff, 2011) contained only the
logic for offline monitoring, where a complete model was provided to the monitor and
fulfilment and violation is checked for all states in the same computation. Therefore
this logic was extended to support online monitoring (by adding the check online
method). This function allows incremental expectation checking as each new snapshot
arrives.
The expectation monitor implements two main classes: the Formula class and the
Model class. The Model class contains a dictionary that maps propositions to sets of
state indices indicating in which states the propositions hold. In online model checking,
the Model object is sequentially updated using the received propositions that describe
a newly arrived snapshot. The Formula class contains two attributes — a sequence
representing the syntactic structure of the formula, and a list of lists containing a label
for each state in the model, indicating whether the formula evaluated to true or not.
The list representation of the label is due to the model checking logic used by Cranefield
and Winikoff (2011), and the details are out of the scope of this thesis.
For online monitoring, the Formula and Model objects should be kept persistent
during the course of monitoring. For this purpose, a ModelChecker class was implemented as a Python wrapper class containing the Formula and Model objects. To
start monitoring for an expectation formula, an object of the type Formula is created
along with a world model based on the constructs in the formula. The check model
method in the ModelChecker class is executed when state updates become available.
The check model method updates the Model, and online labelling of the formula is executed on this updated model. The ModelChecker class also contains logic for replacing
nominals and the #once keyword with correct state information (see Section 5.5).
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6.11

Expectation Monitor Service

The Expectation Monitor Service is implemented as a TCP/IP server using C#. This
way, an agent is loosely coupled with the expectation monitor. The expectation monitor
does not make any assumptions about the agent implementation, and a new monitoring
technique for agent expectations can be easily employed with minimal changes on the
agent side.
When a remote agent sends a request to start monitoring an expectation, a new
socket is initiated to handle this communication. Each server socket is bound to a
MonitorDelegate in the Expectation Monitor Service. This enables the Expectation
Monitor Service to maintain a dedicated MonitorDelegate for each remote agent that
currently has its expectation(s) being monitored. The ExpectationMonitor class contains the logic for initiating the ModelChecker object. This class is also responsible for
executing the check model method for new state updates sent by the remote agent.
This integration between Python and C# is implemented using IronPython.
One ExpectationMonitor object is connected with one instance of of
the ModelChecker object, and a MonitorDelegate maintains a dictionary of
ExpectationMonitor objects monitoring for different expectations for the same remote
agent. A start monitoring request adds an ExpectationMonitor object to the dictionary. A stop monitoring request removes the corresponding ExpectationMonitor
object from the dictionary. Under this design, the same expectation formula can be
monitored by different agents. However, one agent cannot have more than one instance
of the same expectation currently being monitored. When a remote agent sends state
information, it is passed on to all the active ExpectationMonitor objects running on
behalf of that agent.

6.12

MS Client Manager

Similar to the VW Client Manager, the MS Client Manager maintains concurrent socket
connections implemented in Java to manage the communication between Jason agents
and remote MonitorDelegates. When an agent requests monitoring for an expectation
by executing the start monitoring internal action, a string representation of this request
is generated and is passed on to the MS Client Manager. If this is the first request
from the given Jason agent, the MS Client Manager creates a new socket connection to
the Expectation Monitor Service. Subsequent requests from the same Jason agent to
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Figure 6.3: An object-oriented view of the monitor interface implementation
start and stop monitoring for expectations are communicated through this dedicated
socket connection. Any state information received by the Jason Environment class
for a given agent is also communicated to the MonitorDelegate. Through the same
socket connection, identified fulfilments and violations are communicated back the the
Jason Environment class, which are in turn processed to be belief addition events for
the agent. Figure 6.3 shows how these different classes are interconnected.

6.13

Synchronisation

The Jason platform, the data processing framework, and the expectation monitor run
in three separate threads (possibly running in different computers). Imposing some
kind of synchronisation of these three processes is important, in order to make sure
that agents are behaving in a believable manner. Synchronisation between a virtual
world and a BDI-based multi-agent system has been identified as a difficult technical
task (Section 2.3.3), because virtual worlds have much faster execution cycles than an
agent reasoning cycle. For example, the execution cycle of a Jason agent is about 500
milliseconds, while the framework discussed in this chapter can generate snapshots at
a much higher frequency.
The 500 millisecond execution cycle suggests that a Jason agent cannot consume
the snapshots at the rate they are generated, and it can be overloaded with percepts,
creating a cognitive overload (Hindriks et al., 2011). As a solution to this problem,
there is a choice between automatically amalgamating snapshots (possibly using some
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domain-specific rules), which could lose information about some events having occurred, or each time the agent senses the environment a sequence of snapshot data for
each entity could be returned and leave the application level code to handle this additional complexity. From these, we favour the first option, and this implementation will
be addressed in future work. Currently, low-level data such as position and velocity
coordinates of entities are removed from the snapshot string, because this information
is too low-level to be used in the deliberation process of an agent.
The expectation monitor may take a longer execution time to process a snapshot
than a Jason agent, depending on the complexity of the monitoring rule. This suggests that an agent may not be able to respond to the fulfilment or violation of its
expectations in the same reasoning cycle as the one that processes the snapshot that
caused the fulfilment or violation. Therefore fulfilment and violation notifications are
sent to Jason as beliefs that include a state identifier indicating when the fulfilment or
violation occurred.

6.14

Discussion

This chapter described how the data inference mechanisms described in Chapter 4
are implemented. It also described how the snapshot elements described in the virtual environment model (Chapter 3) are implemented. Implementation details of the
expectation monitoring interface for Jason were also discussed.
Although this chapter focused on implementing one possible inference mechanism
to identify each snapshot element, it is always necessary to have the flexibility to implement a different inference mechanism in each of the data processing components, should
the need arise. In order to accommodate this flexibility, each of the data processing
components was implemented with a well-defined interface to communicate with other
components. As long as the snapshot that gets transferred among these data processing
components is in the form of the data structure described in Section 6.2, the internal
implementation of a data processing component can be changed as desired.
Implementation of the data processing components is also separated from the implementation of the VW Client and the Snapshot Generator, which have logic specific to
virtual worlds. This loosely coupled design enables the data processing components to
process sensor data received from different virtual worlds, with minimal or no changes
to the data processing components. The TCP/IP-based communication mechanism
that has been commonly used to loosely couple agent systems with virtual worlds was
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used in our design as well, to connect the agent system with the virtual world and the
Data Processing Module. Additional logic was introduced to handle multiple agent
connections to the virtual world.
Another important design consideration was the separation of most of the domainspecific logic (e.g. event types and situation types) into configuration files, making the
core application logic independent of such domain-specific information. This makes
it easy to re-use the data processing logic in the context of different virtual world
applications. Moreover, data processing functionalities containing domain-specific information such as the Esper listener, Relation Identifier, Contextual Info Manager can
be implemented as C# scripts7 , outside the core program logic.
Similarly to the Data Processing Module, the Monitoring Service is also loosely
coupled with the agent system, thus making the expectation monitoring logic independent of the agents monitoring for their expectations. This design enables the use of
different expectation monitoring logic without having to change the agent code that
delegates the expectation monitoring. The monitoring service is designed in such a way
that each agent has the ability to monitor for multiple expectations at the same time.
The same expectation can be monitored by different agents, however at a given time
instant, only one instance of a single expectation is monitored on behalf of an agent.
In the current implementation, all the agents share the same set of events, situations,
etc. In future, provisions will be made to specify these according to the interests of
different agents. As suggested by Dignum et al. (2009), an approach enabling agents
to dynamically subscribe to event types that are of interest to them is also possible,
which will further reduce the cognitive overload of IVAs.

7

http://www.csscript.net/
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Chapter 7
Interface with Second Life
7.1

Overview

The previous chapter provided implementation details of the data inference mechanisms
used to bridge the information representation gap between agent systems and virtual
worlds in order to make agents aware of their physical and social environments. These
data inference mechanisms make use of virtual environment snapshots that describe the
state of the virtual environment at a given instant of time. As mentioned in Section 4.3,
the techniques required for retrieving sensor data from a virtual world and generating
the initial snapshots depend on the selected virtual world. Implementation of these two
techniques, as well as interfacing agent systems with a virtual world, require addressing
many technical challenges with respect to the selected virtual world. In this chapter,
this technical contribution is presented for the popular multi-purpose virtual world
Second Life.
The VW Client that interfaces agent systems with Second Life is implemented
using the LIBOMV (LibOpenMetaverse) open source library (Section 2.3.10). In our
framework, the behavioural abilities of LIBOMV clients are exploited to implement the
actuator component for the agent, and sensing abilities are used to implement the sensor
component. From these two components, the sensor component is the precursor for the
data inference mechanisms that improve physical environment awareness of an agent
deployed in Second Life. Therefore this research has mainly focused on implementing
the sensor functionality, which is described in this chapter. Consequently the attention
on the actuator component is minimal. The customised logic of the Snapshot Generator
for Second Life is also explained alongside the details of the Sensor component. This
chapter also provides a discussion of the previous work related to extracting data from
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Second Life, and connecting external agents to Second Life.
Initial work on this was presented by Ranathunga et al. (2012a), Ranathunga,
Cranefield, and Purvis (2011a) and Ranathunga et al. (2012c).

7.2

Second Life Architecture

Not much information is available on the design and architecture of Second Life, due
to its proprietary nature. Second Life has a client/server architecture with a thin
client. Clients running on user machines carry out a relatively low amount of work,
such as 3D rendering of the virtual world and avatar and object position extrapolation.
Researchers argue that Second Life has scalability issues (Varvello, Picconi, Diot, and
Biersack, 2008) and there are research initiatives to try an alternative peer-to-peer
communication architecture that would be more scalable (Varvello, Ferrari, Biersack,
and Diot, 2009).
The Second Life server side comprises a large number of interconnected server
processes called simulators or ‘sims’. Each process is responsible for handling one or
more regions in the virtual world. These interconnected simulators are collectively
known as a grid and they constitute the primary part of the server infrastructure.
Simulator servers are responsible for managing the states of objects, land parcels and
terrain height-maps. They transmit the calculated object and land data to clients.
They also do virtual physics simulation with the use of the third party physics engine
Havok1 . Additionally, there are other supporting servers such as a login server, a
space server, and a data server that handle additional services such as user log-in, and
message routing2 .
A simulator can get overloaded because of the limited resources and processing
power it has. Overloading causes slow simulator reaction time, which is commonly
known as lag. Although the environment lag perceived by a user could be due to both
client side settings as well as server-side issues, the latter is more problematic, as it
affects all the users who are connected to that server.
Simulator lag is caused by physics-enabled objects interactive scripts with timers
and listeners, and frequently changing textures. The presence of a large number of
avatars, and their high movement speeds (when running or flying) also cause simulator
lag, because the server has to carry out their position and velocity calculations often and
1
2

http://www.havok.com/
http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Server_architecture
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communicate that information to all others. Linden Lab has introduced some proactive
measures to reduce server lag by limiting the number of avatars and objects that can
co-exist inside a region. Land owners also have the option of disabling arbitrary object
creation inside their land.
As a reactive measure, a simulator can slow down its processing speed. Under
normal conditions, a server would process 45 frames/second. Amidst a heavy processing
load, it can reduce the number of processed frames using a method called ‘time dilation’,
where the server slows down the virtual time so that avatar and object activity is slowed
down.
Though not officially confirmed by Second Life, some residents claim that as an
attempt to reduce server lag introduced by scripts, the Second Life server now gives less
priority to script execution. This suggests that amidst heavy work load, a server is able
to maintain its performance, by reducing the time allocated to run scripts. Therefore
while a server may not show any lag, the scripts can be running much slower, and thus
not giving the expected reactivity.

7.3

Sensor

The commonly used types of Second Life sensor data are given below:
• Entity movement data : position, velocity, angular velocity3 , and acceleration
• Avatar animation data
• Messages exchanged in public and private chat channels (this includes messages
generated by scripted objects)
• Instant messages addressed to individual avatars
Implementing a sensor mechanism for an agent boils down to the problem of realtime extraction of these different types of sensor data from Second Life accurately,
at a high frequency and with low latency. This requirement is quite challenging with
respect to Second Life, for several reasons. First and foremost, it is not possible to reuse the already existing data extraction mechanisms suggested for other virtual worlds
in the context of Second Life, because there is no commonly agreed design or protocol
among the currently available virtual worlds. Data extraction is even harder, given the
proprietary nature, and the complex design and interface of Second Life.
3

Currently this data item is not used in our work.
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This section investigates the existing mechanisms for sensor data extraction from
Second Life, and provides two robust solutions that promise more accurate sensor data
for agents. As described on page 34, there are three approaches for obtaining (and
generate) sensor data from a virtual world: the push strategy, the pull strategy, and
the inference strategy. The sensor mechanisms described in this section make use of
all these three strategies.

7.3.1

LIBOMV Sensor Functionality

A LIBOMV client has the ability to receive updates about the entity property changes
that take place in the environment and to receive messages posted in the chat channel or
instant messages sent to it. Updates related to entity changes are generated whenever
there is a change in the movement parameters (velocity and angular velocity) of an
entity (even though the change of position of an entity should ideally be considered as
an event, this is not explicitly reported by the Second Life server, as position change
is perceived as a continuous function), or whenever there is a change in an avatar
animation (e.g. from walking to standing). In other words, data received by a LIBOMV
client shows similar traits to what a human controlling an avatar can see.
At its lowest level, the LIBOMV library has functions to send data packets to the
server and receive response packets from it. Information in the received packets is
processed and data structures are updated accordingly. The sensor functionality is
based on event delegation. Depending on the data contained in the received packet,
the related event is triggered and, by handling the event, data sent in the update can
be further processed.
Ideally, a sensor implemented using the LIBOMV library should be able to receive
updates corresponding to entities that are in the visibility range of the avatar. However,
some irregularities can be observed in this, where the sensor receives updates of entities
that are out of the visibility range, or the sensor does not receive updates for avatars
and objects that are in the visibility range. This irregularity is more noticeable with
small moving objects4 .
A major limitation of a sensor entirely based on the LIBOMV sensor functionality
is its inability to extract accurate movement data. As with other viewer clients, the
Second Life server sends information to a LIBOMV client only if there is any change in
the environment. This is in order to reduce the server workload. This means that the
4

These observations are based on version 0.8.3 of the LIBOMV library.
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client has to ‘assume’ its perceived environment, if no state updates are received from
the virtual world. In other words, for entities that are moving constantly, the client
has to keep on extrapolating their position values based on the previously received
position and velocity values until it receives an update from the server. When an
avatar or object is moving constantly, its extrapolated position values may not be
completely in tally with the server-sent values. This might mean the client has to snap
back avatars and objects into their correct positions once the server update is received.
This situation is commonly known as ‘rubber banding’ and is visible in all Second Life
viewer clients, and the LIBOMV client is no exception. The rubber banding effect is
much greater for avatars and objects that move fast.
Moreover, with the current LIBOMV functionality, it is not possible to identify
when an avatar leaves the Second Life region — the absence of event updates for
that particular avatar could just mean that he is immobile. Another hindrance to
developing LIBOMV-based data extraction mechanisms is the unavailability of detailed
documentation of its design details and good user support.

7.3.2

LSL-based Sensor Functionality

In fact, there is another mechanism to implement the sensor functionality of an agent
deployed in Second Life. This approach makes use of in-world scripts created using the
proprietary programming language Linden Scripting Language (LSL). These scripts are
run inside objects, and can also be saved into an avatar’s ‘inventory’. LSL elaborates
on the concept of a state engine with different states and events, so that code segments
can be separated on the basis of states. Every script should have at least one state,
which is called the default state. Additional states can also be added as needed. Events
can be considered as triggers that exist in the context of a state. Apart from states
and events, LSL has pre-defined functions, constants and data types that can be used
in scripts.
Data extraction is done using script-enabled objects that act as sensors inside Second Life. The main advantage of using LSL scripts is the ability to extract more
accurate movement information, because they reside in the server. A script can be
executed periodically, and it is capable of providing a snapshot of the entities in the
environment. Information recorded by the sensor may include, amongst other things,
position and velocity data of entities and names of the animations that the avatars are
currently playing. Moreover, scripts can be used to listen to communication taking
place in private chat channels.
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However, LSL scripts have their own disadvantages. Limitations of LSL begin with
the size of its API. Currently, it has only around 300 library functions and about 30
event types. The programming flexibility of LSL is also hindered by the number of data
types it supports (Cox and Crowther, 2009). LSL scripts suffer from heavy memory
limitations, and they are one of the contributors to server side lag. The lag introduced
by a script depends on the amount of work it is doing, the frequency of execution of
repetitive tasks, and the running duration of the script5 .
Implementation of the sensor mechanism using LSL scripts is heavily affected by
the aforementioned LSL limitations plus limitations of the individual sensor functions
(llSensor, llSensorRepeat) used for data extraction. These sensor functions can
introduce considerable lag to the Second Life servers when executed continuously. Although some light-weight functions are available to extract movement information (see
Section 7.3.3), these require the UUIDs (Universally Unique Identifiers) of the avatars
and objects that should be monitored, which is not something that can be assumed to
be available. Listed below are the specific problems related to in-world sensors:
• A script can only be attached to an object. However, there are some regions
that do not allow the creation of scripted objects. In this situation, the scripted
object should be worn by an avatar in that region.
• A sensor can detect only 16 avatars and or objects in one execution round and
the maximum sensor range is limited to 96 meters.
• The use of multiple sensors to cover a larger area would introduce more lag to
the system (or slow down all the scripts running in the server).
• A sensor can only record animations that are being played by avatars at the time
of scanning, hence animations with a short duration such as crying or laughing
may be missed out by the sensor.
• The sensor repeating interval cannot be set to millisecond levels, as sensing is a
costly operation. The recommended interval size is in the order of minutes, not
seconds. This means the frequency of periodic data extraction is relatively low,
thus missing out a considerable amount of movement and animation data.
5

As mentioned in Section 7.2, this may have been changed now, with the scripts slowed down

instead of allowing them to introduce lag.
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• Complex data processing cannot be carried out inside a script due to the limitations in memory, and the lack of LSL programming constructs. Complex
processing would also introduce more lag to the system.
• There is no provision to keep the recorded data in-world, as an LSL script cannot
write to Second Life ‘note cards’ that act as in-world text files.
• Sending information out from Second Life using HTTP is a slow operation.
HTTP requests are throttled to a maximum of 25 requests per 20 seconds, so
approximately one request can be sent in one second.
It can be seen that the LIBOMV and LSL-based approaches have their strengths
and limitations with respect to their sensory abilities. Moreover, depending on the
characteristics of a given simulation, various complications may arise when extracting data. Second Life simulations vary in many aspects, such as in the number of
avatars and objects present in the simulation, the amount of mobility exhibited by
these avatars and objects, their moving speed, the area that is covered in the simulation and the type of avatar actions performed. Therefore below two subsections
introduce two different sensor mechanisms that work for many simulations in general.
These new mechanisms are based on the strengths of both traditional data extraction
mechanisms, and eliminate most of their drawbacks.

7.3.3

LIBOMV-LSL Combined Approach

The first approach was designed with the aim of retrieving accurate position information using the server-side LSL scripts, while using LIBOMV functionality to eliminate
the impact of the drawbacks of LSL sensor functionality on efficient data extraction.
In this combined approach, a scripted object6 is attached to the avatar deployed
using the LIBOMV functionality. The LIBOMV sensor functionality detects entities
in the viewing range of the avatar and records their UUIDs. It then sends this UUID
list to the script. The LIBOMV sensor continuously checks for new avatars or objects
that enter the Second Life environment or simulation, based on the movement and
animation updates it receives. Whenever a new avatar or an object is detected, the
UUID list is updated with the newly found UUID and the list is sent to the script. This
makes sure that newly arrived avatars and objects are also detected. Since the script
receives UUIDs of the avatars and objects, it can use the llGetObjectDetails LSL
6

Please refer to Appendix D for the script.
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function to extract position and velocity information for the corresponding entities.
llGetObjectDetails is a light-weight function and is more efficient than the sensor
operation because it is sensing a given set of entities. When trying to locate an avatar
or an object, this function covers an entire Second Life region. llGetObjectDetails is
periodically executed7 on all the UUIDs in the received string and the collected data are
sent back to the LIBOMV client. If the llGetObjectDetails function cannot detect
an avatar or an object specified by a given UUID, an empty string is returned instead of
the recorded position and velocity information. In this case, the corresponding UUID
is removed from the UUID list and the list is re-sent to the script, in order to avoid
searching for avatars or objects that no longer exist.
It should be noted that the position data collected by the script are sent back to
the agent as a message. At the LIBOMV side, these are identified as state updates
from the script, rather than message updates. A procedure different to what is applied to a message update is applied to this state update by the Snapshot Generator.
Therefore, event notifications sent by the Second Life server do not have a one-to-one
correspondence with the primitive events discussed in Section 3.9.
The llGetObjectDetails function cannot detect the animation that an avatar
is currently playing. Therefore the LIBOMV sensor functionality is used to directly
receive the animation changes of avatars. This also guarantees that animations with
shorter durations are not missed out. Communication taking place in the public chat
channel is also captured directly by the LIBOMV client. Receiving these primitive
events can be categorised as using the push strategy, while the periodic execution of
the sensor functionality falls under the pull strategy.
In this combined approach, the accuracy of extracted movement data is high, because the values are always server-generated, rather than being extrapolated by the
client. This approach is well suited for a simulation containing avatars and objects
that are moving constantly, and especially if it is not guaranteed that the avatars and
objects will always be in the viewing range of the avatar8 . For accurate movement information detection, it is sufficient for an entity to be detected by the LIBOMV sensor
only once.
Although this approach adds one more active script to simulations that may already
have a large number of running scripts, as reported in Section 8.3.2 our experiment
7
8

The current timer interval is 500ms.
Although this approach records position information of entities that go out of the viewing range

of the avatar, it may miss out on animation changes that take place while an avatar has gone out of
its visibility range.
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results did not show a considerable increase in server lag in the presence of the data
extraction script. However it was noticed that the script execution was actually being
slowed down sometimes (most probably due to the Second Life server changes mentioned in Section 7.2). Therefore it is not possible to assume that the script will send
data in exact intervals.
For simulations that contain avatars and objects that seldom move, and if it is
not very critical to extract accurate position values of entities, the next section introduces another mechanism that is based on extrapolation of the position and motion
information received by the LIBOMV sensor.

7.3.4

An Enhanced LIBOMV Approach

This approach was designed with the aim of making use of the LIBOMV sensor data
processing mechanism, by removing the inaccuracies in the logic provided by the LIBOMV logic. The position and velocity extrapolation algorithms were implemented
after consulting the logic in the source code of open source Second Life clients such as
realXtend9 . The advantage of using this approach is that it has no impact on Second
Life server performance.
This approach is based on the event updates received by the LIBOMV sensor: movement updates, animation updates, and message updates. These trigger the snapshot
generation process. A timer is also implemented to periodically trigger the snapshot
generation. Therefore, even if no event update is received, snapshots are created with
the extrapolated property values. Moreover, this approach does not ignore any event
notification received from Second Life. The application of data amalgamation and extrapolation mechanisms on these event updates is explained in the discussion of the
Snapshot Generator in Section 7.4.
Movement data provided by this mechanism has been observed to have better accuracy than the LIBOMV in-built sensor mechanism. However, with this approach
the LIBOMV sensor may not receive updates of avatars and objects that go out of its
viewing range. In such a situation, the extrapolated position values are wrong, as well
as the recorded animation information of those avatars.
In order to receive information on the touch events performed by avatars on objects,
it is important that the objects being touched pass a message to the avatar operated
by the LIBOMV client, or communicate this in the public chat channel. In both cases,
9

http://realxtend.org/
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the LIBOMV sensor receives these messages. However, it might not be advisable
to broadcast some such information in public chat channels. This means that the
scripts running in that simulation should be changed so that they pass this message
to the avatar operated by the LIBOMV client, with a special mark to identify that
the message is related to an object being clicked. If these objects are communicating
through private chat channels (which happens in many simulations), it is possible to
make a script running inside an object attached to this avatar to listen on those private
chat channels. This way, the need to change all the scripts running in the simulation
does not arise and the scripted object attached to the avatar can pass all the messages
it recorded from these private chat channels to the LIBOMV sensor. This suggests
that the avatar controlled by the LIBOMV client should wear a scripted object in this
second approach as well, even though it is not used to extract position information as
in the first approach. As described in Section 8.2, this script is used to listen on the
private chat channels in the Otago Virtual Hospital (OVH) simulation.
Both these approaches can record information only of objects that move (at least
once, during the course of monitoring), because object recognition depends on the event
notifications received by the LIBOMV sensor functionality. However, it is always possible to exploit the LIBOMV functionality to record information about static objects.
We use this mechanism to create the database of static object information for a given
simulation.
The enhanced LIBOMV approach still suffers from the LIBOMV limitation whereby
it is not possible to identify when participants leave a simulation. The LIBOMV-LSL
based approach does not have this limitation.
Data extracted using these two methods have one main difference. While the second
approach relies on the movement updates generated by the server to decide on avatar
and object positions and velocities, the first approach ignores these movement updates.
The first approach relies only on the script-sent movement information. Therefore data
extracted from the same Second Life simulation using these two methods may not be
identical. Moreover, there are inconsistencies in the actual viewing ranges covered by
these two approaches. Ideally, there should be a mechanism to identify the actual
viewing range applicable for an avatar (e.g. by avoiding objects behind the avatar,
and those covered by opaque objects) as described in Section 4.2. In the current
implementation, this aspect is not handled.
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7.3.5

Second Life Events that cannot be Recorded

There are some events that cannot be detected using either of these techniques. One
example for this is exchanging money between two residents or making a payment via
an object. In situations like this, the residents and/or objects involved in the transactions must communicate this information through public or private chat channels,
send that information to the LIBOMV sensor as an instant message, or use some other
method to export the event information from the virtual world. A design for such instrumented “intelligent objects” has been proposed by Rodriguez, Puig, Esteva, Sierra,
Bogdanovych, and Simoff (2008).
Other information that cannot be recorded using either of these two approaches
is the instant messages exchanged between two other avatars, as this is considered
private information. However, the LIBOMV sensor can receive instant messages sent
to its avatar by other avatars, as well as messages sent to a group of which the avatar
is a member.

7.4

Snapshot Generator

Snapshot generator contains the logic to generate snapshots of a Second Life environment, based on the sensor data received by the sensor. Properties of Second Life
entities used in this work are: entity name, position, velocity, and acceleration. In
addition, avatars have a set of animations. The dT ype (domain-specific type) of an
entity is not provided by Second Life, because this property is specific to a simulation
domain. Therefore this information has to be specified in a configuration file.
When creating a new snapshot (ns), it is always necessary to cache the last created
snapshot (ls). It is also important to identify the dynamic properties for which the
value from ls can be directly used, and properties for which additional calculations are
needed. For example, for entities that had non-zero velocities in ls, position and velocity extrapolation is needed. As another example, in a gaming environment, an avatar
shot by an opponent may have a deteriorating health level according to a pre-defined
algorithm. At the implementation level, such a property should be associated with
an algorithm that calculates its value for the given time instant. As for Second Life,
position and velocity properties should have such associated functions10 . In contrast,
a dynamic property such as avatar animation in Second Life can be known to remain
10

The Second Life protocol defines a health property for avatars, but this property is not currently

used in our current implementation.
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the same as in ls until a new value is notified by the virtual world. As mentioned
earlier, the Second Life server pushes animation updates to the clients when such an
animation change occurs.
For the LIBOMV-LSL combined approach, a snapshot should be generated each
time (i) an animation update event is received, (ii) a message update event is received,
and (iii) a state update from the script is received.
Algorithm 7.1 is responsible for generating the initial snapshot upon the receipt
of an animation event. The animation change event sent by the Second Life server
contains the UUID of the avatar and a list of animations currently played by the
avatar. Using the LIBOMV data structures, the name of the entity is retrieved, the logic
for which is not shown here. The resulting animation update becomes the input to
Algorithm 7.1. Note that the position and velocity values of all the entities included in
ls are extrapolated. Entities inherit the animation information recorded in ls, except for
the entity to which this animation update corresponds. The receipt of an animation
update from the Second Life server also generates a primitive event of the form given
in Section 3.9.1 that is added to the snapshot.
When a message update is received, and if it was sent by another avatar, a
CommunicationMessage object (msg) is generated by processing the information received in the Second Life message update. Algorithm 7.2 is executed on this message
object to generate a new snapshot. This pre-processing step is not shown here.
When a state update from the script is received, Algorithm 7.3 is employed. Only
the movement information for entities is included in the script message. In this algorithm, for each entity for which a movement information was sent from the script,
its animation information from ls is attached. The state update received from the
script is a string containing entity attribute values separated by vertical bars (|). This
string is processed to create the movement updates list used in Algorithm 7.3. For
conciseness, this string processing part is not shown. If the script message corresponds
to information about an avatar clicking on an object, this is used to create a primitive
event of type avatar action. This algorithm is not shown here.
For the enhanced LIBOMV approach, a snapshot should be generated each time
that (i) an animation update event is received, (ii) a message update event is received,
and (iii) a velocity update is received. In addition, a periodic snapshot generation
function is introduced, which is triggered by a timer. This function makes sure that
snapshots are generated even if no update is received from the Second Life server.
As for the first two cases, the algorithms are similar to the algorithms that were
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Input : animation update au
1

bool entityExists = false

2

ns = new Snapshot(current time)

3

foreach Entity ent in ls do

4

Entity e new = new Entity()

5

e new.id = ent.id

6

e new.name = ent.name

7

e new.position = extrapolate pos(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)

8

e new.velocity = extrapolate vel(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)

9

e new.acceleration = ent.acceleration
/* If the animation update is for this entity

10

if ent.id == au.e.id then

11

entityExists = true

12

e new.animations = au.animations

13

end

14

else
e new.animations = ent.animations

15
16

end

17

ns.add entity(e ext)

18

end
/* This entity has not been recorded in ls

19

Entity e new = new Entity(au.e.id, au.e.name, au.e.type,
au.e.dtype, 0, 0, 0, au.animations)

21
22

*/

if !entityExists then
/* Create a new entity based on the data in au

20

*/

ns.add entity(e new);

23

end

24

ns.add event(‘animation update’, ent.id, ‘anim’ = au.animations, current time)

25

ls = ns

Algorithm 7.1: Algorithm to generate snapshot from an animation update
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*/

Input : CommunicationMessage msg
1

ns = new Snapshot(current time)

2

foreach Entity ent in ls do

3

Entity e new = new Entity()

4

e new.id = ent.id

5

e new.name = ent.name

6

e new.position = extrapolate pos(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)

7

e new.velocity = extrapolate vel(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)

8

e new.acceleration = ent.acceleration

9

e new.animations = ent.animations

10

ns.add entity(e ext)

11

end

12

ns.add message(msg)

13

ls = ns

Algorithm 7.2: Algorithm to generate snapshot from a message update

Input : List movement updates
1

ns = new Snapshot(current time)

2

foreach movement update mu in movement updates do

3

Entity e new = new Entity()

4

e new.id = mu.id

5

e new.name = mu.name

6

e new.position = mu.position

7

e new.velocity = mu.velocity

8

e new.acceleration = mu.acceleration

9

e new.animations = ls.EntitySnapshots[mu.id].Entity.animations

10

ns.add entity(e new)

11

end

12

ls = ns

Algorithm 7.3: Algorithm to generate snapshot from a script update
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presented above for LIBOMV-LSL approach. Algorithms 7.4 shows how a snapshot is
generated upon the receipt of a velocity update event from Second Life. Algorithm 7.5
shows how periodic snapshot generation is implemented.
For position extrapolation, the motion equation s = u × t + (1/2)at2 is implemented
for Second Life as
s = u × tadj + (1/2)a × tadj × (tadj − thavoc ).
Similarly, v = a × t + u is implemented as
v = a × tadj + u.
Here, tadj = (t × timeDilation)/(1000 × 65535),
and thavoc = 1/45. 45 and 65535 are constants relevant to the Havok physics engine
employed by Second Life. The timeDilation value is provided by the Second Life server
whenever a movement update event is received.

7.5

Actuator

The actuator component currently contains logic for executing basic avatar actions such
as performing movements (walk, run, and fly), turning, playing animations, and sending
public or instant messages. The default movement option for an avatar is walking. By
setting control flags, this movement can be controlled to perform running and flying.
The turning functionality supports either turning to the left or right, or turning towards
a given position coordinate. The LIBOMV library contains a collection of animation
constructs that corresponds to the standard animations supported by Second Life.
The current implementation of our actuator does not support a standard way of
executing complex agent actions that form a composite of these basic actions. The main
challenge in executing complex agent actions is the inability of LIBOMV to explicitly
report the end of the execution of basic actions (e.g. walking). Currently the actuator
is simply made to wait for a heuristically identified time period before assuming that
each basic action has terminated, in order to start the next action.
A promising way of implementing this is the monitoring of incoming sensor data
from Second Life and explicitly identifying the completion of the action (e.g. checking
the avatar coordinates to see whether it has reached the destination coordinates).
This is the approach proposed by Gemrot et al. (2011). Hindriks et al. (2011) have
implemented special percepts that correspond to the result of an action. Dignum et al.
(2009) also suggest that the request of performing an action should be separated from
the result, because actions are not always immediately executed, do not always succeed,
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Input : movement update mu
1

bool recordExists

2

prev velocity =0

3

ns = new Snapshot(current time)

4

foreach Entity ent in ls do

5

Entity e ext = ent
/* If the movement update is for this entity

6

if ent.id == mu.e.id then

7

recordExists = true;

8

e ext.position = mu.position

9

e ext.velocity = mu.velocity

10

e ext.acceleration = mu.acceleration

11

prev velocity = ent.velocity

12

end

13

else
e ext.position = extrapolate pos(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)

14

15

e ext.velocity = extrapolate vel(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)
end

16

ns.add entity(e ext)

17

end
/* This entity has not been recorded in ls

18

Entity e new = new Entity(mu.e.id, mu.e.name, mu.e.type,

20

mu.e.dtype, mu.position,

21

mu.velocity, mu.acceleration, {})

22

ns.add entity(e new);

23

end

24

ns.add event(‘movement update’, mu.e.id, ‘p’ = mu.position, ‘v’ = mu.velocity,
‘a’ = mu.acceleration, current time)

25
26

*/

if !recordExists then
/* Create a new entity based on the data in mu

19

*/

ls = ns

Algorithm 7.4: Algorithm to generate snapshot from a movement update
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*/

1

ns = new Snapshot(current time)
/* For all entities in ls

2

*/

foreach Entity ent in ls do

3

Entity e new = new Entity()

4

e new.id = ent.id

5

e new.name = ent.name

6

e new.position = extrapolate pos(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)

7

e new.velocity = extrapolate vel(ent, current time, ls.timestamp)

8

e new.acceleration = ent.acceleration

9

e new.animations = ent.animations
ns.add entity(e new)

10
11

end

12

ls = ns

Algorithm 7.5: Algorithm for periodic snapshot generation
and sometimes have unexpected results. They suggest the virtual world should generate
a separate message that contains this result. However, Second Life does not generate
such messages.
Note that the execution of high-level agent actions inside Second Life using the
primitive avatar action constructs in LIBOMV essentially reflects the problem of the
information representation gap for behaviour execution as described in Section 2.3.7.

7.6

Related Work

Extracting sensor data from Second Life has been used in conducting statistical analysis
of Second Life environments, and to understand unstructured human behaviour in
virtual environments. In addition, some research exists that focused on deploying
agents inside Second Life.

7.6.1

Extracting Data for Statistical Analysis Purposes

Data extracted from Second Life has been used for statistical analysis of Second Life
avatars and objects, mainly because such information on Second Life is not publicly
available. For example, a LIBOMV-based approach has been successfully used to design
a crawler application that collected information on static and interactive user-created
content (Eno, Gauch, and Thompson, 2009). A more comprehensive study of Second
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Life has been carried out using several LIBOMV-based crawlers that collected data
at different granularities (Varvello et al., 2008). That research collected data about
objects, avatars and servers over a period of one month and has been able to collect a
large amount of data.

7.6.2

Extracting Data for Human Behaviour Analysis

Some researchers have used Second Life data to understand the special characteristics
of the virtual presence of humans and related social norms. However, most of these
analyses have been limited to simple aspects such as interpersonal distance, and avatar
contact times. Research that made use of LSL scripts to identify the social behaviours
inside Second Life has not been able to collect considerable amounts of data, mainly
due to the limitations of LSL scripts (Friedman, Steed, and Slater, 2007; Yee, Bailenson, Urbanek, Chang, and Merget, 2007). Research reported by Small et al. (2011) also
made use of an LSL script-based approach to record avatar position information. However, they managed to generate a large amount of data by getting 206 player avatars
to wear the script.
The use of LIBOMV functionality for this aspect has been more successful, and more
data points have been captured using this approach (La and Michiardi, 2008). However,
in that research, the extracted data mainly consists of avatar position information.
Where animations were considered, it was limited to animations such as walking, or
typing, which normally last for longer durations. Varvello et al. (2008) also describe
a LIBOMV-based mechanism for inferring social behaviour of human beings in their
virtual appearance.
Kappe, Zaka, and Steurer (2009) have exploited the power of both the two data
extraction mechanisms in designing a multi-level spatio-temporal data gathering tool
to identify avatar usage patterns and regions of high interest, based on aspects such as
the calculated interpersonal distance. The authors point out the drawbacks of using
LSL scripts to extract large amounts of data from Second Life.
In most of this research, the temporal aspect of data extraction was insignificant.
As a result, the time granularity used was above 10 seconds, with 10 seconds used by
La and Michiardi (2008), 30 seconds by Varvello et al. (2008) and 60 seconds by Kappe
et al. (2009). One exception is the work of Small et al. (2011), where the sensor function
was executed in 2 second intervals. However, the authors do not discuss any possible
lag, or whether script delays occurred, because the recorded data was not processed
in real time. Therefore most of these crawlers would not have faced the limitations of
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LSL and LIBOMV with regard to the millisecond-level position accuracy needed by an
agent.
A rather different use of Second Life data was reported by Cranefield and Li (2009),
where they focused on extracting data to identify whether (human) members in a
Second Life virtual community have fulfilled or violated the rules defined for that
community. However, this research was carried out in a narrow scope using LSL scripts
that only dealt with avatar animations.

7.6.3

Deploying Agents in Second Life

In the context of using Second Life for agent-related research, researchers have already
identified the complexity that an agent is faced with in accurately extracting large
amounts of spatio-temporal data (Burden, 2009). The available research on modelling
AI-related concepts inside Second Life seems to be still at its inception stage, and
work based on the use of LSL scripts has been greatly restricted by its inherent limitations (Veksler, 2009). In most work, the focus has been to change the behaviour
of the software-controlled avatars (Jan et al., 2009; Ullrich, Bruegmann, Prendinger,
and Ishizuka, 2008; Breitfuss, Prendinger, and Ishizuka, 2009), rather than on creating reactive agents that respond to what they perceive in the environment around
them. Sensor data extraction from Second Life mainly looked at retrieving participant
communication (chat messages) and information related to avatars clicking objects.
Therefore this previous research has not focused much on the problems of real-time
accurate data extraction from Second Life.
One exception is the work of Bogdanovych et al. (2010). The focus of their work
has been on generating custom virtual environments to allow humans to interact with
software agents and other humans in three-dimensional representations of “electronic
institutions”. This is in contrast to our desire to allow agents to take part in arbitrary
pre-existing virtual environments. However, the infrastructure for their work includes
a number of useful libraries for connecting agents to Second Life, including a homegrown BDI interpreter to allow the creation of agent plans that respond to events in
Second Life. In our work we have opted to extend the widely used open source Jason
interpreter to provide this functionality. Moreover, Bogdanovych et al. (2010) have not
addressed the problem of creating coherent snapshots that provide an abstract view of
Second Life environments to be used by deliberative agents. Consequently, they have
not addressed complex events recognition in Second Life environments. Most of the
events they deal with correspond to those generated by avatars clicking objects.
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7.7

Discussion

Interfacing agent platforms with Second Life and extracting Second Life sensor data
involves many technical challenges that are not properly solved yet. However, this is a
prerequisite to improving environment awareness of agents deployed in Second Life.
Second Life sensor data consist of heterogeneous information, including movement
information of entities, animation information of avatars, messages getting exchanged
in chat channels, and instant messages exchanged between entities. The challenge then
is to identify ways to extract these different sensor data real-time with high accuracy,
high frequency, and with minimal impact on the Second Life server performance.
The LSL scripts and the LIBOMV-based data extraction mechanisms for Second
Life have many drawbacks with respect to these requirements. In order to mitigate
these drawbacks, a data extraction mechanism that makes use of the strengths of
both the techniques was presented. This mechanism receives periodic entity movement
information directly from the Second Life server, thus eliminating the necessity of the
LIBOMV client to carry out any movement data extrapolations that might not be fully
accurate. Experiments presented in the next chapter show that this mechanism does
not have any adverse effects on the Second Life server performance. In Section 8.1,
this is the data extraction mechanism used to record movement information of players
and the ball in a Second Life football simulation, as it was critical for this movement
information to be accurate as much as possible. To extract sensor data from simulations
such as the medical training simulation described in Section 8.2 that do not rely on
accurate movement information, the LIBOMV-based data extraction mechanism was
improved by removing the inaccuracies in its underlying logic.
In both the sensor data extraction mechanisms, the periodic environment state
updates generated by the script and the events corresponding to entity property changes
and message exchanges do not contain all the environment information observable
by the agent’s avatar at that time instant. However, the data inference mechanisms
described in Chapter 4 require a flow of snapshots, with each snapshot describing the
complete environment state observed by the agent’s avatar. Therefore the Snapshot
Generator included a set of algorithms to generate snapshots of the environment each
time a sensor data item was received from Second Life. This eliminated the generation
of abstract information using a partial set of low-level environment information.
In order to come up with the improved sensor data extraction mechanisms, a comprehensive analysis of the available data extraction mechanisms for Second Life was
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Figure 7.1: Interfacing agent platforms and the data processing module with Second Life
conducted, with the use of related research and Second Life client source code analysis. This chapter presented that information as a guide to be used by others in future
research. A comprehensive analysis of this nature cannot be found in the existing
literature related to data extraction from Second Life, mainly because there was no
focus or need on accurately extracting data. To the best of our knowledge, this work
is the first to demonstrate the integration of a publicly available BDI agent development platform with Second Life. Figure 7.1 shows how the framework presented in the
previous chapter is customised for Second Life. Here, the SL Client component acts as
the interface between the agent system and Second Life, and also between Second Life
and the Data Processing Module.
Next chapter discusses how these Second Life sensor data extraction mechanisms
and data inference mechanisms are used in the context of a Second Life simulation,
and a simulation implemented in an OpenSimulator-based virtual world.
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Chapter 8
Demonstration and Evaluation
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate and evaluate the work so far described
in this thesis, in order to justify how it meets the objectives of the thesis (Section 1.2)
and to provide evidence on the thesis contributions (Section 1.3).
In essence, this chapter 1) demonstrates the sufficiency and generality of our dynamic virtual environment model in abstractly describing virtual environments containing different types of domain-specific information, 2) demonstrates how an IVA
can monitor for its expectations in real-time, and reacts to them, 3) evaluates the
accuracy of the communication action recognition process introduced in the thesis,
and demonstrates how the temporal relationships between these communication actions and other entity actions in a virtual environment can be used to specify agent
expectations, 4) provides a performance evaluation of the implemented data inference
mechanisms, and shows that they, the CEP mechanism in particular, process virtual
world sensor data in low latency, and 5) provides a performance evaluation to show
that the implemented mechanism to connect agents to Second Life and the employed
sensor data extraction mechanisms do not have any adverse effects on the Second Life
servers.
For this demonstration and evaluation, a case study based on the SecondFootball
simulation in Second Life and a case study based on the Otago Virtual Hospital (OVH)
simulation in the OpenSimulator-based NZVWG are employed. These refer to the two
virtual world scenarios described in Section 1.4.
This chapter is an extension of the work presented by Ranathunga et al. (2012c)
and Ranathunga et al. (2012a).
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Figure 8.1: Two players and a ball in the SecondFootball environment

8.1

Case Study I — An IVA Deployed in the SecondFootball Simulation

SecondFootball1 is a simulation in Second Life that facilitates playing virtual “association football” (also known as soccer). The SecondFootball system can be purchased
as an out-of-the-box product to be set up on any Second Life region. This simulation contains a football field (containing two goals, and football-related field markings)
along with scripted balls. Anyone who wishes to play football has to acquire a special
purpose Second Life Head Up Display (HUD) object that contains football-specific animations such as tackle, up-kick (perform a kick so that the ball would travel above
the ground-level) and down-kick (perform a kick so that the ball would travel along
the ground). The SecondFootball simulation provides most of the functionality and
features of a real-life football game. Figure 8.1 shows two players and the ball in the
SecondFootball simulation.

8.1.1

Awareness of the Physical Environment

Section 1.4 discussed what an agent deployed in a virtual football game should be aware
of. However, the information an agent receives from the SecondFootball simulation is
at a very low level. Figure 8.2 shows what the low-level data sent by our Second
Life script looks like. Therefore there exists a very large information representation
gap between sensor data provided by Second Life and the type of information an agent
1

http://www.secondfootball.com/
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Figure 8.2: Low level Second Life sensor data
expects while operating in this football simulation. The following sections demonstrate
how the data inference mechanisms employed on this low-level sensor data bridge this
information representation gap by deriving abstract information about the dynamic
football environment.
8.1.1.1

Generating Initial Snapshots

The SecondFootball simulation is unique when compared with many other simulations
in Second Life. It exhibits concurrent interactions of multiple players and a scripted
ball, which move around the field most of the time. Most of the other Second Life
simulations of which we are aware do not exhibit fast movement of a large number of
concurrently active avatars or moving objects.
This unique nature of the SecondFootball simulation introduces several complications when generating snapshots. Moreover, being part of a proprietary system, the
scripts that run inside the SecondFootball system cannot be accessed to alter them to
assist in data extraction. Both data extraction methods discussed in Section 7.3 were
tested, and the accuracy of the enhanced LIBOMV approach was acceptable only for
avatar positions. For the movements of the ball, it was noted that in some instances
the recorded position information was not accurate, especially when the ball is moving
above the ground after being kicked. However, position information related to the
ball should not be missed, as this is most critical in a football match. In contrast,
the LIBOMV-LSL combined approach provided near accurate position information for
both players and the ball. Therefore the LIBOMV-LSL approach was used to record
data from SecondFootball matches. As explained in Section 8.3.2, the data extraction
script did not exhibit any significant impact on the performance of Second Life servers.
Animations play an important role in the SecondFootball simulation. New footballspecific animations such as up-kick, down-kick and tackle are extensively used. These
are animations with very short durations.The SecondFootball simulation does not ex-
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hibit the use of other scripted objects that players can interact with during the game,
or any transactions involving money. Communication acts of players also do not play
a significant role in this simulation. In fact, in the rules published for official SecondFootball matches, it is stated that players should not use voice or public chat during a
football game. Therefore the use of the natural language processing component for this
simulation is not reported. The initial snapshot generated by the Snapshot Generator
contains the state of the avatars and the ball object.
The configuration file associated with the simulation includes information related
to the dType (domain-specific type; e.g. whether an avatar is a player, referee, etc), the
team of a player, and the set of entities that should be included in a snapshot. The
current simulation has three players: Ras Ruby, Su Monday and Sura Haroldsen. Ras
Ruby and Su Monday are in the same team (teamA), and Sura Haroldsen is in the
opposition team (teamB).
Scores of the two participating teams, as well as the number of players that are inside
each of the football field locations (player demographics) are recorded as dynamic
conceptual entities.
At this stage, the textual representation of a generated snapshot is as follows:
position(Ras Ruby,197.2418,170.331,1001.614);velocity(Ras Ruby,0,0,0);
acceleration(Ras Ruby,0,0,0);animation(Ras Ruby,stand);
position(Ball,200.0901,187.2793,1000.922);
velocity(Ball,-0.143433,0.290375,0.003052);acceleration(Ball,0,0,0);
position(Su Monday,200.1254,185.6366,1001.587);
velocity(Su Monday,0,3.114864,0);acceleration(Su Monday,0,0,0);
animation(Su Monday,walk);
point_count(teamA,0);point_count(teamB,1);
penaltyA_player_count(teamA,0);penaltyA_player_count(teamB,1);
This information is too low-level to be used easily in the deliberation process of an
agent deployed in a football simulation. Therefore the concept of entity relationships
is used to abstractly describe the state of this football environment.
8.1.1.2

Inferring Relationships

Currently the following relationships are identified. These serve as the R Types for this
simulation:
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Figure 8.3: Locations in a SecondFootball field
• in/2 - Whether an entity (a player or the ball) is inside a specific location of the
football field
• on/2, above/2 - Whether an entity (the ball, in particular) is on the ground (the
static entity having ID ‘ground’), or above the ground (respectively)
• move towards/2 - Whether a player or the ball (a dynamic entity) is moving
towards any specific static object in the football field (e.g. whether they are
moving towards one of the goals)
• near /2 - Whether two entities are close to each other
• possession/2 - Whether a player has the possession of the ball. This relationship
can be unambiguously identified in the context of the ball object, and is stored
as an entity-level relationship unlike the near/2 relationship.
• equal /2 , lead /2 , lag/2 - Whether team scores are equal, or one team is leading
or lagging (respectively). Together, these relationships can be considered as the
rscore property of these dynamic entities.
To determine the in/2 relationship, the SecondFootball simulation area was divided
into conceptual locations. This location map is shown in Figure 8.32 .
2

A different decomposition of a football field is provided by Warden and Visser (2012).
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Configuration options for these relationships are given in Appendix C.
After inferring relationships, the state of the environment at a discrete time instant
can be textually represented as follows:
in(Ras Ruby,midfieldB3);move_towards(Ras Ruby,not_moving);
on(Ras Ruby,ground);
in(Su Monday,penaltyA);move_towards(Su Monday,goalA);
on(Su Monday,ground);
in(Ball,penaltyA);move_towards(Ball,goalA);on(Ball,ground);
possession(Ball,Su Monday);
rscore(teamA,lag);rscore(teamB,lead);
near(Ball, Su Monday);
When compared with the state information of the same environment given at the
end of the previous sub-section, it is apparent how the same state information has been
abstracted now. It also contains information specific to the football domain. An agent
can easily make use of this information in its declarative deliberation process. However,
this information still does not describe the changes of the environment state. In the
next sub-section, the use of event patterns to identify primitive as well as complex
events specific to a football simulation are described.
8.1.1.3

Identifying Events

The following complex events in a SecondFootball simulation are currently identified:
successful passing of the ball among players by means of up-kicks and down-kicks,
goal scores by up-kicks and down-kicks, dribbling the ball into the goal, and successful
tackles. These serve as the Ev Types for this simulation.
In this section, the language to define event occurrence conditions introduced in
Section 4.6 is used to describe the event occurrence conditions to identify goal scores
by up-kicks. Appendix E contains the Esper pattern implementation of these conditions, as well as the implementation of the event conditions corresponding to successful
passing of the ball among players by up-kicks.
The following pattern makes sure that the player had the possession of the ball
when he performed the up-kick animation. This check is needed because a player can
perform an up-kick animation even when he does not have possession of the ball.This
up kicked on ball event type is a good justification for recording virtual world information as snapshots. If only the animation change of an avatar were recorded, there
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would be no information to identify that there was a ball object near that player (the
event notification corresponding to an animation change does not contain position
information of the entity).
In the following condition, anc refers to the constituent event (animation changed )
of the up kicked on ball event. possession returns the player who is in possession of
the ball. In Appendix E, the first Esper pattern implements this event pattern.
hss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(up kicked on ball,
{‘player’ 7→ pid, ‘ball’ 7→ bid},
{‘anc’ 7→ ev id1},
ssi .t, ssi .t)


e1 ∈ ssi .Av and e2 ∈ ssi .Ob and







e1.id = pid and e2.id = bid and




ev ∈ ssi .Ev and





iff ev = happ(animation changed, ev id1,



 {‘eid’ 7→ e1.id, ‘anim’ 7→ up kick}, 




{}, ssi .t, ssi .t) and


ssi [e2].possession = ssi [e1].id

Another event condition is needed to detect when the ball lands inside the goal after
travelling above the ground. The event condition given to detect an entity landing in
a particular location in Section 4.6.1 is used for this. In Appendix E, this condition is
implemented as three different Esper patterns (2, 3, 4).
Finally, a condition to identify the temporal relationship between the event of type
up kicked on ball and event of type landed inside l is needed to identify a goal score.
The negation in the below condition makes sure that up kicked on ball is associated
with only one landed inside l event. Specifying this condition in Esper (pattern 6 in
Appendix E) is achieved by grouping the two events using ‘[ ]’ and using the EVERY
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operator.
hss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(goal score by up kick,
{‘player’ 7→ pid, ‘goal’ 7→ Goal},
{‘lig ev’ 7→ ev id2, ‘up kicked on ball’ 7→ ev id3},
t1 , t 2 )
iffhss1 , .., ssn i, i |= happ(landed inside l, ev id2,
{‘e’ 7→ bid, ‘l name’ 7→ Goal},
{},
t2 , t 2 )
andhss1 , .., ssn i, j |= happ(up kicked on ball, ev id3,
{‘player’ 7→ pid, ‘ball’ 7→ bid},
, t1 , t1 )
and@k, j < k < i hss1 , .., ssn i, k |= happ(up kicked on ball, , , , )

Note that the entity relationships inferred in the previous sub-section were used in these
event patterns. If the event condition depended only on the low-level entity information
(e.g. position and animation information), these event patterns would have been much
harder to specify.
After this event recognition step, a snapshot of the football environment now includes events that took place at that time instant. Now the agent can be notified of
the events taking place in the football game in which it is participating. However, still
there is no provision for it to identify what these identified events mean to it. In other
words, the agent still cannot identify the situations that it is faced with. In the next
section, situations that are identified in a football game are discussed.
8.1.1.4

Identifying Situations

The following set of situations is defined to demonstrate how our system is capable of
identifying situations at different granularities. It demonstrates the use of the relationship information and events identified in the previous steps for situation recognition.
All these situations are specific to the football domain. When considering the low-level
nature of the sensor data received from Second Life (Figure 8.1), it is evident that some
level of processing of these low-level sensor data is needed to identify these domainspecific situations. In our thesis, abstract entity relationships and complex events fulfil
this requirement.
The following serve as the Sit Types for this simulation:
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• Opposition is leading
• Opposition has the possession of the ball
• None of my team members is in the penaltyA area
• Potential goal score by opposition
Situation templates corresponding to these situations are given in Appendix F.
Here, the first three situations are considered as primitive situations, in the sense that
they are based on entity property values, and/or entity relationships. The start and end
of these situations are identified based on the events identified by the event detector.
Appendix G contains Esper patterns corresponding to these events.
Opposition is leading: Consider the goal score by up kick described in the previous sub-section. Each agent deployed in this football simulation will identify this event.
However, based on the team to which the player who scored the goal belongs, and the
scores of the two teams, different players comprehend this event in a different manner.
For example, in the viewpoint of a player, if the goal was scored by an opposition player
when the point scores of the two teams had been equal, then the player is faced with
a situation where the opposition is leading the game.
For

this

‘opposition

is

leading’

situation,

the

triggering

condition

is

opp start to lead , and the terminating condition is points equalled .
Opposition has the possession of the ball: This situation is detected using the
change of the possession/2 relationship, and by comparing the team to which the player
possessing the ball with the team of the agent. An event of type opposition got ball
triggers this situation, and an event of type opposition lost ball terminates this situation.
None of my team members is in the penaltyA area: This situation is detected using the dynamic conceptual entity player demographics. The corresponding
Esper patterns detect when the number of players from the agent team in Penalty A
area becomes zero (teammates left penaltyA — the triggering condition), and at least
one team member entered the Penalty A area (teammates entered penaltyA — the
terminating condition).
Potential goal score by opposition: If an agent identifies that none of its teammates are in the Penalty A area, and the opposition has got the possession of the ball,
the agent sees this as a situation where the opposition has the potential to score a goal.
This situation is defined as a conjunction of the ‘opposition has the possession of the
ball’ situation and the ‘none of my team members are in the penaltyA area’ situation.
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It should be noted that the identification of the complete set of entity relationships,
events, and situations in complex simulations such as the football simulation considered
in this section should involve the knowledge of a domain expert, as acknowledged by
other researchers deploying agents in complex virtual simulations (Warden and Visser,
2012). The use of domain experts, and the application of well-defined knowledge engineering methodologies has been common in many system implementations. There
exist many different approaches and methodologies for this (Studer, Benjamins, and
Fensel, 1998). In this regard, the use of domain ontologies has received a special attention in the field of knowledge engineering, as they enable the reuse and sharing of
knowledge in a computable form. However, the existing ontologies for virtual environments (Grimaldo, Lozano, Barber, and Vigueras, 2008; Kao, Chang, Chien, and Soo,
2005; Chang et al., 2005; Otto, 2005) are not comprehensive enough to describe the
generic aspects related to virtual environments, or to identify how to incorporate the
information specific to different domains on top of this generic virtual environment ontology. Moreover, most of the present day virtual worlds do not contain any semantic
information. Otto (2005) describes some of the many difficulties in creating semantic
information for an existing virtual environment. Nevertheless, much research exists
for creating ontologies in diversified areas such as eCommerce, medical, multimedia,
and digital libraries. Ontology based knowledge engineering methodologies also exist,
and we refer the interested reader to the work of Simperl, Mochol, Bürger, and Popov
(2009).
At the end of the situation recognition step, the agent now has an abstract view
of the football game that it is participating in. The next section demonstrates how
this abstract information is utilised by the deliberation process of the agent. It also
demonstrates this information is useful in identifying and reacting to the fulfilment
and violation of the agent’s expectations related to the give-and-go football scenario
described in Section 1.4 and Section 5.5.

8.1.2

A Jason Agent Deployed in a SecondFootball Game

From the three players mentioned earlier, Ras Ruby3 is controlled by a Jason agent.
Su Monday and Sura Haroldsen are controlled by humans4 .
3
4

The lower case notation ras ruby is used when referring to agent names in Jason code.
Implementing full teams of players controlled by agents is beyond the scope of this research. Such

an implementation requires sophisticated agent behaviour execution mechanisms, which has not been
addressed in this thesis.
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Appendix H describes the login process of a Jason agent into Second Life.
As soon as ras ruby logs into Second Life, it starts receiving snapshots that
describe the state of the environment.

While ras ruby is inside the Mid-

fieldA area, sura haroldsen gets the possession of the ball.

During this time,

su monday is also inside MidfieldA. Therefore ras ruby is notified about the start
of the situation potential goal score by opposition.

This results in the be-

lief start situation(potential goal score by opposition). In order to prevent
sura haroldsen from scoring a goal, ras ruby decides to run to the PenaltyA area. The
Jason external action act in vw is used to specify the agent actions that should be
executed in Second Life. The Jason Environment class converts this action command
to a string representation and sends to the VW Client.

+!start_situation(potential_goal_score_by_opposition)
<- act_in_vw("run","PenaltyA").

However, ras ruby could not stop sura haroldsen, and she scores a goal. As a result,
ras ruby realises that it is facing a situation where the opposition is leading the game.
When the agent detects the start of this situation, it runs back to the MidfieldB area5
to try score a goal to make the point counts equal. The agreement between ras ruby
and su monday was to attempt the give-and-go team tactic to score a goal. Therefore
once inside MidfieldB, it waits for su monday to pass the ball to it.

+!start_situation(opposition_leading)
<- act_in_vw("run","MidfieldB").

When it receives the ball, the corresponding snapshot contains the proposition
successful pass(su monday, ras ruby), and by processing this proposition, the percept successful pass is generated. The plan below gets triggered, as the context
condition is instantiated to current tactic(give and go(su monday, ras ruby)) &
.my name(ras ruby) & in situation(opposition leading). Note that the agent
5

According to football rules, there needs to be a kick-off first, and the agent must be in its own

half when that happens. In this example, this kick-off is ignored for simplicity.
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goes for the give-and-go tactic only if it is faced with a situation where the opposition
is leading the game. In the reasoning process of the agent, this percept becomes a new
belief. This belief also has the annotation state(N), which refers to the state in which
this complex event is detected to have occurred. This state number is passed to the
expectation monitor.

+successful_pass(OtherAgent, Me)[state(N)] :
current_tactic(give_and_go(OtherAgent, Me)) & .my_name(Me)
& in_situation(opposition_leading)
<- .term2string(OtherAgent, OtherAgentStr);
.concat("(’U’,",
"’advanceToGoalB(", OtherAgentStr, ")’,",
"’penaltyB(", OtherAgentStr, ")’)",
Expectation);
monitor.start_monitoring("fulf", "move_to_target",
"expectation_monitor",
"#once", Expectation, [N]);
monitor.start_monitoring("viol", "move_to_target",
"expectation_monitor",
"#once", Expectation, [N]).

During the execution of this plan, ras ruby starts monitoring for the fulfilment
and violation of its expectation that su monday will perform the “go” part of the
“give and go” tactic, in particular, that she will advance towards the goal continuously
until reaching the PenaltyB area. The internal action start monitoring defined in
Section 5.7.1.1 is used to initiate monitoring the rule of expectation, both for fulfilment
and violation. The first call to this internal action specifies ‘fulf’, meaning that the
monitor should check for the fulfilment of the rule. The second call to the internal
action has the value ‘viol’, which means that the monitor should also check for the
violation of the rule. When a monitor based on the logic described in Section 5.5
is used, these two cases cause the monitoring of the truth of Fulf and Viol formulae,
respectively. Appendix I describes the remaining parameters of this internal action.
In this scenario, if su monday fulfilled ras ruby’s expectation, the expectation monitor detects this event and reports back to ras ruby. The following plan handles this
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detected fulfilment event and instructs ras ruby’s avatar to pass the ball to su monday
by an up-kick.

+fulf("fulf_reach_penaltyB")
<monitor.stop_monitoring("fulf",
"reach_penaltyB",
"expectation_monitor");
monitor.stop_monitoring("viol",
"reach_penaltyB",
"expectation_monitor");
//turn towards other agent and pass the ball to him
act_in_vw("pass","up-kick").

If su monday violated the expectation, the expectation monitor reports the identified violation event to ras ruby, and the first plan below reacts to this violation by
creating a goal to choose a new tactic and executing it. The second plan below is then
triggered, and ras ruby adopts the tactic of attempting to score a goal on his own by
running to the PenaltyB area6 . When the fulfilment or the violation of the expectation
was detected, ras ruby stops monitoring for the corresponding expectation.
To conclude, this section demonstrated how the domain-specific event and situation
information provided by our framework can be used to implement high-level agent plans
in Jason to operate an agent in the complex SecondFootball simulation. This section
also demonstrated how this abstract environment information is used to define social
expectation of Jason agents, and how they can react to the identified fulfilments and
violations of their expectations.

6

How the avatar controlled by the Jason agent performs turning, running, and kicking the ball

is demonstrated in the video at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSFNatzjHhg (starting at 2:25
minutes). In the current implementation, the logic needed for turning, running, and kicking the ball
(to the PenaltyB area) is hard-coded in the Actuator logic, as mentioned in Section 7.5.
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+viol("viol_reach_penaltyB")
<- .stop_monitoring("fulf",
"reach_penaltyB",
"expectation_monitor");
.stop_monitoring("viol",
"reach_penaltyB",
"expectation_monitor");
!choose_and_enact_new_tactic.
+!choose_and_enact_new_tactic : .my_name(Me)
<- -+current_tactic(solo_run(Me));
act_in_vw("run","PenaltyB").

8.2

Case Study II — An IVA Deployed in the OVH
Simulation

The previous section provided a demonstration of how our dynamic virtual environment model can be employed to abstractly describe the dynamic environment of an
IVA in a complex simulation. How this abstract information can be used by the deliberation process of a Jason agent was also demonstrated. However, the use of the
Natural Language Processor was not demonstrated in the previous section. Moreover,
the design of only one social expectation based on agent actions was demonstrated.
Therefore it is also required to demonstrate how the temporal relationships between
these agent actions and the communication actions identified by the Natural Language
Processor for specifying agent expectations. In this section, the Otago Virtual Hospital
(OVH)7 simulation is used to demonstrate these two aspects.
The Otago Virtual Hospital Simulation (OVH) (Figure 8.4) resembles the Emergency Department (ED) in a New Zealand hospital.

It is a “virtual hospital in

which medical students, playing the role of junior doctors, solve open-ended clinical
cases” (Blyth et al., 2010).
As described in Section 1.4, a doctor participating in this simulation is expected to
7

http://hedc.otago.ac.nz/magnolia/ovh.html
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Figure 8.4: The Otago Virtual Hospital (OVH) simulation
adhere to a set of best practices. In the OVH simulation, identifying whether a doctor
is adhering to best practices mainly involves detecting their communication acts, and
detecting their actions (e.g. the types of tests they conduct).
The next two sections describe how snapshot generation, relationship identification,
and event detection are conducted for the OVH simulation. In order to test the Natural
Language Processor, a communication data set generated from this simulation was
required. The implementers of the OVH simulation provided this communication data
for two types of scenarios. However, there was no provision to deploy our agents in
those scenarios. Therefore the results in this section report only the offline analysis of
the NLP component.

8.2.1

Generating Initial Snapshots

OVH simulation is implemented in a virtual world (the New Zealand Virtual World
Grid) implemented using OpenSimulator. As mentioned in Section 2.2, OpenSimulator
makes use of the Second Life communication protocol, and our SL Client could be used
to extract data from this simulation as well. The OVH simulation is different from
the SecondFootball simulation in many respects. Therefore sensor data extraction
and snapshot generation for this scenario was performed differently compared to the
SecondFootball simulation.
• The OVH simulation contains a smaller number of participants than an (actual)
SecondFootball game, and they exhibit little mobility. Accurate position information in the OVH simulation does not play a significant role. Therefore the
enhanced LIBOMV-based data extraction mechanism was used to extract data
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from this simulation. The frequency of periodic snapshot generation was set to
10 seconds.
• The OVH simulation contains many scripted objects that are of importance to
the simulation. Participants perform clinical observations (e.g. checking blood
pressure), by clicking these objects. Whenever a scripted object is clicked, this
information is communicated to a chat logger through a private chat channel.
The script attached to the avatar of the agent listens on this private logger
channel, and is able to extract all the information related to avatars clicking
on objects. This information is received as communication messages, and results in primitive events of type avatar click action. For example, the primitive event corresponding to a doctor conducting a urine dipstick test can be
written as havatar click action, ev id1, {name 7→ checked urine dipstick , e 7→
house surgeon}, 00:40:22.1i.
• The text chat exchanged in the public chat channel is the most important, as
this is the communication medium used in the OVH simulation. Chat exchanged
in the public chat channel was directly captured by the LIBOMV client. The
Natural Language Processor then identified the communication actions associated
with these chat messages. The OVH simulation does not make use of voice chat.
• Unlike the ball object in the SecondFootball simulation, there are no moving
objects in the OVH simulation. Static information of objects (e.g. their position
coordinates) was recorded prior to being used in identifying relationships such as
whether the doctor is close to the bed.

8.2.2

Relationship Identification and Event Recognition

For the OVH simulation, not many spatial relationships are required. The in/2 relationship is used to identify whether a participant is inside a particular location of the
simulation (e.g. the nurses’ station, or inside the toilet). The near /2 relationship is
used to identify whether a doctor is near the patient, or whether they are near any
static object (e.g. the bed).
Organisational relationships are important in the OVH simulation. For example,
a participant is a patient in the viewpoint of a doctor, while the same participant is
the mother of another participant. Such relationships are static during the course of a
simulation. Therefore such information is recorded in a textual configuration file.
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With the identification of relationships such as in/2 and near /2 , as well as primitive events related to communication actions and avatars clicking objects, it is possible to define event patterns to identify complex temporal relationships between these
primitive events. However, identifying complex events related to entity property or
relationship changes in the OVH simulation is not currently addressed. In this section, only communication actions and avatars clicking on objects are used to identify
whether doctors are adhering to best practices defined for the OVH simulation. These
are defined in the form of expectations, and are explained in Section 8.2.4.

8.2.3

Generating Communication Actions

This section discusses about creating the OVH chat corpus, and the analysis carried
out on this corpus to evaluate our Dialogue Act Recogniser, Addressee Recogniser, and
Communication Action Recogniser.
8.2.3.1

Corpus

An excerpt from the chat corpus provided by the OVH team is shown in Table 8.18 . A
chat message in one row is also called a chat post, or an utterance. Note that a single
utterance may contain more than one sentence.
The chat corpus contains 29 log files, and 5978 chat messages. The shortest log
file contained 8 posts, and the longest log file contained 699 posts. On average, a
log file produced 203 posts. These log files were provided in two phases. The first
phase produced 18 log files (3287 posts). The second phase contained 11 log files (2593
posts). This information is summarised in Table 8.2. Log files of the second phase
were the result of formal runs of the urinary tract infected (UTI) patient OVH scenario
conducted as part of a postgraduate research project (the author of this thesis played
the patient’s role in the first five scenarios runs of the second phase). In contrast, log
files from the first phase correspond to both the UTI patient scenario, and the accident
victim OVH scenario. These scenario runs were conducted as test and demonstration
runs. In addition, logs from the first phase contained chat posts related to conversations
of simulation implementers during system testing.
From these two scenarios, the UTI patient scenario is more complex. It involves
an elderly lady suffering from a urinary tract infection. She has been brought into
the Emergency Department (ED), and the doctors’ responsibility is to diagnose the
8

Names shown in the excerpt do not refer to real people.
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Timestamp

Speaker Name

Chat Message

[14:40]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Say, how has your heart rhythm been feeling recently?

[14:40]

Gertrude Macfarlane

i don’t think it was fully normal

[14:40]

Gertrude Macfarlane

bit fast and bit slow sometimes

[14:40]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Oh yup. You said you had some problems there in
the past. Did it ever go back to fully normal?

[14:41]

Gertrude Macfarlane

well, i think the pills controlled it very well. so i was
normal as long as I took the pills

[14:41]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Righto.

[14:41]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Have you had any other medical problems in the
past?

[14:42]

Gertrude Macfarlane

no, i am healthy otherwise

[14:42]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Oh that’s good!

[14:42]

house-surgeon1 ovh

No other problems with your heart, or lungs? Kidneys?

[14:42]

Gertrude Macfarlane

i went out of breath recently

[14:43]

Gertrude Macfarlane

don;t know about kidneys, i cannt see them you know

[14:43]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Of course :-)

[14:43]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Oh are you allergic to any medicines? Is there anything we should make sure we don’t prescribe for
you?

[14:43]

Gertrude Macfarlane

no

[14:44]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Great

[14:44]

house-surgeon1 ovh

Who else is at home with you, apart from your cat?

[14:44]

Gertrude Macfarlane

nobody

Table 8.1: An excerpt from the OVH chat corpus

No. of posts

No. of log files

First phase

3287

18

Second phase

2593

11

Total

5978

29

Minimum no. of posts in a log file

8

-

Maximum no. of posts in a log file

699

-

Average no. of posts in a log file

203

-

Table 8.2: OVH chat corpus summary
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illness and prescribe medicine. In the accident victim scenario, a motorcyclist who has
had a road accident has been brought into the ED. He is unconscious, so he cannot
communicate with the doctors. The doctors’ responsibility is to observe the patient’s
oxygen level, breathing, etc. using the provided medical equipment, and give him initial
treatments.
From these two scenarios, the UTI patient scenario was selected to evaluate the
Natural Language Processor, because it was the more complex scenario containing
more chat interactions, and also because most of the chat logs referred to this scenario.
The corpus was divided into a training set and a test set. In order to allow for the
possible requirement of analysing correlations among different chat posts9 , the test set
was grouped into blocks. Six blocks from the chat corpus were selected (1—100, 1000—
1099, ..., 5000—5099). This resulted in 600 chat posts for the test set, accounting for
10% of the corpus. Out of these, 100 chat posts are from the scenario runs that the
author of this thesis took part in.
8.2.3.2

Dialogue Act Recognition

As described in Section 4.5.1, the set of dialogue acts should be selected based on the
type of analysis planned to be done in a corpus, and the size of the corpus. For the
current analysis, a set of 14 dialogue acts was identified. This tag set is a subset of
the tag set by Wu et al. (2005) defined for online chat communications, and has three
additional dtags required for further analysis of the corpus. These are highlighted
in Table 8.3. This tag set corresponds to the Sim DActs component of the message
structure defined in our abstract model in Section 3.5.
The corpus was manually tagged using the 14 dialogue act tags given in Table 8.3.
Each utterance was assigned only one dtag. If more than one sentence is present, the
dtag that is most relevant in that context is selected. Note that this data set contains
chat posts from different scenarios. Since this dtag set is domain independent, using
chat posts from different scenarios was not a problem. Table 8.4 shows the composition
of dtags in the corpus, and the dtag compositions for the training and testing sets.
Section 4.5.1 described different types of feature used for dialogue act recognition
in the related literature. From these, the feature set provided by Forsyth and Martell
(2007) for online chat classification was selected as the starting point. After exper9

For example, for addressee recognition, the fact that the previous utterance was a ynQuestion

increases the probability that the current utterance having a yAnswer, or an nAnswer that is addressed
to the speaker of the previous utterance.
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Tag

Example

Accept

True

Apology

Sorry I’m bit late

Conventional closing (bye)

See you soon

Continuer

And he did not come

Emotion

Oh dear :(

Conventional opening (greet)

Nice to meet you Gertrude

No-Answer (nAnswer)

No, he is not like that

Other

*********

Request

Can I have some water?

Statement

I am not feeling well

Thank

Oh thank you dear

Wh-Question

What is your name?

Yes-Answer (yAnswer)

Yes, that could be the reason

Yes-no-Question (ynQuestion) Do you have a cough?
Table 8.3: Dialogue act tag set
imenting with this feature set, a set of 18 features was identified. Table 8.5 shows
this feature set, and the rationale for selecting each feature10 . From these, the first 12
features are from the feature set given by Forsyth and Martell (2007), and the last six
features are newly defined.
This feature set was evaluated using 10-fold cross validation on the training set using
the Naive Bayes classifier11 . The average accuracy of this feature set was 0.72612 . In
contrast, the base line test that used the Bag of Words (BOW)13 feature set provided an
average accuracy of only 0.227. The mean and standard deviation for precision, recall
and F-Score of each dtag are given in Table 8.6. The classifier was then trained using
the entire training corpus, and was tested on the test set to validate the result received
in 10-fold cross validation. This gave an accuracy of 0.722. In addition, the accuracy
for the 100 posts in which the author of this thesis was involved was separately tested,
in order to check for any introduced bias. This sub-set resulted in an accuracy of 0.76.
10
11

See Appendix K for the full list of key words used in this feature set.
A train/dev/test split of the corpus was not used as the scope of the research did not include

evaluating different feature sets.
12
See Appendix J for definitions of performance scores used in this section.
13
A BOW feature set has a feature corresponding to each word in the corpus. A word feature is
presented if that word appears in the input text.
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Dialogue

Percentage

Percentage

Percentage

Act Tag

occurrence

occurrence in

occurrence

in corpus

training set

in test set

Accept

6.976

7.326

3.833

Apology

1.104

1.134

0.833

Bye

0.703

0.762

0.167

Continuer

8.782

8.925

7.500

Emotion

1.422

1.395

1.667

Greet

3.647

3.477

5.167

nAnswer

4.048

3.886

5.500

Other

1.054

1.041

1.167

Request

3.346

3.384

3.000

Statement

40.733

40.796

40.167

Thank

2.007

2.064

1.500

whQuestion

7.444

7.252

9.167

yAnswer

4.517

4.518

4.500

ynQuestion

14.219

14.039

15.833

Table 8.4: Dialogue act tag composition in the OVH chat corpus
The precision, recall and F-Score of each dtag for the full test set (fts) and this 100
post sub-set (100ss) are given in Table 8.7.
8.2.3.3

Addressee Recognition

Chat logs belonging to the UTI patient scenario were manually annotated for addressee
information. Only these chat logs were selected because they contained interactions of
more than two participants. Chat logs received in the second phase of this scenario
contained only three participants (house surgeon, patient, and registrar). From these,
only two participants (house surgeon and the patient) were involved in the conversation most of the time. In contrast, chat logs received in the first phase for the UTI
patient scenario contained 5-7 participants. These include 2-3 doctors, the patient, the
patient’s daughter, and sometimes a registrar, the patient’s son, and observers. Due
to these different compositions in the two phases, the results of addressee recognition
for each phase are separately reported.
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Feature

Rationale

Total number of words in a post

Indicates
(e.g.

yes),

short

answers

and

Emotions

(e.g. oooh)
First word is a conjunction, preposition, or ellipses

Indicates a Continuer tag

(POS tag of ’CC’, ’IN’, or ’:’)
Contains part of speech (POS) tags ‘WRB’(Wh-

Indicates a wh-Question tag

adverb) or ‘WP’ (Wh-pronoun)
Has an emotion abbreviation (e.g. haha, omg)

Indicates an Emotion tag

Has an emoticon (e.g. :P, :()

Indicates an Emotion tag

Has a greeting word (e.g. hello, hi)

Indicates a Greet tag

Has a bye word (e.g. bye, cya)

Indicates a Bye tag

Has ‘yes’ or yes variant (e.g. yes, yeah)

Indicates an yes-Answer tag

Has ‘no’ or no variant (e.g. no, nopes)

Indicates a no-Answer tag

Contains question mark

Indicates a question

Contains exclamation mark

Indicates an Emotion tag

A word in the sentence is in upper case and has a word

Indication of short answers s.a.

length > 1

OK

Contains an accept word (e.g. ok, sure)

Indicates an Accept tag

Has a repetition of a character for 3 or more times

Indicates an Other tag

One of the first three words of the sentence contains a

Indicates a question

question word
Contains a request word (e.g. please, can)

Indicates a Request tag

Contains an apology word (e.g. sorry)

Indicates an Apology tag

Contains a thanking word (e.g. thanks, thank)

Indicates a Thank tag

Table 8.5: Feature set
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Dtag

Precision

Recall

F-Score

Mean

Std

Mean

Std

Mean

Std

Greet

0.880

0.096

0.851

0.104

0.859

0.069

whQuestion

0.777

0.131

0.751

0.068

0.758

0.077

Statement

0.730

0.036

0.826

0.028

0.774

0.019

Accept

0.604

0.117

0.533

0.149

0.559

0.125

ynQuestion

0.826

0.062

0.716

0.031

0.766

0.030

Thank

0.926

0.088

0.883

0.095

0.899

0.057

Request

0.413

0.132

0.252

0.099

0.310

0.112

Continuer

0.664

0.113

0.645

0.076

0.653

0.090

yAnswer

0.651

0.155

0.712

0.097

0.671

0.110

nAnswer

0.657

0.089

0.759

0.100

0.701

0.082

Emotion

0.758

0.315

0.478

0.277

0.547

0.286

Other

0.646

0.440

0.261

0.262

0.378

0.292

Bye

1.000

0.000

0.323

0.263

0.577

0.218

Apology

0.885

0.106

0.813

0.135

0.843

0.101

Table 8.6: Mean and standard deviation for precision, recall, and
F-Score in 10-fold cross validation with the Naive Bayes classifier

Dtag

Precision

Recall

f-Score

fts

100ss

fts

100ss

fts

100ss

Greet

0.958

1.000

0.742

0.667

0.836

0.800

whQuestion

0.800

0.786

0.727

0.688

0.762

0.733

Statement

0.733

0.791

0.830

0.850

0.778

0.819

Accept

0.429

1.000

0.652

1.000

0.517

1.000

ynQuestion

0.839

0.667

0.768

0.615

0.802

0.640

Thank

1.000

1.000

0.778

1.000

0.875

1.000

Request

0.250

0.333

0.222

0.333

0.235

0.333

Continuer

0.667

1.000

0.533

0.778

0.593

0.875

yAnswer

0.694

0.667

0.926

1.000

0.794

0.800

nAnswer

0.581

0.667

0.545

1.000

0.563

0.800

Emotion

None

None

0.000

0.000

None

None

Other

0.000

None

0.000

None

0.000

None

Bye

None

None

0.000

None

None

None

Apology

1.000

None

0.800

None

0.889

None

Table 8.7: Precision, recall, and F-Score values for the test set, and
its 100 post sub-set
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First phase data set:

From the training set, log files corresponding to the

first phase for the UTI patient scenario were selected and Algorithm 4.2 given in Section 4.5.2 was used for addressee recognition. The algorithm was run separately for
each log file (g1–g5 in Table 8.8)14 . This is because different log files contained different
names for doctors.
In order to improve the accuracy of Algorithm 4.2, domain-specific relationship
information was used to fine-tune the output of its first step (identifying explicit vocative terms as addressees). For example, if the phrase “your daughter” appeared in an
utterance, the addressee is set to the patient. Similarly, if the phrase “my daughter”
appeared in an utterance, it is concluded that the addressee cannot be the patient’s
daughter. Next, manually tagged dialogue acts were used to improve the accuracy of
Algorithm 4.2. An utterance having a ‘Continuer’ dtag is determined to be a continuation of the most recent utterance by the same speaker, and the addressee is assigned to
the addressee of that utterance. Moreover, in online chat communications, participants
sometimes tend to give acknowledgements in between such continuing utterances. This
information is also used in determining the addressee. For the backward looking dialogue acts ‘yAnswer’ and ‘nAnswer’, the addressee is determined by identifying the
speaker of the immediately following dialogue act of type ‘ynQuestion’ and/or ‘Request’. Algorithm 8.1 describes the enhanced version of Algorithm 4.2.
Table 8.8 reports the results of the addressee recognition step for this subset of
training data. The addressee recognition algorithm given by Traum (2004) (see Section 4.5.2) was used as the baseline test case. Table 8.9 shows the McNemar’s significance test (McNemar, 1947) values for the five log files, and the significance test value
for all the log files taken as a whole15 . Three out of five log files show a significant
increase in accuracy (p < 0.05) for Algorithm 4.2 over Traum’s algorithm. Four out of
five show a significant increase in accuracy over Traum’s algorithm for Algorithm 8.1.
The log files taken together show a significant increase for both Algorithm 4.2, and
Algorithm 8.1, compared to Traum’s algorithm.
However, the use of dialogue act tags for addressee recognition is susceptible to the
accuracy of the addressee recognition step. As shown in Table 8.10, the accuracy of
addressee recognition shows a considerable drop when automatically generated dtags
are used for the testing set of the first phase16 .
14

Each log file was read as one block.
See Appendix J for a discussion on how this test value is calculated.
16
Automatic dtags are added using the Naive Bayes classifier trained on the entire training set using
15

the features shown in Table 8.5.
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Input : message
Output: addressee
1

addressee = “”

2

if message content has an explicit vocative(s) satisfying certain conditions then

3

addressee = vocative(s)

4

Use domain-specific relationship information to refine the addressee

5

end

6

else if there exists a previous message with content (PM) containing a noun that
has a high occurrence frequency in content AND speaker != speaker of PM then

7

Set the addressee to speaker of PM

8

end

9

else if dtag == ‘continuer’ then

10

Find the immediate preceding message (PM) of speaker

11

if there is an message (M) in between PM & current message, with dtag =
‘accept’ or ‘yanswer’ or ‘emotion’ then

12

if speaker of M != speaker then

13

addressee = speaker of M
end

14
15

else
addressee = addressee of PM

16
17

end

18

end

19

else if dtag == ‘yAnswer’ or ‘nAnswer’ then

20

if there is a preceding message (PM) with dtag = ynQuestion or request AND
speaker of PM != speaker then
addressee = speaker of PM

21
22

end

23

end

24

lines 8-16 of Algorithm 4.2

Algorithm 8.1: Addressee recognition algorithm enhanced by using relationship and dtag information
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log file

participant

Traum’s

Alg. 4.2

Alg. 8.1 with man-

count

Alg.

g1

5

0.822

0.839

0.861

g2

7

0.655

0.694

0.710

g3

5

0.689

0.727

0.747

g4

7

0.476

0.481

0.488

g5

6

0.644

0.685

0.721

ual dtag info.

Table 8.8: Accuracy comparison of addressee recognition algorithms
for the first phase training set with manual dtags

log file

Significance value for accu-

Significance value for accu-

racy increase for Alg. 4.2

racy increase for Alg. 8.1

over Traum’s alg.

over Traum’s alg.

g1

0.248

0.046

g2

0.000

0.000

g3

0.003

0.000

g4

0.074

0.383

g5

0.008

0.000

all

0.000

0.000

Table 8.9: McNemar’s significance test values for the first phase training set with manual dtags

log file

Traum’s

Alg. 4.2

Alg.

Alg.

8.1

with

Alg.

8.1

with

manual dtags

generated dtags

g1

0.740

0.780

0.780

0.660

g3

0.530

0.580

0.630

0.510

g5

0.469

0.484

0.547

0.469

Table 8.10: Accuracy comparison of addressee recognition algorithms
for the first phase test set
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log file

Traum’s Alg.

Alg. 4.2

Alg. 8.1 with manual
dtags

m1

0.941

0.949

0.949

m2

0.924

0.930

0.932

m3

0.975

0.975

0.975

m4

0.948

0.948

0.948

m5

0.919

0.919

0.929

m6

0.969

0.969

0.969

m7

0.971

0.971

0.971

m8

0.948

0.961

0.961

m9

0.981

0.981

0.981

m10

0.981

0.987

0.987

m11

0.951

0.960

0.960

mean

0.955

0.959

0.960

stdev

0.022

0.021

0.019

Table 8.11: Accuracy comparison of addressee recognition algorithms
for the second phase training set
Second phase data set: As mentioned earlier, all log files received in the second
phase had only three participants, and showed similar traits with respect to speaker and
addressee compositions (the house surgeon and the patient conversed most of the time,
and the registrar intervened only on a few occasions). Table 8.11 shows the accuracy of
addressee recognition on the training set. As can be seen, the accuracy of Algorithm 4.2
compared with Traum’s algorithm is not significantly higher, with or without dialogue
act information. For the second phase data set, relationship information was not used,
because relationships such as those described for the first phase data set are not found
in the second phase data set. As mentioned earlier, the author of this thesis played the
patient’s role in log files m1–m5. However, this has not affected addressee recognition
accuracy. The test sets derived from m3 and m7 chat files showed an accuracy of 100%
for all the algorithms. This was due to the fact that the randomly selected two blocks
of 100 chat posts has happened to be from the middle of these two chat files, which
had only a conversation between the house surgeon and the patient.
To conclude, if a chat conversation has more participant interactions, then all versions of our algorithm perform better than Traum’s algorithm. However, the use of
dtags for addressee recognition should be used only if accurate dtag information is
available.
When observing the conversations in phase one, it was evident that sometimes the
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Communication Action

Example

Doctor greeting the patient

Hello Gertrude

Doctor introducing himself to patient

I am doctor Ben

Doctor taking history

Are you a smoker?

Doctor informing about test

I will have a look at your tummy now

Doctor informing illness

I think you have got an infection

Doctor informing treatment

I am going to give you some antibiotics

Other

When an utterance does not fall into any of the
above categories

Table 8.12: Communication actions of doctors in the OVH simulation
participants have formed sub-groups in different locations inside the OVH simulation.
However, all this chat is communicated in the same chat channel, making these sub
group chats interleaved with each other. This is the main reason for the low accuracy
for most of these chat files. In order to identify addressee in such situations, position
information of participants is needed. Using spatial relationships such as in/2, near/2
discussed in Section 8.2.2, it is possible to abstractly describe participant positions.
Then this abstract position information can be used to identify spatial sub-groups,
which can be used to refine our addressee recognition algorithm. This is left for future
work.
8.2.3.4

Identifying Domain-Specific Communication Actions

In the OVH simulation, only the doctor’s behaviour is analysed. Therefore for the
UTI patient scenario, only communication actions of doctors are identified.

Ta-

ble 8.12 shows the communication actions that are currently defined. These serve
as the Communication actions element defined in the M essage Context structure of
our model in Section 3.5. The entire corpus was manually tagged with this set of
Communication actions.
Algorithm 8.2 is used to identify these communication actions. It makes use of the
dialogue acts and addressee information identified in the previous two steps. To start
with, an utterance is processed by the algorithm only if its speaker is a doctor, and
the addressee is the patient. An utterance is labelled as greet patient if the associated
dtag is ‘Greet’. If the name of a doctor or the terms ‘doctor’ and ‘doctors’ is preceded
by an introduction phase (e.g. ‘I am’, ‘my name is’), the utterance is identified as
the communication action introduce to patient. If the dtag of an utterance is either
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‘Statement’, or ‘Request’, and it contains a phrase describing a test, this utterance
refers to the inform test communication action. Similarly, if the utterance has the
dtag ‘Statement’, and it has a phrase describing the illness or possible treatment,
then this utterance is categorised as inform illness, or inform treatment, respectively.
An utterance tagged as an ‘ynQuestion’ or ‘whQuestion’ is identified as take history.
Finally, if the utterance is tagged as ‘Continuer’, the communication action assigned
to the previous utterance of the same speaker is assigned. An utterance that has not
been associated with a communication action by the above rules is marked as ‘other’.
Note that unlike in dialogue act recognition, it is possible to assign more than one
communication action to an utterance.
The test terms, illness terms, and treatment terms used in Algorithm 8.2 were
extracted from the patient role-playing script, names and functionalities of the objects
in the simulation, and types of object clicking actions allowed to be performed by a
doctor. The data set belonging to the first phase of the UTI patient scenario was also
analysed to identify the different key words used by doctors. Appendix K contains the
list of these terms.
This algorithm was used to identify the communication actions in the chat files
received in the second phase. Table 8.13 shows the accuracy of communication action
identification with respect to the training and test data sets of the second phase. Test
set I corresponds to the scenario runs in which the author participated as the patient.
This result verifies that this has not introduced any bias to the validity of the result.
Table 8.13 also shows how the accuracy of communication action identification depends
on the automatic recognition of dialogue acts and addressee recognition. Note that the
reduction of accuracy is due to the wrongly classified dtags. Addressee recognition does
not have much of an impact on this result, as the second phase of chat files mainly had
only the doctor and the patient.
8.2.3.5

Inter-Rater Reliability

In order to validate the manual annotation of the chat corpus done by the author,
an inter-rater reliability (IRR) test was conducted. Three blocks of 200 chat posts
(i.e., 10% of the corpus) were selected. Six individuals who had no involvement with
this research were selected17 . Each block was given to two participants, so that this
10% of the corpus was tagged by three annotators (the author, and two participants).
Cohen’s Kappa value (Cohen, 1960) for dialogue act tagging, addressee tagging, and
17

Ethical approval was obtained to use human participants in this study.
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Input : message
Output: comm action
1

string comm action = “”

2

if speaker is the doctor AND addressee is the patient then

3

if dtag = ‘Greet’ then
comm action = ‘greet patient’

4
5

end

6

if name of the doctor is preceded by one of the introduction terms then
comm action = comm action + ‘,’ + ‘introduce to patient’

7
8

end

9

if dtag = ‘Statement’ OR dtag = ‘Request’ then
if Utterance contains a test term then

10

comm action = comm action + ‘,’ + ‘inform test’

11

end

12
13

end

14

if dtag = ‘Statement’ then
if Utterance contains an illness term then

15

comm action = comm action + ‘,’ + ‘inform illness’

16
17

end

18

if Utterance contains a treatment term then
comm action = comm action + ‘,’ + ‘inform treatment’

19

end

20
21

end

22

if dtag = ‘ynQuestion’ OR dtag = ‘whQuestion’ then
comm action = comm action + ‘,’ + ‘take history’

23
24

end

25

if dtag = ‘Continuer’ then
comm action = comm action of the speaker’s previous utterance

26
27

end

28

end

29

if no communication action has been identified then

30
31

comm action = ‘other’
end

Algorithm 8.2: Algorithm for communication action recognition
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Training set
0.961

Test set I

Test set II

manual dtags

generated dtags

manual dtags

generated dtags

0.96

0.87

0.99

0.97

Table 8.13: Accuracy of communication action identification

communication action tagging are 0.70, 0.90, and 0.85 (respectively)18 . As described
in Appendix J, the Kappa coefficient value received for dialogue act annotation is
‘acceptable’, while both addressee annotation and communication action annotation
are ‘good’. Interestingly, the Kappa value received for dialogue act annotation is close
to the accuracy of the accuracy of our classifier.
To conclude, this section demonstrated the process of identifying communication
actions from the chat messages exchanged in virtual world chat channels. We also
evaluated the accuracy of each component in the Natural Language Processor, and
showed that each had an acceptable level of accuracy.

8.2.4

Expectation Monitoring in the OVH Simulation

This section discusses how the identified communication actions can be used alongside
physical actions of avatars to define expectations on the behaviour of doctors.
For example, the formula below corresponds to the expectation that a doctor should
introduce himself to the patient19 . This formula specifies an expected temporal relation
between two communication actions. When a communication action corresponding to
doctor taking history of the patient was detected (condition), the expectation states
that the doctor has greeted the patient sometime in the past. The S symbol represents
‘since’, which looks backward in the world model. Note that a formula (S, True, φ)
means “True holds since φ” i.e., φ holds sometime in the past.
1. The doctor should introduce himself to the patient before taking history
(Fulf, communication_action(doctor_name,take_history),
(S,True,communication_action(doctor_name,introduce_to_patient)))

In contrast, the formula below states that the doctor should have closed the curtain
before doing an ECG test, and specifies an expected temporal relation between two
18
19

See Appendix J for a discussion on how this coefficient is calculated.
Only the formulae corresponding to the fulfilments of expectations are shown. As discussed in

Section 5.5, the arguments of a Fulfformula are expected to hold if the condition is true.
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physical actions. When an avatar action corresponding to the doctor checking the
patient’s ECG (condition) is identified, an expectation is enacted that specifies that
the doctor should have closed the curtain sometime in the past.
2. The doctor should close the curtain around the bed before doing an ECG
test on the patient
(Fulf, avatar_action(doctor_name,checked_ECG),
(S, True, avatar_action(doctor_name,closed_Curtain)))

The third formula specifies an expected temporal relation between a communication
action and a physical action. When an avatar action related to the doctor checking
pulse is identified (condition), an expectation is enacted that specifies that the doctor
has informed the patient about this test sometime in the past.
3. The doctor should inform the patient before conducting a test
(e.g. checking pulse)
(Fulf, avatar_action(doctor_name,checked_pulse),
(S, True, communication_action(doctor_name,inform_test(pulse))))

As shown in the fourth formula, an expectation can also be defined to make sure
that the doctor conducts all the mandatory tests that should be carried out in the
scenario. The ‘until’ (U) operator with a first argument of True states that each test
should take place sometime in the future. The expectation is fulfilled when all the tests
have been conducted.
4. The doctor should conduct all the mandatory tests in the scenario
(Fulf, True, (and,
(U,True,avatar_action(doctor_name,checked_pulse)),
(U,True,avatar_action(doctor_name,checked_BP)),
(U,True,avatar_action(doctor_name,checked_temperature)),
(U,True,avatar_action(doctor_name,checked_urine_dipstick))))

As mentioned at the beginning of this case study, evaluation of the Natural Language Processor had to be carried out offline. Therefore in order to test these formulae,
a log file was created that included the possible avatar actions related to clicking on
scripted objects in the OVH simulation20 . Some of the communication actions generated in the previous step for the received chat corpus were interleaved with these
20

A human user manually clicked all the scripted objects in the simulation, which were detected by

our framework.
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avatar actions. Then the offline version of the monitoring tool was executed on the log
file, which verified that the monitor was capable of detecting fulfilments and violations
of these expectations.
To conclude, this section demonstrated how the chat messages exchanged in the
OVH simulation are abstracted into communication actions. It also demonstrated how
expectations can be defined on the behaviour of doctors, using these communication
actions and physical actions of doctors. These expectations contained temporal relationships between communication actions and communication actions, physical actions
and physical actions, as well as communication actions and physical actions.

8.3

Performance Evaluation

This section verifies that the implemented data inference mechanisms have a sufficiently
low latency to be used real-time in the deliberation process of an agent. It is also
demonstrates that the sensor data extraction mechanism based on the LSL scripts
does not show any noticeable impact on Second Life server performance.

8.3.1

Measuring the Efficiency of the Data Inference Components

The Data Processing Module contains four components: the Relation Identifier (RI),
the Complex Event Detector (CED), the Situation Identifier (SI), and the Natural
Language Processor (NP). The SecondFootball simulation was used to measure the
performance of the first three components, and the OVH simulation was used to measure the performance of the Natural Language Processor.
8.3.1.1

Performance measurement of the Relation Identifier, Complex
Event Detector, and Situation Identifier Components

The performance of the Relation Identifier, Complex Event Detector, and Situation
Identifier components depends on three aspects:
• the number of concurrent agents using the framework;
• the number of entities, primitive events, and messages stored in a snapshot initially created by the snapshot generator; and
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• the number of relationship functions, Esper patterns, and situation templates
(respectively) .
Therefore a test scenario was designed with the following configuration:
• five concurrent agents;
• eleven entities per each snapshot (five avatars related to the agents, one avatar
controlled by a human, the ball object, and four dynamic conceptual entities);
and
• five relationship functions, fifteen Esper patterns, and four situations.
Five Jason agents were deployed in the SecondFootball simulation. The actuator
was programmed to execute in a loop where avatars run, stop, and run again with a
frequency of 15 seconds. The ball was controlled by the human-controlled avatar. All
avatars controlled by agents were grouped into one team, and the avatar controlled by
the human was in the opposition team. The human kicked the ball around to generate
opposition got ball and opposition lost ball events. These events initiated and
terminated the opposition has ball situation. The test lasted for 15 minutes, and
was carried out on a Windows Desktop machine (processor: Intel Core2 Quad CPU,
processing power: 2.40GHz, memory: 4GB). The Relation Identifier, Complex Event
Detector, and Situation Identifier had additional logic added to record (into a text file)
the timestamp a snapshot entered each component, and the timestamp the snapshot
left the component after being processed.
The results of this test are shown in Figure 8.5. The box plots in the first graph
show the mean, median, and the quartile values of the time (in milliseconds) taken by
each of the three components to process one snapshot, as well as the outlier values.
It can be seen that the three components do not show a large difference in latency,
and the mean of the latency is very close to zero. The remaining three graphs show
the variation of latency over the period of 15 minutes for these three components. It
can be seen that the performance of these components did not degrade over time, and
justifies the selection of 15 minutes time period.
8.3.1.2

Performance Measurement of the Natural Language Processor

Unlike the other three components, the performance of the Natural Language Processor does not depend on the number of concurrent agents, or the size of a snapshot.
Therefore a test was designed to input a block of 100 posts received in the first phase of
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Figure 8.5: Performance evaluation of the Relation Identifier (RI),
Complex Event Detractor (CED), and Situation Identifier (SI)
the OVH chat corpus into the Natural Language Processor. The logic of the dialogue
act recogniser, addressee recogniser, and the communication action recogniser was augmented with additional logic in such a way that the time a message post entered each
of these components, and the time each processed message post left the component
were recorded in a text file. This test was carried out five times on the same machine
configurations described in the previous section.
On average, the Natural Language Processor takes 355.68 milliseconds to complete
dialogue act recognition, addressee recognition, and communication action recognition
on one utterance. Further analysis showed that 98% of this time is taken by the
NLTK POS tagger used in dialogue act recognition. In future work, the use of other
natural language processing toolkits such as those implemented by the Stanford Natural
Language Processing Group21 will be considered.
21

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/index.shtml
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8.3.2

Impact of Data Extraction Scripts on Second Life

In order to measure the amount of lag experienced by the Second Life server, the server
time dilation value is used. Time dilation value provides an indication of the amount of
server lag, and is a value on a scale of 0-1: the higher the value, the lower the lag. The
Second Life server includes the current time dilation value in every avatar movement
update packet sent to the LIBOMV client.
A test was carried out with the presence of 2 - 6 avatars in the environment. One
of these avatars was logged in using the Second Life viewer, and was always immobile.
The other avatars were controlled by Jason agents, and were made to run in a loop
with a frequency of 15 seconds, where they would run, stop, and run again. The aim
was to test the impact of our data extraction script on the Second Life server with
the presence of avatars that are showing mobility, because avatar mobility is a major
contribution to Second Life server lag. Moreover, mobility means the receipt of more
avatar movement update packets, thus more test values for time dilation.
The ‘one moving avatar’ test case was used as the base case, and the lag introduced
by the following test scenarios was compared with respect to this base case22 .
1. No avatars are wearing scripts (ns - no scripts).
2. Only one avatar is wearing the script that periodically records movement information of objects and avatars (oss - one script, using LIBOMV-LSL combined
approach).
3. Only one avatar is wearing the script; however the script is only listening on the
given private chat channels, without recording movement information (osi - one
script, using the LIBOMV-only approach).
4. All avatars are wearing scripts that periodically record movement information
of objects and avatars (mss - multiple scripts, using LIBOMV-LSL combined
approach).
5. All avatars are wearing scripts, but the script is only listening on the given private
chat channels, without recording movement information (msi - multiple scripts,
using LIBOMV-only approach).
22

It is not possible to use the test case with no avatars, because at least one moving avatar is needed

for the server to send update packets to our client.
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Figure 8.6: Box plot of time dilation values recorded for the test cases
Each test was run for 10 minutes, and in the following graphs, the notation
hnumber of avatarsihtest casei is used to refer to individual test scenarios. For example, 2mss means that the test case is the fourth one above, and it is executed for
2 concurrent avatars in the simulation. From all of these test results, data received in
the first 1.5 minutes were removed, as the server experiences high lag when trying to
connect multiple avatars at the same time.
All these tests were run in the same SecondFootball simulation environment. The
Second Life statistics bar option23 available in the Second Life viewer was used to
monitor the server statistics. Server statistics values just before running a test, at the
middle of a test, and just after finishing the test were recorded. This ensured that the
number of avatars, objects and scripts present in the Second Life environment were
not changed during a test due to other users entering and leaving the region hosting
the SecondFootball simulation during the test. It was necessary to have at least one
avatar logged into the given Second Life environment using the Second Life viewer as
mentioned above. This avatar was immobile during the course of a test, in order not
to introduce additional lag.
The results of these test runs are shown in Figure 8.6. The box plot shows the
mean, median, and the quartile values of the time dilation values recorded in each of
the test cases, with one avatar with no scripts being the base case for comparison. It
also shows the outliers presented in each test case. From this result, it can be seen
23

http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Statistics\_Bar\_Guide
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Figure 8.7: Moving average of time dilation value for a 1 hour period
with 5 mobile avatars
that there is no direct relationship between the lag experienced by the server and the
number of scripts, or the amount of work carried out by our data extraction scripts.
The rightmost box represents the test case that ran for one hour, on the fifth test case
given above, for five avatars. This case was included in order to check whether there is
a significant decrease in the server performance when a script is executed for prolonged
periods. However,there is no significant reduction in the server performance. This box
contains a greater number of outliers, because it was run for a much longer period
of time. The graph in Figure 8.7 shows the moving average of time dilation values
(the subset size is set to 1 second) for the one hour test case. This also confirms that
running the script for longer periods does not introduce additional lag in Second Life
servers, as there is no significant decrease in the time dilation value over time.
One possible explanation for this behaviour could be the new changes that are said
to be introduced to Second Life servers as mentioned in Section 7.2. Therefore in order
to check whether the server is actually slowing down the script execution amidst high
server lag, the time taken by the script to execute one round and to send the position
information to the client was recorded. Figure 8.8 contains a box plot of the differences
between the times at which two consecutive script messages were received by the client.
It can be seen that the time between two consecutive messages from the script varies,
but it is always concentrated around 500 ms, which is the timer interval used in the
script.
Therefore, even if a script may not slow down an entire Second Life server, it is not
possible to depend on the timer interval set in a timer.
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Figure 8.8: Box plot for the time difference between two consecutive
script messages received by the client
A third party Second Life server lag measuring tool24 was also used to verify these
test results. When run in a Second Life environment, this tool reports a value that
indicates how fast scripts can run in a given Second Life region (e.g. a simulator with no
script lag gives a reading of 1.0 while a sim with 30% lag gives 1.3). This lag measuring
tool was executed from time to time while conducting our tests, and it did not report
any noticeable reduction in server performance.

8.4

Discussion

In this chapter, the SecondFootball simulation and the OVH simulation were used
to demonstrate that our dynamic virtual environment model is capable of abstractly
describing the dynamism presented in simulations belonging to different application
domains. As described in Section 1.4, these two simulations are different in many
aspects.
In particular, the SecondFootball simulation was used to demonstrate how the
dynamism observed in a football simulation can be described with respect to domainspecific relationships, complex events, and situations using the low-level Second Life
sensor data.
This simulation was also used to demonstrate how a Jason agent deployed in a
24

https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/True-Script-Lag-Checker-Tester-FREE/620049
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SecondFootball simulation can react to what is happening in a football simulation,
and how it can abstractly describe its social expectations. We emphasise that such
abstract agent plans and expectations are possible only because the low-level sensor
data received from Second Life are abstracted by our data inference mechanisms. How a
Jason agent can monitor for its expectations and react to their fulfilments and violations
were also demonstrated.
The OVH simulation was also used to demonstrate the use of the data inference
mechanisms, the Natural Language Processor in particular. We also provided a comprehensive evaluation of the accuracy of our Natural Language Processor, and showed that
the accuracy of the Addressee Recogniser is higher than a commonly used rule-based
algorithm. This evaluation was done using the chat logs provided by the implementers
of the simulation, in an off-line manner. This section also demonstrated how the identification of abstract communication actions makes it possible to define expectations
on doctor behaviour that involve both physical, as well as communication actions.
The number of relationships, event patterns, and situation types defined for the
SecondFootball simulation was higher than that for the OVH simulation. Moreover,
this simulation had enough space to keep several avatars running, which helped in generating sensor data at a high frequency. Therefore, the SecondFootball simulation was
used to evaluate the performance of the Relation Identifier, Complex Event Detector,
and the Situation Identifier. This performance analysis showed that for a test case with
five concurrent avatars, the Relation Identifier, Complex Event Detector, and Situation
Identifier show a very low latency. We believe that the number of relationships, event
patterns, and situations is sufficient for this claim, as each data processing component
has to process each relationship function, event pattern, and the situation algorithm
five times, once for each agent.
Since the Natural Language Processor was used only in the context of the OVH
simulation, this simulation was used to evaluate the performance of this component.
The latency of the Natural Language Processor was higher when compared with that
of the other components. However, we were able to identify the reason for this.
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Chapter 9
Discussion
This chapter discusses the contributions of this thesis, and possible future directions. A
discussion of the implemented framework with respect to its customisability, usability,
and scalability is also provided.

9.1

Contributions

For agents deployed in virtual worlds, being aware of their physical and social environment is an important requirement for being intelligent and believable. Improving
physical environment awareness is a non-trivial task, given the information representation gap that exists between virtual worlds and agent systems such as those based
on the BDI architecture. This research has been able to develop a set of data inference
mechanisms based on an abstract model of dynamic virtual environments, to abstractly
describe the dynamism present in virtual environments. With respect to social environment awareness of an IVA, no research has explored how an IVA could manage its
social expectations while operating in virtual communities. Filling this void, this thesis
integrated the concept of expectation monitoring with the BDI agent paradigm, and
presented an interface that could be used by BDI agents to start and stop monitoring
for their expectations.
The contributions of this thesis are:
• An abstract model for dynamic virtual environments
• A set of data inference mechanisms to bridge the information representation gap
between agent systems and virtual worlds
• Introduction of the use of CEP mechanisms
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• The use of complex events to identify unfolding situations
• The use of communication actions to specify agent expectations
• Integration of a Publicly Available BDI Agent Development Platform with Second
Life
• A framework that complements the existing toolkits to deploy agents in virtual
worlds
• An expectation monitoring interface for BDI agents
The following sub-sections discuss each of these contributions.

9.1.1

An Abstract Model for Dynamic Virtual Environments

Although the concept of environment has been researched with respect to multi-agent
systems, the existing research has focused mainly on designing the specifications of
(rather simple) environments to deploy agents in. They are more focused on describing
environment internals and agent internals, rather than specifying how the environment
can be comprehended by an agent deployed in it. As a consequence, none of this
previous research is adequate to describe complex and dynamic virtual environments.
In this context, the first contribution of this thesis is the specification of an abstract
dynamic virtual environment model, which was described in Chapter 3.
Chapter 8 demonstrated how the elements in this dynamic virtual environment
model are used to abstractly describe the dynamism in two different virtual world
simulations. The dynamic environment model not only was capable of abstractly describing the state of these virtual environments in the form of entity relationships, it
was also capable of describing the complex events and situations that are taking place
in a domain-specific manner, thus providing a broader picture of the environment to
the agent. It was also demonstrated that event identification process, and situation
recognition process in turn become easier, with the abstract state space introduced
by entity relationships. Moreover, it was demonstrated how chat messages can be
abstracted in the form of communication actions.
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9.1.2

A Set of Data Inference Mechanisms to Bridge the Information Representation Gap Between Agent Systems
and Virtual Worlds

Declarative agent systems such as the BDI architecture were not initially developed
to implement IVAs or robots. Moreover, some argue that such agent systems may
not be the best implementation choice for IVAs and robots (Dignum, 2012). However,
Section 2.3.3 described a significant amount of research that was using the BDI agent
paradigm to implement IVAs. In addition, Section 2.3.3 identified many advantages
of using such well-established agent paradigms for implementing IVAs, as opposed to
the use of custom tailored agent solutions. Therefore, our opinion is that it is no
longer valid to consider declarative agent systems such as BDI as not being suitable for
implementing IVAs. Rather, researchers should identify how to tailor and extend the
original functionality of agent systems to implement believable and intelligent agents
inside virtual worlds. As described in Section 2.3.3, already there are many initiatives
to implement such extensions for the BDI agent architecture.
This thesis has contributed such an extension to the BDI agent paradigm to provide physical environment awareness for IVAs. Data inference mechanisms were implemented to identify abstract elements in a dynamic virtual environment, thus bridging
the information representation gap between declarative agent systems and the low-level
sensor data interfaces provided by virtual worlds.
Chapter 4 described these data inference mechanisms to infer the abstract dynamic
environment elements, using the low-level sensor data received from a virtual world.
This includes: 1) deriving individual entity states and their relationships in discrete
time instants, 2) identifying communication actions based on participant conversations,
3) inferring primitive and domain-specific complex events using entity state, relationship, and communication information and finally, 4) identifying situations using the
complex events. Unlike previous research that focused on implementing only a sub-set
of these mechanisms, in this work, all these mechanisms were implemented as different
components in the same framework, along with well-defined interfaces between them.
In Chapter 4, many different approaches were identified to implement each of the
data inference mechanisms. From these, Chapter 6 described the implementation of
one such approach for each data processing component, selection of which was justified
in Chapter 4. Further to this justification, the performance evaluation conducted in
Section 8.3.1 confirmed that the implemented data inference logic has a latency low
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enough to provide processed virtual world sensor data to an agent in real time.

9.1.3

Introduction of the Use of CEP Mechanisms

Event recognition in complex virtual environments requires processing of a high frequency sensor data stream generated from a virtual world with a latency low enough
to be used by an agent in real-time. Rule engines used for event inference in agent simulations do not scale well for these requirements. As a solution, this thesis presented
a complex event recognition mechanism based on the well-established complex event
processing (CEP) techniques, which have been already used in real-time monitoring
of high-frequency data streams generated by network traffic, stock trading, etc. For
the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach to use CEP mechanisms to process virtual world sensor data to provide abstract environment information to agents
in real-time. Performance measurements in Section 8.3.1 showed that the Esper complex event processing engine used in the implementation shows a low latency, when
processing virtual world sensor data in real-time.

9.1.4

Use of Complex Events to Identify Unfolding Situations

In Section 2.3.5, the concept of situation awareness was presented as a suitable candidate to describe awareness of IVAs. However, in the related research, the focus given
to situation recognition in virtual environments is minimal. Moreover, the concept of
situations has not been researched much with respect to BDI agents, and only simple
situation recognition mechanisms have been previously used. In this context, an important contribution made by this thesis is the implementation of a Situation Identifier,
which makes use of complex virtual environment events to identify the start and end
of situations faced by individual agents. As demonstrated in Chapter 8, for Second
Life that provides sensor data at the level of individual entity property information,
identifying such domain-specific situations was only possible due to the pre-processing
of this sensor data to identify entity relationships, and complex events. Had these two
types of abstract environment information were not there, an agent only receives very
low-level situations based only on the entity property values. These situations contain
no domain-specific information, to make the agent aware of its situated environment
in complex simulations such as SecondFootball.
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9.1.5

Use of Communication Actions to Specify Agent Expectations

In previous work, natural language processing capabilities of IVAs have not been researched much alongside the inference of other abstract virtual environment information. To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first to present the use of
temporal relations between communication actions and other entity actions, in order
to check for fulfilments and violations of expectations defined on participant behaviour
as demonstrated in Section 8.2.4. It is also possible to use these communication actions
in identifying domain-specific complex events and situations in virtual environments.
The natural language processor described in Section 4.5 used a novel mechanism
that made use of three interconnected classifiers to identify the communication action information included in chat messages exchanged in virtual world chat channels.
Moreover, a rule-base addressee recognition algorithm that performs better than the
commonly used addressee recognition algorithm in virtual worlds (Traum, 2004) has
been implemented.

9.1.6

Integrating a Publicly Available BDI Agent Development Platform with Second Life

Chapter 7 described the implementation of an interface between the data inference
mechanisms and the popular multi-purpose virtual world Second Life. Second Life is
rather a new-comer to the set of virtual worlds used for IVA research. As a consequence,
not much research has addressed the problems of interfacing existing agent architectures with Second Life, or the problems related to accurate sensor data extraction from
Second Life at high frequencies. However, an accurate sensor data extraction mechanism is a prerequisite in improving environment awareness of IVAs deployed in Second
Life environments. Chapter 7 presented two sensor data extraction mechanisms that
eliminate many drawbacks of the existing mechanisms to extract sensor data from Second Life. Moreover, the documented experience gained through this implementation
provides useful information for future researchers hoping to integrate agent systems
with Second Life. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to demonstrate
the integration of a publicly available BDI agent development platform with Second
Life.
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9.1.7

A Framework that Complements the Existing Toolkits
to Deploy Agents in Virtual Worlds

In Section 2.3.8, approaches to bridging the information representation gap were
grouped into three categories. The data inference mechanisms described in Chapter 4 were implemented as a middle layer between agent systems and virtual worlds.
In this regard, this work falls into the third category given in Section 2.3.8. This is
a common approach that has been followed by other researchers working on bridging
the information representation gap (Gemrot et al., 2011; van Oijen et al., 2012; Chang
et al., 2005). Chang et al. (2005) claim that having such a middle layer to capture common inference mechanisms helps to implement agent-specific inferencing in a modular
manner. In the framework described in this thesis, the Relation Identifier, Natural
language Processor, and Complex Event Detector components were used to abstract
the virtual environment in a generic way, while the concept of situations was used to
describe what these events mean to an individual agent, based on its current context.
Therefore this framework complements the existing tool-kits to deploy agents in
virtual worlds such as Pogamut (Gemrot et al., 2011) and CIGA (van Oijen et al., 2012),
which have not yet presented any concise approach for generating abstract descriptions
of dynamic virtual environments to be used by declarative agents.
The alternative solution to bridging the information representation gap is to provide
the low-level sensor data to the agent, assuming that the agent has the provisions to
infer the abstract information it needs. However, the inference mechanisms introduced
in this thesis, event recognition and natural language processing in particular, require
complex programming constructs, something that the common agent platforms such as
those based on the BDI architecture do not provide. Gemrot et al. (2011) also note that
specifying this data inference logic inside agent code is inefficient and cumbersome. In
this context, even if a choice is made to allow the agent to decide on what inferencing
it should perform on the received virtual world sensor data, the inferencing should be
delegated to mechanisms such as those implemented in this work.

9.1.8

An Expectation Monitoring Interface for BDI Agents

An important aspect of social awareness that has not yet been considered is how an
IVA can be aware of the fulfilments and violations of its social expectations while operating in virtual environments alongside human participants. A significant hindrance to
implementing expectation monitoring abilities for IVAs is the lack of such mechanisms
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in the common agent frameworks such as those based on the BDI architecture. This
thesis contributes a solution to this problem by introducing the concept of expectation
monitoring to the BDI agent paradigm. Chapter 5 described an interface that can
be implemented by a BDI-based agent system to enable its agents to start and stop
monitoring for their expectations. Through this interface, monitoring for agent expectations can be delegated to a local monitoring service. This enables agents to monitor
for the fulfilment and violation of their expectations without relying on a centralised
monitoring mechanism, while making use of well-established expectation monitoring
techniques.
Section 6.11 and Section 6.12 described the implementation of this interface for the
Jason agent development platform. Chapter 8 demonstrated how a Jason agent makes
use of this interface to monitor for an expectation while operating in the SecondFootball
virtual football simulation. Moreover, Section 8.2.4 described the definition of different
expectations in the OVH virtual medical training simulation.

9.2

The Framework, at a Glance

This section provides a discussion of the implemented framework with respect to its
customisability, usability, and scalability.

9.2.1

Customisability

The possibility to customise the data inference mechanisms and the framework as a
whole is important in order to use the framework for different virtual worlds, and for
different simulation domains. Throughout Chapter 6 we discussed the customisation
options provided to tailor the different components for the context of different simulation domains and virtual worlds.
The Contextual Info Manager, Relation Identifier and the Complex Event Detector
all contain domain-specific logic. There is the possibility to implement these as pluggable scripts. The Relation Identifier however, does not contain any domain-specific
contextual information. This information can be stored in external data storage. Configuration options for the relationship functions are also provided externally to the
actual logic in the form of an XML-based configuration file. Functions to derive relationships can be tailored for the specific needs of a given application domain (e.g. specifying a sub-set of entities to which this relationship should apply). The Esper event
patterns are also provided in an XML file external to the main inference logic. Thus,
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event patterns for a new simulation domain can be specified without affecting the rest
of the framework. The EsperUtility class captures all the additional domain-specific
logic needed for the event inference process.
The first two steps of the natural language processor are designed to be domain
independent. The third step can be implemented as a pluggable script. However, if
domain-specific information is to be used in addressee recognition, then this logic can
also be transferred into a script.
Our framework provides an XML-based application configuration file to store Second Life related customisation options. For example, this file records the Second Life
region that is being used for the simulation. The type of sensor data extraction mechanism (the LIBOMV-LSL combined approach or the LIBOMV-only approach), the
name of the scripted object, and the private channel number used for script communication can also be customised through this configuration file. Another configuration
file is provided, which lists other domain-specific information. For example, for the
football simulation, this configuration file records the set of entities that should be
monitored for a given simulation, and the team that each player belongs to.

9.2.2

Usability

Interfaces between the different data inference mechanisms are clearly defined, based on
the abstract virtual environment formalism. Customisation possibilities for these inference mechanisms are also provided. Therefore it is relatively easy to use our framework
with new agent systems, new virtual worlds, and with new simulation domains.
Interfacing a new agent system with this framework is straightforward, because of
the loosely coupled connection implemented over the TCP/IP connection using textbased communication. The only requirements are to implement a network socket client
at the agent system, which would communicate with our framework on behalf of an
agent and interpret the snapshot strings into the percept representation used by the
agents.
Using the framework in the context of a new virtual world requires a new implementation of the VW Client that contains the sensor and actuator logic specific to
the new virtual world. Data amalgamation algorithms implemented in the Snapshot
Generator may need to be changed according to the type of sensor data received from
this new virtual world. The output of the snapshot generator should be a snapshot
in the form described in our abstract model, and the components that follow do not
make any assumption about the logic used by the Snapshot Generator to create this
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snapshot.
Using the framework in the context of a new simulation domain requires the use
of the customisation options described in the previous section. Defining relationships,
events, etc. in a new simulation may require extensive domain knowledge, and the
service of a domain expert could be employed. Although the implementation of relationship logic and Esper patterns requires programming knowledge, we believe that
the conversion of domain knowledge into the corresponding programming logic would
be straightforward. For example, the natural language description of the in/2 relationship between a dynamic entity and a location can be specified as: “if an entity with a
unit area size is inside the boundary of a location, then the entity is in that location”.
Similarly, the complex event related to a goal score by an up-kick can be explained as:
“if the ball started travelling above the ground after being kicked by a player using an
up-kick, and the location it finally landed in is the goal, then this is a goal score by
up-kick”.
However, if the simulation is complex, and if it is necessary to identify complex
patterns with subtle variations, a longer testing phase may be required to fine-tune the
variables used in the inference logic (Esper patterns in particular).
As for expectation monitoring, the only requirements for agent system developers
to understand and use this approach are (i) an understanding of the abstract idea of
monitoring for fulfilments and violations of future-oriented expectations, (ii) the signatures of the interface constructs that connect the agent platform with the monitoring
system, and (iii) to be provided with the customised logic needed to connect a given
monitoring technique with the agent platform.

9.2.3

Scalability

Section 8.3.1 showed that the Relation Identifier, Complex Event Detector, and the
Situation Identifier were able to process snapshots with a low latency in the presence
of multiple agents (up to five agents). Processing snapshots with up to eleven entities
also did not have a big impact on the performance. In particular, the use of Esper for
event recognition with the presence of a substantially large number of event patterns
was shown to be a very efficient solution.
However, we do not claim that this framework is capable of processing sensor data
belonging to thousands of agents. Therefore this framework might not scale enough to
use in large-scale crowd simulations. However, we believe that it can provide an acceptable level of performance to process data belonging to about 10 concurrent agents.
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9.3

Limitations and Future Work

From the three parts of perception described in Section 2.3.5, only the implementation
of the interpret step was addressed in the context of generating dynamic abstractions
of virtual environments. Possible future work includes the implementation of the use
of focus selection, perceptual laws, and filtering mechanisms, before providing the
processed sensor data to agents. In particular, a well-defined data filtering policy is
needed, in order to further reduce the cognitive overload on IVAs by providing only
the most salient information and/or information applicable to the currently pursued
goals of the IVA. Moreover, in order to provide an IVA with a better understanding of
its environment, our framework could be extended with mechanisms to generate static
abstractions of the environment as well.
Further research is needed to implement a more sophisticated situation identifier
that is capable of identifying parametrised situations (e.g. in the football simulation described in the previous section, the ‘opposition has ball’ situation could be parametrised
to consider the player having the possession of the ball), and dynamically adapting situation templates according to the observations in the environment as proposed by Buford
et al. (2006) (see Section 2.3.5.1).
In the current work, mechanisms to interpret emotions displayed by avatars are not
employed. For Second Life, emotion-related animations such as laughing or crying are
simply captured by our framework no differently from any other animation such as
walking or up-kicking. Therefore for future work, there is the possibility of explicitly
interpreting these emotion-related animations.
In this work, potential problems introduced by the uncertainty of sensor data received from a virtual world were not addressed, and are left for future work. The
modular nature of our framework affords the use of different event inference mechanisms (e.g. state-space mechanisms for event detection) without affecting the rest of the
framework. It is also possible to experiment with different mechanisms to implement
other data inference components in our framework. For example, different classifiers
can be experimented with to improve the accuracy of dialogue act recognition, and a
more effective implementation of a POS tagger would also be advantageous.
There is also a requirement to test this framework in the context of other virtual
worlds such as those described in Section 2.3.10. We considered this framework as
complementing the already existing tool-kits such as Pogamut (Gemrot et al., 2011).
Therefore future research can look into the possibility of integrating our inference logic
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with that of those frameworks.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
This thesis has addressed the problem of improving physical and social awareness of
Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs).
An important aspect of physical environment awareness is the ability of an agent to
interpret the dynamic interactions taking place in its surrounding environment. This
awareness can be described in terms of abstract environment states, abstract communication actions, complex events that take place, and situations that are unfolding.
However, sensor data received from many virtual worlds describe the agent’s environment at the level of individual entities, and the received communication messages have
no reference to contextual information. This has introduced an information representation gap between virtual worlds and agent systems such as those based on the BDI
architecture used to implement IVAs. Previous research has focused on identifying
these dynamic environment elements individually with no reference to others, or to
possible interconnections that exist between these elements.
This thesis has presented a solution to this problem by defining and implementing a set of data inference mechanisms that interpret low-level virtual world sensor
data into abstract descriptions of dynamic environments containing (possibly domainspecific) entity relationships, communication actions, complex events, and situations.
Each inference mechanism adds a new layer of abstraction to the low-level sensor data
received from the virtual world. This process is based on an abstract environment
model containing a precise description of these dynamic environment elements, and
their interrelationships.
With respect to improving social environment awareness of an IVA, this thesis
investigated how an IVA can be aware of the fulfilments and violations of its social
expectations. A hindrance to enabling an IVA to monitor for its expectations is the
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lack of such mechanisms in common agent frameworks such as those based on the
BDI architecture. As a solution to this problem, this thesis integrated the concept of
expectation monitoring with the BDI agent paradigm. An interface was defined that
can be used by BDI agents to delegate monitoring for their expectations to monitoring
processes outside the agent system, enabling these monitoring processes to make use
of existing expectation monitoring techniques. This interface was implemented for the
Jason BDI agent development platform. Abstract environment information processed
by the set of data inference mechanisms was used to declaratively describe expectations
of these Jason agents.
The framework implementing the data inference mechanism was used to process
sensor data received by a Jason agent deployed in the popular multi-purpose virtual
world Second Life. This thesis addressed many technical aspects related to extracting
sensor data from Second Life virtual environments. We believe that this documented
experience provides useful information for future researchers hoping to integrate agent
systems with Second Life. Our framework can also be considered as complementing the
existing tool-kits to deploy agents in virtual worlds such as Pogamut (Gemrot et al.,
2011) and CIGA (van Oijen et al., 2012), which have not yet presented any concise
approach for generating abstract descriptions of dynamic virtual environments, to be
used by declarative agents.
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Appendix A
List of Terms
Acronym

Expansion

2D

2-dimensional

3D

3-dimensional

ACTA

Applied Cognitive Task Analysis

ACTA

Applied Cognitive Task Analysis

ACT-R

Adaptive Character of Thought-Rational

AI

Artificial Intelligence

AMI

Augmented Multiparty Interaction

API

Application Programming Interface

BDI

Belief-Desire-Intention

BOD

Behaviour Oriented Design

CBR

Case-Based Reasoning

CED

Complex Event Detection

CEP

Complex Event Processing

CIGA

Creating Intelligent Games with Agents

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CVE

Collaborative Virtual Environment

DAMSL

Dialog Act Markup in Several Layers

ECA

Embodied Conversational Agent

ECG

Electrocardiography

ED

Emergency Department

EPL

Event Processing Language

GOAP

Goal Oriented Action Planning

HMM

Hidden Markov Model

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol
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HUD

Head Up Display

IRC

Internet Relay Chat

IRR

Inter-Rater Reliability

IVA

Intelligent Virtual Agent

IVE

Intelligent Virtual Environment

LIBOMV

LibOpenMetaverse

LSL

Linden Scripting Language

MAS

Multi-Agent System

MMO

Massively Multi-Player Online Game

MMOG

Massively Multi-Player Online Game

MMORPG

Massively Multi-Player Online Role Playing Game

MUD

Multi-User Dungeon, Domain or Dimension

NLP

Natural Language Processing or Processor

NLTK

Natural Language Toolkit

NN

Singular Noun

NNP

Singular Proper Noun

NNS

Plural Noun

NPC

Non-Player Character

NPS

Singular Plural Noun

OVH

Otago Virtual Hospital

POS

Part of Speech

PRP$

Possessive Pronoun

SGD

Synthetic Group Dynamics

SQL

Structured Query Language

SVM

Support Vector Machines

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

UT

Unreal Tournament

UTI

Urinary Tract Infected

UUID

Universally Unique Identifier

VBZ

Third Person Present Tense Verb

WDT

Wh-Determiner

XML

Extensible Markup Language

Table A.1: Acronyms used and the corresponding expansions
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Appendix B
Software Specifications
Table B.1 contains the list of software tools that was used in the implementation.

Name

Version

C#

4.0

Microsoft .Net

4.0.30319 SP1

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010

10.0.40219.1 SP1

Java jdk

1.6.0 10

Eclipse

3.3.1.1

Jason

1.3.4

C# Scripting

2.7.4.0

Ironpython

2.7.0.10

Python

2.6.5

Nesper

4.0.0.0

LIBOMV

0.8.3.27527

NLTK

2.0

Second Life Server

12.10.08.265664

Phoenix Viewer

1.6.1.1691

Model Checker

-

XML

1.0

Microsoft SQL Server 2008

10.50.2500.0

Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 2008 10.0.1600.22
OpenSimulator Server

7.1.1

R

2.15.2
Table B.1: List of software tools used for implementation
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Appendix C
Configuration Options for
Relationship Functions
The configuration options given below are for the relationships identified in the SecondFootball simulation in Section 8.1.1.2.
<relationships>
<relationship_func>
<name>infer_location</name>
<method_index>1</method_index>
<inputs>
<input>
<param_name>rel_name</param_name>
<param_value>rl</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain1</param_name>
<param_value>ALL</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain2</param_name>
<param_value>midfiledA1,goalA,penaltyB....,aCorner4PKick</param_value>
</input>
</inputs>
</relationship_func>
<relationship_func>
<name>infer_move_direction</name>
<method_index>2</method_index>
<inputs>
<input>
<param_name>rel_name</param_name>
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<param_value>rv</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain1</param_name>
<param_value>ALL</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain2</param_name>
<param_value>goalA,goalB</param_value>
</input>
</inputs>
</relationship_func>
<relationship_func>
<name>infer_vertical_pos</name>
<method_index>3</method_index>
<inputs>
<input>
<param_name>rel_name</param_name>
<param_value>rvp</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain1</param_name>
<param_value>Ball</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain2</param_name>
<param_value>ground</param_value>
</input>
</inputs>
</relationship_func>
<relationship_func>
<name>infer_near_entities</name>
<method_index>4</method_index>
<inputs>
<input>
<param_name>rel_name</param_name>
<param_value>near</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain1</param_name>
<param_value>ALL</param_value>
</input>
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<input>
<param_name>argDomain2</param_name>
<param_value>ALL</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>dist</param_name>
<param_value>1.4</param_value>
</input>
</inputs>
</relationship_func>
<relationship_func>
<name>infer_ball_possession</name>
<method_index>5</method_index>
<inputs>
<input>
<param_name>rel_name</param_name>
<param_value>possession</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain1</param_name>
<param_value>Ball</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain2</param_name>
<param_value>ALL</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>dist</param_name>
<param_value>1.4</param_value>
</input>
</inputs>
</relationship_func>
<relationship_func>
<name>infer_relative_score</name>
<method_index>6</method_index>
<inputs>
<input>
<param_name>rel_name</param_name>
<param_value>rScore</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain1</param_name>
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<param_value>teamApoints,teamBpoints</param_value>
</input>
<input>
<param_name>argDomain2</param_name>
<param_value>teamApoints,teamBpoints</param_value>
</input>
</inputs>
</relationship_func>
</relationships>
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Appendix D
LSL Script to Sense Second Life
Environments
The LSL script below is used to sense Second Life environments. Note that the avatar
communicates with the script using a special channel (channel 90), in order to avoid
disrupting public chat in channel 0. The script can also listen on any other chat
channels if needed. Here, script is also listening on channel 127.
list uuids;
string pos;
string return_string;
integer non_empty = 0;
detect_positions()
{
integer id = 0;
integer n =

llGetListLength(uuids);

for (id = 0; id<n; id=id+1)
return_string = return_string + (string)id + ":" +
(string)(llGetObjectDetails(llList2Key(uuids, id),
[OBJECT_POS,OBJECT_VELOCITY])) + "|";
llOwnerSay(return_string);
return_string = "";
}
default
{
state_entry()
{
llListen(127,"",NULL_KEY,"");
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llListen(90,"",NULL_KEY,"");
llSetTimerEvent(0.5);
llSetText("", <0,0,0>, 0);
}
timer()
{
if(non_empty == 1)
detect_positions();
}
listen(integer channel, string name, key id, string message)
{
if (channel == 127)
llOwnerSay(message);
if (channel == 90)
{
if ( id == llGetOwner() )
{
uuids = llDeleteSubList(uuids, 0, llGetListLength(uuids)-1);
uuids = llCSV2List(message);
if(llGetListLength(uuids)>0)
non_empty = 1;
else
non_empty = 0;
}
}
}
}
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Appendix E
Esper Patterns
Below are the Esper patterns implemented to identify successful goal scores and successful passes of the ball by up-kicks.
1. Pattern to identify that the player had the possession of the ball when
he performed the up-kick animation
This Esper pattern identifies the ukb ev event of type up kicked on ball. The INSERT
INTO construct adds the identified event to an internal Esper data stream termed
ukb ev so that this event can be used by patterns down the processing line. a and
b are aliases for EntitySnapshot and Event objects (respectively) that triggered this
pattern. The − > indicates that a is ‘followed by’ b. The wild card (*) selects both a
and b objects into the ukb ev data stream. The pattern looks for an EntitySnapshot
and an Event that have the same SnapshotId, and where the entityid of the player
who performed the up-kick animation is equal to the entityid of the player having the
possession of the ball. C# getters and setters are used to access properties of objects
associated with an Esper pattern. The GetContextVal method in the EsperUtility
class (abbreviated as EU) is used to access the map structure corresponding to entity
properties of an EntitySnapshot object and the ProcessAttVals method to access
the map structure corresponding to event properties of an Event object.
This pattern also contains a WHERE clause, which specifies the maximum time that an
EntitySnapshot (a) will be kept in the Esper memory, waiting for a b (of type Event)
to arrive. Removing out-dated data from Esper memory is critical for improving the
performance of the event detection step.
INSERT INTO ukb_ev
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
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a = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID = ’Ball’)
->
b = Event(AgentName = a.AgentName,
EU.ProcessAttVals(AttMap, ’anim’) LIKE ’%up kick%’,
SnapshotId = a.SnapshotId,
EU.ProcessAttVals(AttMap, ’entityid’) =
EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’))
WHERE timer:within(1 sec)]

2. Pattern to detect change of the entity-level relationship rvp
This Esper pattern identifies the vertical position changed event. The output of
the pattern is added to the Esper data stream rvp ev. This pattern looks for two
consecutive EntitySnapshot objects belonging to the same entity having different
values for rvp.
INSERT INTO rvp_ev
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’rvp’) !=
EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’rvp’),
SnapshotId = a.SnapshotId+1)
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]

3. Pattern to detect ball land on ground
This Esper pattern applies a filter on the rvp ev data stream generated by the
previous pattern, and makes sure that the vertical position of the ball changed from
being above the ground to land on the ground. The object aliased b in the WHERE
condition is bound to the EntitySnapshot aliased by b in rvp ev. The output of this
pattern is added to the blg ev data stream.
INSERT INTO blg_ev
SELECT *
FROM
a = rvp_ev
WHERE(b.Entity.ID = ’Ball’,
EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’rvp’) = ’above(ground)’,
EU.GetContextVal(b.Entity.ContextDic, ’rvp’) = ’on(ground)’)
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4. Pattern to detect the ball land in goal
This Esper pattern applies a filter on the blg ev data stream generated by the
previous pattern, and detects that ball is inside the goal after landing on the ground. In
practice, the ball could roll slightly into the goal after landing on the ground. Therefore
the occurrence of this event is detected in the next snapshot after the ball landed on
the ground. This pattern also contains an additional condition, which makes sure that
a player was not in possession of the ball when it landed inside the goal. Navigation
into more than one level of previous patterns is possible. In the below pattern, a.b
refers to the EntitySnapshot aliased by b in the second Esper pattern above.
Note that it is always possible to write these three patterns (patterns 2, 3, and
4) as one. However, having this type of hierarchical event pattern enables the reuse
of generic event patterns. For example, both this event pattern and the next event
pattern reuse the blg ev event stream.
INSERT INTO gl_ev
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = blg_ev(NOT EU.GetContextVal(a.b.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)
LIKE ’%possession’)
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.b.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.b.Entity.ID,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’rl’) LIKE ’goal%’,
NOT EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’) LIKE ’%possession’,
SnapshotId = a.b.SnapshotId+1)
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]

5. Pattern to detect that a player got the possession of the ball when it
landed on the ground
This Esper pattern applies a filter on the blg ev data stream, and detects that a
player is in possession of the ball after landing on the ground. Similarly to the previous
pattern, a player may not get the possession of the ball when it lands on the ground.
Therefore the occurrence of this event is detected in the next snapshot after the ball
landed on the ground. This pattern also contains an additional condition, which makes
sure that the player did not get the possession of the ball inside a goal. The output is
added to the pgp ev data stream.
INSERT INTO pgp_ev
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
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[EVERY
a = blg_ev
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.b.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.b.Entity.ID,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’) LIKE ’%possession’,
NOT (EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’rl’) LIKE ’goal%’),
SnapshotId = a.b.SnapshotId+1)
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]

6. Pattern to identify the complex event of goal score by up kick
This Esper pattern identifies a goal score by pairing up EVERY item in the ukb ev
data stream with an item in the gl ev data stream. This pairing makes sure that the
last item in the ukb ev data stream is associated with the event corresponding to the
ball landing inside the goal. Unlike the other patterns, the output of this pattern is
not inserted into a new data stream. Instead, the output is sent to the Esper listener.
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
(a = ukb_ev
->
b = gl_ev(b.Entity.ID = a.a.Entity.ID,
b.b.AgentName = a.a.AgentName,
b.b.SnapshotId > a.a.SnapshotId))
WHERE timer:within(15 sec)]

7. Pattern to identify successful passes of the ball by up kick
Similarly to the previous pattern, this Esper pattern identifies a successful pass
by pairing up EVERY item in the ukb ev data stream with an item in the pgp ev data
stream.
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
(a = ukb_ev
->
b = pgp_ev(b.Entity.ID = a.a.Entity.ID,
b.b.AgentName =
a.a.AgentName,b.b.SnapshotId > a.a.SnapshotId))
WHERE timer:within(15 sec)]
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Appendix F
Situation Templates for a Football
Simulation
Below situation templates specify the triggering and terminating conditions for the situations described in Section 8.1.1.4. Except for the last situation template, all others
refer to primitive situations. For primitive situations, the terminating and triggering
conditions have only one event. In contrast, for the template corresponding to the
compound situation, there are two triggering conditions, which are considered as conjunctions in the situation identifying algorithm. Template of a compound situation
does not specify a terminating condition.
<situations>
<situation>
<name>opposition_leading</name>
<triggering_conditions>
<triggering_condition>
<condition_name>opp_start_to_lead</condition_name>
<condition_type>event</condition_type>
</triggering_condition>
</triggering_conditions>
<terminating_conditions>
<terminating_condition>
<condition_name>points_equalled</condition_name>
<condition_type>event</condition_type>
</terminating_condition>
</terminating_conditions>
</situation>
<situation>
<name>opposition_has_ball</name>
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<triggering_conditions>
<triggering_condition>
<condition_name>opposition_got_ball</condition_name>
<condition_type>event</condition_type>
</triggering_condition>
</triggering_conditions>
<terminating_conditions>
<terminating_condition>
<condition_name>opposition_lost_ball</condition_name>
<condition_type>event</condition_type>
</terminating_condition>
</terminating_conditions>
</situation>
<situation>
<name>no_team_members_in_penaltyA</name>
<triggering_conditions>
<triggering_condition>
<condition_name>teammates_left_penaltyA</condition_name>
<condition_type>event</condition_type>
</triggering_condition>
</triggering_conditions>
<terminating_conditions>
<terminating_condition>
<condition_name>teammates_entered_penaltyA</condition_name>
<condition_type>event</condition_type>
</terminating_condition>
</terminating_conditions>
</situation>
<situation>
<name>potential_goal_score_by_opposition</name>
<triggering_conditions>
<triggering_condition>
<condition_name>no_team_members_in_penaltyA</condition_name>
<condition_type>situation</condition_type>
</triggering_condition>
<triggering_condition>
<condition_name>opposition_has_ball</condition_name>
<condition_type>situation</condition_type>
</triggering_condition>
</triggering_conditions>
</situation>
</situations>
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Appendix G
Esper Patterns for Situation
Recognition
Below are the Esper patterns implemented to identify the events corresponding to the
triggering and terminating conditions of the situations described in Section 8.1.1.4.
1. Opposition start to lead
This event, as well as the one below, are identified using the rscore inferred property
of the dynamic conceptual entities correspond to team scores. In these Esper event
patterns, note that the agentName property of a SnapshotPart is used to identify the
team that the agent belongs to.
INSERT INTO opp_start_to_lead
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID LIKE ’%points’,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’rscore’) = ’equal’)
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
SnapNo = a.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetTeam(b.AgentName)!=EU.GetContextVal(b.Entity.ContextDic,’team_name’),
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’rscore’) = ’lead’)
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]

2. Points got equal
INSERT INTO points_equalled
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
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[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID LIKE ’%points’,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’rcore’) != ’equal’)
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
SnapNo = a.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’rcore’) = ’equal’)
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]

3. Team members left penaltyA area
INSERT INTO teammates_left_penaltyA
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID LIKE ’%player_demographics’,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’penaltyA_player_count’) != ’0’,
EU.GetTeam(AgentName) =EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’team_name’))
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
SnapNo = a.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’penaltyA_player_count’) = ’0’,
EU.GetTeam(AgentName) = EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’team_name’))
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]

4. Team members entered the penaltyA area
INSERT INTO teammates_entered_penaltyA
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID LIKE ’%player_demographics’,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’penaltyA_player_count’) = ’0’,
EU.GetTeam(AgentName) = EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’team_name’))
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
SnapNo = a.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’penaltyA_player_count’) != ’0’,
EU.GetTeam(AgentName) = EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’team_name’))
WHERE timer:within(2 sec)]
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5. Opposition got ball
In this Esper pattern and the one below, the values of four consecutive snapshots
are compared. This is to avoid the frequent oscillations of the identified possession
relationship when a player is moving with the ball (see Section 4.4)
INSERT INTO opposition_got_ball
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID = ’Ball’)
->
a1 = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
AgentName = a.AgentName,
SnapNo = a.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’))=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)))
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
SnapNo = a1.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetTeam(b.AgentName)!=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(b.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)),
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’))!=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(b.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)))
->
b1 = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
AgentName = a.AgentName,
SnapNo = b.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(b.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’))=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)))
WHERE timer:within(3 sec)]

6. Opposition lost ball
INSERT INTO opposition_lost_ball
SELECT *
FROM PATTERN
[EVERY
a = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID = ’Ball’,
EU.GetTeam(a.AgentName)!=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)),
EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’) LIKE ’%possession’)
->
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a1 = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
AgentName = a.AgentName,
SnapNo = a.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’))=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)))
->
b = EntitySnapshot(AgentName = a.AgentName,
Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
SnapNo = a1.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(a.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’))!=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(b.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)))
->
b1 = EntitySnapshot(Entity.ID = a.Entity.ID,
AgentName = a.AgentName,
SnapNo = b.SnapNo+1,
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(b.Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’))=
EU.GetTeam(EU.GetContextVal(Entity.ContextDic, ’possession’)))
WHERE timer:within(3 sec)]
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Appendix H
Logging a Jason Agent into Second
Life
When the system starts, the Jason agent corresponding to ras ruby is initialised, and
the agent has an initial goal to start playing (the prefix ‘!’ in the code below identifies
this as a goal). It also has an initial belief (or a ‘mental note’, in the Jason terminology)
about the current tactic it is supposed to play. Here, the current tactic is to try the
give and go team play, between su monday and itself.

/* Initial belief */
current_tactic(give_and_go(su_monday, ras_ruby)).
/* Initial goal */
!start_playing.

The plan responding to the start_playing goal logs ras ruby into Second Life by
calling the external action connect to vw. The password to connect to Second Life,
and the region name and landing point coordinates are provided as parameters. This
action is not executed instantaneously. Therefore the agent has to wait until Second
Life notifies it about the success of its login attempt. Once the agent perceives that it
logged into Second Life, it runs to the MidfieldA area.
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+!start_playing
<- connect_to_vw("xxxx", "Wonderland NW,195,170,1001");
!check_connected.
+!check_connected: not connected
<-.wait(2000);
!!check_connected.
+!check_connected: connected
<- act_in_vw("run","MidfieldA").
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Appendix I
Assigning Parameter Values to
start monitoring Internal Action
for the Football Scenario
The second parameter of start monitoring assigns the name “move to target” to the
expectation.

The third parameter is the name of the expectation monitor used,

as our framework allows different monitor tools to be used. The fourth parameter is the triggering condition for the expectation to become active, while the fifth
parameter is the expectation to be monitored. In this example, the fifth parameter is a string containing a Python expression suitable for our current Pythonbased monitor. Before start monitoring is called, Jason’s .concat internal action
is used to assemble a string representation of this expectation formula. The sixth
parameter (context information list) is used to inform the expectation monitor of the state (N) that triggered monitoring.

This is an example of the use

of context information list. The Jason Environment class sends the snapshots
received from our framework directly to the expectation monitor.

Therefore the

start monitoring command issued by the Jason agent is not synchronised with the
snapshot data stream received by the expectation monitor. The expectation monitor uses this state number to decide on the state index at which monitoring for this
expectation should start.
The keyword #once appearing as the condition for the rule of expectation has a
special meaning. As discussed in Section 5.5, for this scenario the initiating agent
wants the rule to fire precisely once, immediately, and this can be achieved by using
a ‘nominal’ for the current state as the rule’s condition. However, the BDI execution
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cycle only executes a single step of a plan at each iteration, and any knowledge of the
current state of the world retrieved by the plan may be out of date by the time the
monitor is invoked. The #once keyword instructs the monitor to insert a nominal for
the current state of the world just before the rule begins to be monitored. This is
generated from the state number associated with the most recent state propositions it
has received.
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Appendix J
Definitions of Performance Scores
Used in Section 8.2.3
J.1

Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-score

For a given a list of reference values and a corresponding list of test values, accuracy
is the fraction of reference and test values that are equal.
Number of posts labelled correctly
accuracy =
Total number of posts
For a given class (e.g. a dialogue act),
tp
precision =
and
tp + fp
tp
where
tp + fn
tp = number of posts correctly classified as belonging to the given class (“true
recall =

positive”),
f p = number of posts falsely classified as belonging to the given class (“false positive”),
and
f n = number of posts falsely classified as not belonging to the given class (“false
negative”).
F-score is the harmonic mean of precision (p) and recall (r), weighted by a coefficient
(α).
f-score =

1
α/p + (1 − α)/r
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where α is set to 0.5.

J.2

McNemar’s Significance Test

McNemar’s significance test (McNemar, 1947) is used to test the statistical difference
between paired proportions. This is a significance test commonly applied to compare
performance of different classifiers. This test is applied on a 2 × 2 contingency table,
which tabulates the outcomes of two classifiers on the same sample of data.
For example, the contingency table to measure the significance of increase in accuracy of Algorithm 4.2 compared to Traum’s algorithms is shown in Table J.1.
No.
No.

of posts correctly

of posts correctly

No.

of posts incorrectly

tagged by Alg. 4.2

tagged by Alg. 4.2

a

b

c

d

tagged by Traum’s Alg.
No.

of posts incorrectly

tagged by Traum’s Alg.

Table J.1: A sample contingency table prepared for McNemar’s significance test
The null hypothesis H0 for this test is :
H0 : p b = p c
which states that the marginal probability of Algorithm 4.2 inaccurately tagging a post
is equal to the marginal probability of Traum’s algorithm inaccurately tagging a post.
Now, McNemar’s test can be defined as:
X2 =

(b − c)2
(b + c)

If X 2 < 0.05 (p value), the null hypothesis is rejected and it can be concluded that
Algorithm 4.2 shows a significant increase in accuracy over Traum’s algorithm.

J.3

Calculating Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient

Cohen’s kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960) provides a measurement of the agreement between two raters (annotators) who each classify X items (chat posts in this research)
into Y mutually exclusive categories (dialogue acts, addressee information, and communication actions).
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The equation below calculates the kappa coefficient k:
k=

P r(a) − P r(e)
1 − P r(e)

where

P r(a) = relative observed agreement among raters, and
P r(e) = hypothetical probability of chance agreement, using the observed data to
calculate the probabilities of each rater randomly marking each category.
If the raters are in complete agreement then k = 1. If there is no agreement
among the raters other than what would be expected by chance, k = 0. k = −1
means a complete disagreement. In computational linguistics, inter-rater reliability
(or inter-annotator agreement) is considered good when k > 0.8 and acceptable when
k > 0.67 (Eugenio and Glass, 2004; Popescu-Belis, 2008).
However, this initial calculation presented by Cohen (1960) was designed for the
case of two raters. A generalisation of Cohen’s kappa calculation for multiple raters
has been presented by Krippendorff (1980), which is the method used in this work1 .

1

As implemented in http://cosmion.net/jeroen/software/kappao/.
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Appendix K
Keywords used in Classification
Tasks in Section 8.2.3
K.1

Dialogue Act Recognition

List of good bye words:
tc, ltr, gtg, gn, cya, afk, bbs, bbl, goodbye, bye, byebye, cya, brb,
gn, gb
List of greeting words:
hello, hi, hey, hia, hiya, welcome, gm
List of emoticons1 :
:-), :), :o), :], =O, =[, =(, :p, =), :-D. :D, =D, :-(, :(, :-[, :[,
:{, :S, :|, :P
List of emotion abbreviations:
boo, lol, haha, opps, hahaha, omg, yay, geeshhh, aw, woohoo, ew, ugh,
hehe, lolol, oh, woops, oops, eeek, eek, ahha, shit, phew, whew, ahah,
aha, arrrgh
List of ‘yes’ variants:
1

The lists of emoticons and emotion abbreviations used in this work is a subset of the emoticons

and emotion abbreviations (respectively) provided by Forsyth (2007), because only common emoticons
and emotion abbreviations are found in the OVH chat corpus.
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yes, yep, yeah, yah, yup
List of ‘accept’ variants:
surely, true, sure, ok, cheers, okay
List of ‘no’ variants:
no, nope, nopes, naa, naah, never, not, nah
List of question words:
didn’t, do, did, does, have, has, had, is, are, was, were
List of question words:
can, could, will, would, shall, should, please
List of apology words:
sorry
List of thanking words:
thank, thanks

K.2

Communication Action Recognition

List of test terms:
pulse, bp, ecg, blood, obs, abdo, chest, tummy
List of illness terms:
urinary tract infection, urinary infection, uti, infection, bacteria
List of treatment terms:
oxygen, antibiotics, fluids, drink, warfarin, medication, augmentin,
trimethoprim, cefuroxime, treat, treated, treatment, treatments
List of introduction terms:
i’m, i am, im, we are, we’re, my name
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